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Abstract 
The dissertation explores the work of two African artists: Lamidi 0. 
Fakeye a Yoruba wood carver, and Ahmed M. Shibrain a Sudanese painter, as 
an exemplary development within African art during the second half of the 20"' 
century. It examines their works through the sense of "tradition" as it is seen 
within the context of their cultures and their histories. It considers their works to 
be a reflection of their time, a hybrid art and a new tradition emerging within 
their respective cultures as a result of change in their societies. It argues against 
the notion that separates their art from their traditions and their histories based 
on the artificial barriers of "authenticity" in the literature on African art and the 
various categories that are related to it. It ponders on the contradictions and 
complexity that this situation has created and demonstrates that these categories 
negate historical realities. 
The dissertation is in two parts. The first part describes and analyses 
some of Lamidi's Christian and secular carvings. His work is placed in its 
appropriate historical perspective by revealing its close relationship to the 
carvings of his predecessors in terms of themes, design, content and clients. 
Innovation and change in his work through time and space is revealed. 
In the second part, the dissertation defines the connectivity of Shibrain's 
work to his tradition and its history, and that of his fellow artists who 
contributed to the development of a new trend in Sudanese art. It discusses their 
work on the basis of the `idea' of art in Islam, their training and their heritage of 
decorative art and Arabic calligraphy. It argues that innovation, influence, 
borrowing and adaptation, are part of progress in art through the ages. 
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Preface 
[W]hatever we do, our 
characters and lives are shaped 
for better and worse by the 
pressures and ethos of the times 
we grow up in. 
Philip French. "Film of the 
Week" The Observer Review 
March 14,2004. 
The purpose of writing this thesis is to understand the pressures and 
ethos that informed my art and that of my African colleagues, especially 
those from Sudan with whom I share the profession of being an artist, and 
those from other parts of Africa who became closer friends during the years. 
Among these artists is Lamidi Olonade Fakeye. It is my intention to sift 
through the literature to find answers to many questions that have 
accumulated through time and my experiences as a Sudanese sculptor. It is 
also that while I grew up in a society, which has strong oral and literary 
traditions as well as decorative art, has no written art history except from 
that of its antiquities, mainly the art of Kush and Christian Nubia. 
. There were no historians or art critics in Sudan until recently to 
articulate its cultural history to pave the way for those generations of artists 
who have emerged in Khartoum since the beginning of the 1950s. Before 
that time the Sudan did not have artists who practiced easel painting or 
created sculpture of any form except from the Zandi group in the southwest 
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of the country. Easel painting came with the establishment of the School of 
Design in the 1940s. Sculpture existed during the ancient Kingdom of Kush 
but there is no evidence to suggest that it was practiced in Northern Sudan 
since the decline of Kush. 
It is also a fact that I passed through the School of Fine and Applied Art 
in Khartoum and the Slade School of Fine Art in London, without being 
taught any art history except other than that of Western art. I did not have 
any knowledge of African or Islamic arts, the two histories that played a 
major role in shaping the Afro-Islamic society in which I was born. The first 
time I heard any formal lectures on African art, particularly Yoruba art, was 
at Yale University in 1967. To learn about African art in a context other than 
"primitive art" had a significant impact on me. In those days the idea of 
African art as part of "primitive art" was a very popular concept. It was 
inspirational to hear Professor Robert F. Thompson lecturing on Yoruba art. 
It was at this time I produced the sculpture Ancestor, which I entered in 
the first competition held by the magazine african arts/arts d'afrique It won 
the first award. (See winter issue, 1969, vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 10-11) It was also 
the time I created other pieces among them Ibeji and Grazing at Shendi'. It 
was an exciting time during which I was able to connect with African artists 
and African art. It was a new phase in the development of my work in which 
I had begun to read and hear directly the opinions of other people about my 
work and "contemporary" African art. Most interesting was the reaction of 
For Grazing at Shendi, see the publication by Okwui Enwezor, The Short Century, (2001), pp. 
102-103. 
xv 
the viewers to my work at the opening of the exhibition Four Major African 
Artists at The African American Institute in New York in 1974.1 exhibited 
a few pieces in that show including Ancestor and Ibeji; which were inspired 
by Thompson's lectures on Yoruba art, as well as Grazing at Shendi. An 
African American viewer reacted upon seeing Grazing at Shendi in the 
exhibition by saying "Hi brother, you split the chains of slavery". Another 
person told me that it looked like elephants crossing a river. Yet another 
asked, "What is African about this sculpture? He expressed the opinion that 
he could not see any `African-ness' in it. It was certainly an interesting and 
provocative event. It was also a good lesson to learn what others thought of 
my own work. 
Furthermore, Jefferson, who wrote the exhibition catalogue, 
related Grazing at Shendi to `minimalism'. Although minimalism was at its 
peak when I was a student at university. I did not know much about it nor 
did its ideology attract me. At the time I was more involved in learning 
about bronze - casting and African art rather than other ideologies. The 
sculpture Ancestor was the first ever piece of art that I personally cast in 
bronze. This does not mean that I am not influenced by Western art and 
culture. My whole training as an artist was achieved through western 
education and now I live in the West, which in itself is a great influence. 
This brings me to the question of why Grazing at Shendi was seen 
and interpreted differently from Ancestor although both pieces were 
produced at relatively the same time? Grazing at Shendi is a suggestive 
xv' 
piece and it invites speculation about its content, depending on how it is 
seen or who is looking at it. It could be seen as broken chains or animals 
crossing a river. However, it was not appreciated at the time, as much as 
Ancestor, which was highly regarded. The reason being that Ancestor by its 
title and form could easily be associated with what is called `traditional' 
African art, while Grazing at Shendi was seen as outside the realm of 
African art due to its configuration and abstract quality. Yet the idea was 
based on my experience of seeing animals grazing in the desert. More or 
less, abstraction was looked upon as the domain of Western art. Usually any 
abstract innovation by an African artist is frowned upon as showing 
contagious Western influence. This is because African art is not considered 
as a whole, progressing within its own traditions. It is divided in the 
literature on its history into unrelated categories of 
contemporary/modern/traditional and the like. This has severed the 
continuity between its past and present. 
I see my work as inseparable from my cultural tradition, be it Grazing at 
Shendi, Equation (four calabashes), or any other piece I have made. Even 
the figurative work, which I did during my training at the Slade School and 
thereafter as commissions, is an integral part of my Sudanese tradition. The 
Sudan, from the time of Kush to the present day, has an art tradition that 
ranges from realism to abstraction. And from that time, innovation and 
progression and continuity have been occurring at different periods, levels 
and tempo within that tradition. Thus abstraction and figurative realism are 
XVII 
in the realm of my culture and background. Nonetheless, it has been a 
Western preference to view the work of African artists who are 
academically trained as derivative of modern Western art. This idea is 
widely disseminated in the literature and this has brought about an adverse 
reaction on how the work of the academically trained artists is perceived and 
treated. It generated many pressures on the artists, the worst of which is the 
psychological impact it exerts on the individual artist. No matter how willed, 
sophisticated and determined the artist is, such pressure on the vulnerability 
of his situation could still affect him. It deprives the artist of his identity. 
Oguibe described it eloquently in the following: 
[Clontemporary art is nevertheless a theater 
for an elaborate game of maneuvers in which 
institutions, patrons, brokers, and promoters 
peddle not only art but the careers, loyalties, 
and fortunes of artists also. Between 
visibility/success and obscurity/failure, artists 
in turn struggle to find their place while 
seeking to maintain a level of control over 
their practice= 
It is truly an intolerable situation for any artist to be in whatever his 
background. But situations such as this generate their own solutions. It has 
in fact invigorated some African artists to look into their traditions for 
answers. They resorted to researching on and writing about their own works 
and the history of their African heritage using traditional sources with 
wonderful results. It is their way of asserting the continuity between 
themselves and their histories and seeing the new as part of the old in their 
cultures. 
2 Olu Oguibe. The Culture Game, (2004), p. xi. 
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It is my intention to contribute to the research my fellow artists 
have begun by writing about their concerns on African art. "A tree grows 
from its root" as the expression goes. If the present emerged from the past 
and the future will come out of the present, then there must be continuity 
between them. When I was student listening to lectures on Western art, 
always the lecturers seemed to stress its continuity from one period to the 
other, the influence of artists on each other as well as their borrowing from 
other cultures. This makes me wonder, what connection does Lamidi's work 
have with his predecessors and what continuity is there between his work 
and theirs? What influenced Shibrain's calligraphic painting? Is it the result 
of the impact of his Western training? What connectivity has his work with 
his Afro-Islamic society and its history? What inspired him and shaped his 
work within the framework of Islamic calligraphy? What is the role of the 
decorative art of Northern Sudan on the development of his innovation? 
One might ask why write about the artistic development of Lamidi and 
Shibrain and not my own? To start with, I developed a great interest in 
Yoruba wood carving from my time at the university when I began to 
execute sculptures such as Ancestor, Ibeji, and Ferocious Portrait. I had the 
opportunity to see some of Lamidi's carvings; two figures at Northwestern 
University, his door at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D. C., and two 
veranda posts at the Commonwealth Institute, London. His work looks like 
the product of generations before him but from what I read, it was described 
as contemporary/modem. Yet sometime his work is shown as "traditional". 
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Is he "traditional" or "modern"? And if I compare his work to mine where 
does my work fit? Why do we have these categories and what do they 
mean? I need to find the answers for these questions in order to understand 
current developments in African art. 
I have known Lamidi for so many years as an artist and a friend. We 
have had numerous talks with each other about art, some of which is on 
tapes. I watched him demonstrating his method of carving on different 
occasions and I have learned a great deal about his work directly from him. 
Shibrain and I have shared the years of being students together in 
the art school in Khartoum and again in England. We then taught at the 
same time together in the same art school from which we graduated. We are 
both from the same area in Sudan, so he is a close person to me. 
I want to wrap my mind around the experience of being from a society that 
is different from that of Lamidi without being personal about it. My society 
did not prepare me to be a sculptor and produce figurative art like Lamidi 
whose society permits him to do so. Hence it is logical to write about the 
work of Lamidi and Shibrain whose art complements and contrasts each 
other. I want to step out of my own experience and see it as an outsider and 
in perspective through the art of these friends who have had similar 
experience in many ways to mine. 
xx 
1 
Introduction 
Tradition: Innovation, Continuity and Change 
Art in Africa did not end at the turn of the 
[twentieth] century; in fact, it developed and 
transformed. Persistent misconceptions that for art to 
be from Africa it had to be traditional are not only 
naive but also seriously out of step with 
contemporary realities on the continent. 
Silva,. Olabisi- "Africa 95: Cultural colonialism. or 
Cultural celebration. " In Art Criticism and Africa, 
(1996), p. 16. 
The study of African art has been advancing steadily since its discovery 
by modern Western artists a century ago. During this time it has made long 
strides as a discipline. Yet it is still fragmented into categories of 
traditional/nontraditional, authentic/inauthentic or their equivalent of 
traditional/contemporary/modern, which seem to be interminable. These 
divisions have diminished the importance of its continuity and unity as a whole. 
In many cases the study of African art ponders on the conventional and alienates 
the innovative and progressive from its concern. Subsequently the persisting 
misconception, referred to in the above quotation has emerged. Although if the 
concept of "tradition" is taken, for example, from a Yoruba point of view, it has a 
different interpretation than its intended use in Silva's statement. 
In part, the focus of this study is to elucidate the concept of `tradition! 
from an African perspective by examining the dynamic of the interconnection 
between the categories "traditional" and "contemporary/modem" by seeing them 
as a whole, through the works of two African artists: Lamidi 0. Fakeye, a 
Yoruba wood carver, and Ahmed M. Shibrain, a Sudanese painter. It takes their 
2 
works as a study unit in response to the literature, that divides African art into 
"traditional" versus "contemporary" or "modern". It considers the works of these 
two artists to be a coherent part and logical continuity of their artistic traditions, 
and should be seen in this context. 
Yoruba wood carving is known to be a major African tradition but it is 
only one part of the equation in the history of African art. There are also other 
major African traditions with ancient histories besides Yoruba wood carving. 
One of these is the Afro-Islamic tradition of the north and east of the continent. I 
chose the work of Shibrain as a segment of this study to represent this vast 
tradition. The art of Shibrain contrasts with and complements the work of 
Fakeye. Both artists share some traits with each other. They are both Moslems 
who work within living traditions whose aesthetics are embodied in the 
framework of the methods of their creativity. Lamidi works within the 
established Yoruba method of carving which has been in use by generations of 
his predecessors, without deviation from its conventionality. Shibrain innovates 
within the traditional medium 'of Arabic calligraphy by using it as pictorial 
rendering to express his concerns. He imbues it with energy and meaning. 
Both artists were born during the colonial era and their works 
flourished 
thereafter. Their cultures were impacted by Western civilisation and 
the 
penetration of Christianity and Islam into their societies. These factors 
left 
marked influences on their arts. Fakeye produced a considerable number of 
Christian themes in the idiom of Yoruba wood carving although he is a Moslem. 
His work is figurative while Shibrain refrains from the use of representational 
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forms in any realistic manner. It is an interesting prospect to discover why these 
two Moslem artists who have some similarities in their backgrounds produce 
different arts, one figurative and the other in pure abstract forms. The answer 
may lie in the nature of their cultures. A point I intend to explore in a discussion 
of their works. 
Definition and Meaning of Terms 
I am using the term "developing African art" as part of the title to show 
that African art has always been on the increase during the twentieth century and 
continues to be. It was never stagnant. In fact, as indicated in the above quotation 
by Silva, it was in a state of transition from one tradition to another. The work of 
both Fakeye and Shibrain, as this study aims to illustrate, is a new tradition in 
African art of the second half of the twentieth century. 
"Tradition" is a key word that plays an important role in this study. It is 
crucial to seek its definition from an African perspective. The word "traditional" 
entered into the discourse on African art at an earlier stage of its development 
and continued to haunt a great part of it. It is connected to the - definition of 
authenticity in African art, a definition mainly used to determine the validity and 
value of African sculpture in the market. It has more to do with the trade in 
African sculpture than in its aesthetics. The most commonly held and widely 
accepted criterion of authenticity as it is used in judging African art, requires the 
"authentic" piece to be "old" and "traditional" in every respect - artist, form, 
patina, client and purpose A most important point is if it has been used in a ritual 
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or "having been danced" (a term commonly used by dealers). ' In the article 
"African Art and Authenticity: A Text with A Shadow" of 1992, Kasfir put the 
definition of authenticity in the following perspective: 
In African art studies our most uncritical assumption 
has been the before/after scenario of colonialism, in 
which art before colonization, occurring in most places 
from the mid-nineteenth to early twentieth century, 
exhibited qualities that made it authentic (in the sense 
of untainted by Western intervention). Most crucially 
it was made to be used by the same society that 
produced it. In this scenario, art produced within a 
colonial or postcolonial context is relegated to an 
awkward binary opposition: it is inauthentic because it 
was created after the advent of a cash economy and 
new forms of patronage ... 
According to the above definition of authenticity any African art that has been 
influenced from outside its immediate society or commissioned by a foreigner or 
made for a function other than ritual, is inauthentic and nontraditional, especially 
if it was executed after the first decade or so of the twentieth century. This means 
the segment of African art that is called "contemporary/modern". 
Undoubtedly the definition of authenticity as it stands, has a negative 
impact on the work of Lamidi and that of his predecessors and contemporaries. 
Carvers like Olowe, Ona, Areogun, Bamgboye and Bandele whose work is an 
essential part of this study, are hailed to be among the masters of Yoruba wood 
carving and perpetuators of its aesthetics. Their work was produced during the 
twentieth century. They all reacted in their art to events and changes in their 
society. They incorporated foreign elements in their work and some of their 
carvings were commissioned by outsiders such as the work ofAreogun, Bandele 
Nicholas Lemann, "Fake Masks", the Atlantic, 260 (5), (November 1987), p. 28. 
Sidney L. Kasfir. African Arts, April 1992, vol. xxv, no. 2, p 41. 
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and Lamidi for the Roman Catholic Mission and that of Ona and Bamgboye for 
Europeans. This raises doubt about whether their work is authentic or not if it is 
subjected to the above definition of authenticity. As this study will argue, 
dividing African art into categories of traditional/nontraditional, 
authentic/inauthentic, is not just problematic, it is simply indefensible 
theoretically and empirically and this touches sharply on the work of these 
artists? 
The effect of authenticity on the work of Shibrain and his Sudanese 
colleagues is less drastic than on the carvings of Lamidi and other Yoruba 
carvers for several reasons. (a) When the definition of authenticity entered into 
the discourse of African art, the Sudan did not have an active productivity in 
painting and sculpture until the introduction of art education by the British in the 
1930s. Therefore the exploitation of Arabic calligraphy by the Sudanese artists in 
the form of paintings did not exist until the late 1950s. (b) The Sudanese art even 
after it developed into a trend was not part of the designation `African art' which 
was then a label assigned to the visual and the plastic arts of the areas of western 
and central Africa as noted by Jan Vansina in 1984. Nonetheless, the work of 
Shibrain and his colleagues is still affected by the definition of authenticity in 
African art because it is a product of an art education set by the British. In other 
word it is tainted by Western intervention. 
3 John Picton expressed such a concern in his article "In Vogue, or The Flavour of the 
Month, 
The New Way to Wear Black" in Reading the Contemporary: African Art-from Theory to 
the Marketplace, (1999), pp. 120-121. 
Jan Vansina. Art History in Africa, (1984), p. 1. Ancient Egypt and the Islamic an of 
North 
Africa were brought into the fold of African art in the exhibition held at the Royal 
Academy, London, in conjunction with the Africa 95 festival. 
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Kasfir raised two question in the article on authenticity: "Who creates 
meaning for African art? And who or what determine its cultural authenticity. "5 
The answer is the society in which the art is produced. It is also interesting that in 
the same year in which Kasfir wrote the article on authenticity, Olabiyi B. Yai 
presented a paper at a symposium with the title: "In Praise of Metonymy: the 
Concepts of "Tradition" and "Creativity" in the Transmission of Yoruba Artistry 
over Time and Space" In this paper Yai also raised similar questions to Kasfir, 
and articulated the need to "reexamine, question, even abandon certain attitudes, 
assumptions and concepts ... however foundational they may seem, and 
consequently take seriously indigenous discourse on art and art history. "6 It is 
the intention of this study to examine the work of Fakeye, Shibrain and their 
colleagues on the basis of the premise made by Yai, by looking at it from within 
its cultural context. I will base my argument on the concept of tradition; 
innovation, continuity and change as appropriately defined by Yai. He writes: 
"Tradition" In Yoruba Is I I. Innovation is implied in 
the Yoruba idea of tradition. The verb Oh, from which 
the noun asa is derived, means to select, choose, 
discriminate, or discern. $ä [discern) and tan are 
semantically cognate. Hence asa [tradition) Itan 
[history) are inextricably related. Something cannot 
qualify as asa which has not been the result of 
deliberate choice (sa) based on discernment and 
awareness of historical practices and processes (itan) 
by individual or collective on [individuality]. And since 
choice presides over the birth of asa (tradition), the 
latter is permanently liable to metamorphosis. 
7 
5 Sidney L. Kasf ir, African Arts, (April 1992), vol. xxv, no. 2, p. 41. 
6 Olabiyi B. Yai, "In Praise of "Tradition" and Creativity .. ", in The 
Yoruba Artist: New 
Theoretical Perspective on African Arts, edited by Rowland Abiodun, Henry J. Drewal 
and John Pemberton III, (1994), p. 107. 
Ibid., p. 113. 
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The concept of "tradition" as explained by Yai is contextually relevant to this 
study. It shows that tradition and history are inextricably interconnected and that 
tradition embodies in its concept innovation, continuity and change. Without 
"tradition" "innovation", which implies creativity cannot take place. Innovation 
simply cannot exist in a vacuum. One needs a background of tradition as a setting 
or foundation to innovate and expand creativity into a new tradition! 
Tradition as noted by Yai is intentionally selected and coherently 
constructed in new ways. It is continually renewed through living memories of 
events and history. It is therefore a product of intentional acts based on 
discernment and a realisation of different historical practices and processes. 
Such a concept of "tradition" exists in other African cultures. For example R. 
Silverman writes on tradition, innovation, and change in Ethiopia: Traditions of 
Creativity (1999), about a corresponding concept of "tradition" among the 
Oromo-Borana group who live from the southern part of Ethiopia into its 
highlands .9 Silverman points out "that the Borana have a term, aadaa, that has 
to do with the notion of a norm, a custom, or tradition -a sort of `cultural 
heritage'. " He continues in his explanation by writing: "It can be used in many 
contexts; in all of them [aadaa] alludes to something that is part of the heritage 
of a community, something that is transmitted from generation to generation. It is 
significant the concept of aadaa does not exclude change °'10 
Rowland Abiodun, "Introduction: An African (? ) Art History: Promising Theoretical 
Approaches in Yoruba Art Studies, " in The Yoruba Artist, (1994), p. 40. 
9 Raymond A. Silverman, (ed) Ethiopia: Traditions of Creativity, (1999), p. 23. 
10 Ibid., p. 23. 
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The Yoruba concept of tradition and that of the Borana group conform to 
the meaning of "tradition" among the Nubians of Northern Sudan. The dynamic 
visual art of the Nubian house decoration of Sudan is a twentieth century 
tradition, which has its roots in the art of Kush and Christian Nubia. ' I The 
concept of tradition of both Yoruba and Borana are appropriate to Nubia house 
decoration. It transpired from the book House Decoration in Nubia by M. 
Wenzel, (1972), that Nubian artists had been developing their art within the 
framework of their tradition through innovation. It is evident from this 
publication that Nubian decorative art has shown continuity and change in its 
tradition. It is a tradition that has been handed down from generation to 
generation. Hence it is closer in concept to "tradition" among the Yoruba and 
Borana. 
As indicated by Silverman "traditions are fluid: they are consistently 
changing. "12 Thus change drives tradition and the engine of change is 
innovation and creativity. Innovation comes from the creative spirit of a person 
or a group of people, or from emulating and borrowing ideas from other people 
and cultures. 13 Therefore influence is an integral part of creativity and tradition. 
There is no art without influence; "art comes from art"14 and tradition stimulates 
" Marian Wenzel, (1972), p. 5. Although this book and others, plus the article by Randall 
Fegley, "Beauty from Mud - House Decoration among the Danagla of Sudan, 
" in The 
world & 1, (March 1992), vol. 7, no. 3, pp. 638-651, both relate the iconography of 
Nubian wall decorations to ancient cultures such as Kush and Christian Nubia. 
12 Raymond A. Silverman, (ed. ), "Tradition, Innovation, and Change" in Ethiopia: Traditions 
of Creativity (1999), p. 22. 
13 Ibid., p. 23. 
14 Sidney L. Kasfir. Contemporary African Art, (1999), p. 138. 
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tradition. Tradition is always a combination of elements from past and present 
and from sources from within and outside its own milieu. Tradition is essential 
for creativity. It brings a sense of history into the creative process. 
Background 
The work of Fakeye and Shibrain is an exemplary model of a new 
tradition in African art of the twentieth century that deserves to be studied and 
located in its appropriate place in history. It evolved out of two great traditions: 
Yoruba wood carving and the Afro-Christian, Islamic heritage of Sudan. The 
works of these two artists are placed in the category nontraditionalrnauthentic 
with little justification as to why they belong in such a category. 
Fakeye 
The Christian art of Fakeye appeared at an earlier stage of its 
development in Ulli Beier's book Art in Nigeria 1960. It was then described as 
the beginning of a Christian art in Nigeria. Six years later the same work was 
discussed in the seminal publication by Father Kevin Carroll of 1967. Carroll 
established the Oye-Ekiti workshop at which the Christian work of Lamidi 
developed. This work of Lamidi is discussed in Carroll's book as traditional and 
related subsequently to the work of both Areogun and Bandele. Yet again, 
Lamidi's work was published later in another book by Ulli Beier (1968: 24-27). 
But this time, Lamidi is called a "modem" artist, "who does not merely work 
within a closed cultural circuit, as his father did, but who accepts commissions 
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from wherever they come ... "15 Beier continued 
by saying that Lamidi executed 
diverse work for Yoruba ritual, Catholic churches, a university, the Nigerian 
Western House of Assembly, Europeans, Americans and tourists. From then his 
work oscillated in the literature into an unsettling position between 
traditional/nontraditional, authenticfnauthentic. On some occasions it was called 
"Neo-traditional"16. 
Areogun, whose work was admired by Lamidi who was also affected by 
it, had also produced Christian carvings for Father Kevin Carroll. But the work of 
Areogun continued to be recognised and appreciated as "traditional". It is well 
documented in scholarly studies, yet the literature remains silent about his 
Christian work except that it was casually mentioned in three instances, (Carroll 
1966: 86), (Arno Lehmann 1969: 25) (John Picton 1994: 56). Both Carroll and 
Picton have shown in their publications illustrations of two different pieces of 
Areogun's Christian carvings. This raises the question of two carvers whose 
works are entwined by style, function, method of carving, patronage and similar 
backgrounds, yet Areogun's work is named "traditional" while the work of 
Fakeye is left floating in incertitude as to where his work fits within the discourse 
on African art. 
The inconsistency in the writing on Yoruba wood carving is a result of 
not considering it as a unified whole but seeing it in categories of 
traditional/nontraditional authentic/inauthentic or traditional/contemporary/ 
15 Ulli Beier. Contemporary Art in Africa, (1968), p. 26. 
16 John Picton, "Art, Identity and Identification: A Commentary on Yoruba Art Historical 
Studies", in The Yoruba Artist, (1994), p. 22. 
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modern, etcetera, which do not correspond to its tradition or the interpretation of 
it as it is seen from its own cultural perspective. Such divisions created a gap that 
separates Lamidi's work from that of his predecessors, and this produced a 
disparity in the writings on his work if it is compared to, for example, Olowe's, 
or Areogun's carvings. The gap and the disparity get wider if the work of 
Bamgboye is taken in consideration. 
Bamgboye spent the longer part of his life producing artworks for 
foreigners. This phase of development in his art has been forgotten or rather 
ignored in the literature due to its nature. The reason is that it was created for 
nontraditional use and clients, as they are defined in the idea of "authenticity" in 
African art. Therefore his work of forty-seven years is seen as not fitting into the 
category of the "authentic" and the "desirable", subsequently is unsuitable for 
scholarly consideration. The majority of Lamidi's production is also made for 
foreign clients. It runs parallel to the work of Bamgboye, 'Ona, Areogun and 
Bandele for Western patrons. Furthermore Lamidi transformed foreign motifs 
into Yoruba idiom in his art in a similar fashion to the work of Olowe and 
Areogun. Yet scholars wrote intensively about the work of Olowe, the earlier 
carvings of Bamgboye as well as the product of Areogun barring the part for 
foreign clients and use. They are disinclined to write about an art that is 
considered to be "inauthentic" or its aesthetic value is in doubt because of the 
connection and influence it has from outside its society. 
Shibrain: 
12 
The art of Shibrain developed out of his Sudanese tradition, which has its 
roots in the ancient cultures of Kush and Christian Nubia. Both the art of Kush 
(c. 750 BC - 350 AD) and that of Christian Nubia of Northern Sudan (AD 650 - 
1504) are accessible in numerous publications on their history, which speak of 
influence and continuity between them. Elements from both civilisations 
converged and intermingled with Islamic motifs and lunar symbols during the 
spread of Islam from the 130' century onwards into Christian Nubia. The meeting 
of the three cultures animated the decorative art of the area, which is apparent in 
publications by, (Marian Wenzel: 1972), and (Randall Fegley 1992: 639-651). 
Islam obliterated much of the representational art that existed during Kush and 
Christian Nubia but enriched the decorative art of Sudan. 
Arabic calligraphy as fine art is highly developed in many Islamic 
cultures. Although it existed in Sudan since the penetration of Islam in the 
country, it did not develop into a Sudanese artistic expression reflective of its 
culture until the establishment of the School of Fine and Applied Art in 
Khartoum. Thereafter emerged the work of Shibrain and other Sudanese artists 
who used calligraphy in the form of painting to express their ideas. 
The work of these artists became known during the 1960s in publications 
such as (Evelyn S. Brown 1966: 102-109), (Ulli Beier 1968: 28-36). Since then 
artworks by individual Sudanese artists have appeared in many journals, 
periodicals and books and in recent years have been discussed more frequently 
than before, e. g., (Sidney L. Kasfir 1999: 138-141), and (Okwui Enwezor 201: 
60-63,96-97 and 100-101). Nonetheless the Sudanese artists, whose works are 
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discussed in this dissertation, are Ahmed Shibrain, Tag S. Ahmed, Amir Nour, 
Ibrahim El-Salahi, Mohammed H. A. Rahim (know as Shaigi), Magdoub H. A. 
Rabbah, Hassan Musa, and Ibrahim El-Awaam. Their work lies in an Afro- 
Islamic frame of expression, mainly in Arabic calligraphy in pictorial rendering. 
They created a trend of development in Sudanese art that became associated with 
their teaching in the art school in Khartoum. This dissertation gives analytical 
views of some key works by these artists whose contribution to this trend in 
painting shows some similarities in their themes and diversity within the 
structure of their paintings. 
Despite the diverse discourse on the creativity of these artists, it deals 
with their art as contemporary/modem without relating it to its tradition. There is 
no publication that relates their work to its historical background as continuity 
and a new tradition stimulated by a long artistic heritage, which stretches back in 
time from the art of Kush to the present. Furthermore very little attention is 
devoted to the relationship between their shared ideas and the characteristics of 
their individual works. In order to study the product of these artists in its 
contextual base, it is imperative to comprehend the forces that contributed to its 
creation. These forces reside in three areas: (a) the surface decoration in the 
architecture of Nubia and how its symbolism and meaning relate to the arts of 
Kush, Christian Nubia and Islam, (b) art education in Sudan and its influence on 
the product of these artists, (c) the impact of the idea of "art" in Islam in their 
culture and art. Within these factors lies the motivation that impelled their art to 
flourish. These factors gave their art content and cohesiveness. 
The Scope of the Study: 
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The dissertation is about the development of African art during the 
second half of the twentieth century and is about its place in the discourse of its 
history. It is about the work of two artists who made their mark in this phase of 
rapid progress in African art. The dissertation takes their varied works as a unity 
to study them within the context of their cultural history through the definition of 
"tradition" as it is seen from an African perspective. 
The dissertation examines ignored and forgotten but important aspects in 
the work of Bamgboye, Areogun and Fakeye and its role as a reflection of social 
and cultural change in Yoruba society during the twentieth century. It draws a 
comparison between the work of these artists for foreign clients and that of the 
Bini artists for the Portuguese during the 15th and 16th centuries. 
The dissertation connects the work of Lamidi to the masters of Osi-Ilorin, 
Nigeria. It examines the continuity and change in style and function of his 
carving through the influence of Christianity and Western impact and the roll 
they play in the formation of his sculpture, within the framework of Yoruba 
wood carving. The dissertation reflects on the complexity, conflict and interplay 
between these historical factors and their effect on Yoruba wood carving during 
the second half of the 20`h century. It assesses Lamidi's success in perpetuating 
Yoruba aesthetics and his contribution to the survival and future development of 
Yoruba wood carving, as a major component of the developing art of Africa. 
An analysis of Lamidi's work in such a manner, not only sheds light on 
the split that is created between the work of these Yoruba carvers of the same 
period and tradition, but also brings balance and coherence to the continuity and 
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relationships between their products. This study illuminates the work of Lamidi 
as a new tradition in Yoruba art within the context of its culture and tradition. 
This dissertation also seeks to reveal the conventional wisdom in the 
symbolism and meaning of the surface decoration of Nubian architecture and its 
relationship to the current art in Sudan as a foundation to an analysis of 
Shibrain's art and that of his fellow artists. It frames the worthiness of the 
continuity of the past into the present production in Sudanese art, and gives it 
depth by revealing its historical dimensions. Then it proceeds to explore, the 
style, content and aesthetics of Shibrain's work based on the idea of `art' in 
Islam, and the impact of his education on his art. It compares his calligraphic 
paintings to traditional Arabic calligraphy and its historical processes and their 
influence on the Sudanese culture. 
The dissertation gives an analysis and interpretation of the work of the 
Sudanese artists whose names are mentioned above. It sees their work as a new 
tradition in progress within the artistic creativity in Sudan. It links their art 
together through their use of Arabic calligraphy, Islamic motifs, foreign influence 
and education. It argues against the "purity" of art and takes influence as part of 
innovation and change, and copying and emulation as an integral part of the 
learning process. It defends these artists against the notion that their art is an 
imitation and copy of Western art. It demonstrates that both the work of the 
Yoruba carvers and these Sudanese artists are products of their traditions. Their 
work is a blend of elements from within and outside their societies. Hence their 
work is a hybrid art. 
Review of the Literature 
16 
The dissertation draws on and contributes to the recent literature on 
African art, which is heading to bridge the gap and narrow the disparity in 
writing on what is considered to be contemporary/nontraditional/ inauthentic and 
its relation to the segment which is seen as "genuine" and "pure". In seeing 
African art from its own cultural perspectives, the dissertation fits within the rank 
of this seminal ongoing dialogue. 
In the analysis of Lamidi's carvings, I drew freely in support of my 
argument from the literature that sees his work as an integral and vital part of his 
tradition. As mentioned above the consideration of Lamidi's art in its traditional 
context is apparent in the earlier writings of Father Carroll who brought his work 
to the attention of the outside world, in the first place. Carroll discusses, for 
example, in the article, "Three Generations of Yoruba Carvers, " (1961: 20-27), 
and his major publication, Yoruba Religious carvings: Pagan & Christian 
Sculpture in Nigeria & Dahomey (1967), the works of Areogun Bandele and 
Lamidi in traditional terms as continuity within their tradition. He illustrated the 
relationship between their works and styles. John Picton comments about 
Areogun's work and how it comes to be recognised in the literature, "as result of 
the work of Fr. Carroll", and gives reference to these two publications. '7 
Carroll wrote in 1973: "African carvings have frequently been interpreted 
in abstract terms without any attempt to discover the people's own interpretation. 
In Yoruba country study of such interpretation has scarcely begun. s18 Since then 
17 John Picton, "Art, Identity, and Identification: A Commentary on Yoruba Art Historical 
Studies, " in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 6. 
18 Kevin Carroll, "Art in Wood", chapter x, in Sources of Yoruba History. Edited by S. 0. 
Biobaku, (1973), p. 168. 
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the study of Yoruba art has been progressing. Sporadically Lamidi's art is put in 
its appropriate place among the work of his ancestors such as in the publication: 
Iowa Studies in African Art, (1987). 19 In this volume John Pemberton gives a 
short history of Yoruba carvers from Illa-Orangun and writes in particular about 
the carvers of Inurin's compound, the birthplace of Lamidi, and summarises the 
history of the Fakeye's family. 
An essential turning point in the writing on Yoruba art came with the 
exhibition: Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art and Thought and the 
accompanying catalogue, which carries the same title. The exhibition was 
organised by Henry John Drewal and John Pemberton III with Rowland 
Abiodun. This set the tone for an in depth grasp of Yoruba art. It was followed by 
the symposium of January 1992 on `The Yoruba Artist' held at the Museum 
Rietberg, Zurich in conjunction with the exhibition. The papers presented at the 
symposium amongst other articles were compiled in a volume of the same title 2° 
This book is an indispensable reference for the study of Yoruba art. 
It was at this symposium Yai delivered his highly regarded paper on the 
concepts of "tradition" and "creativity, " on which I based a large portion of my 
argument during the course of this study. It is considered to be the most 
promising theoretical approach for studying Yoruba art because it is grounded in 
19 John Pemberton III, "The Yoruba Carvers of Illa-Orangun" in Iowa Studies in African Art 
(1987), vol. 2, pp. 117-132. 
20 During a discussion with Henry J. Drewal, in the summer 2003, I come to realise the 
contribution of the catalogue: Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art and Thought (1989) 
and the volume: The Yoruba Artist. 
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Yoruba language and thought 21 From then several interesting writings by 
Africans on different aspects of their culture and arts were established, among 
them the inspiring book, African Renaissance: Old Forms, New Images in 
Yoruba Art by Moyo Okediji. The topic of this dissertation runs parallel to the 
Okediji book, in which he takes some sculpture and painting by younger 
generations of Yoruba artists and juxtaposes it with works by Olowe, Areogun 
and Oosamuko, to reveal the continuity between their aesthetics. 
In studying the work of Shibrain and the other Sudanese artists I resorted 
to the established literature on the history of Sudan to realise the artistic link 
between the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Kush and Christian Nubia. Volumes 
such as: (Fritz Hintze and Ursula Hintze 1968) and (volume I and IT, of African 
in Antiquity: The Arts of Ancient Nubia and the Sudan 1978) are rich sources of 
material on the historical connection between these civilisations. On writing on 
the development of art in Sudan during the twentieth century, the dissertation 
consults beside the informative book by (E. S. Brown 1966: 96-109), various 
monographs mainly by writers who are related to the Sudanese artists and their 
work: (Rashid Diab 1989: 244-252), in Contemporary Art from the Islamic 
World, (ed., W. Ali), (Denis Williams 1963), etc. 
In 1995, the debate on the division between "traditional" and "modem" in 
African art came to a peak as a result of the exhibition, Africa: the Art of a 
Continent, at the Royal Academy in London. Doran Ross writes on this 
exhibition: 
21 Rowland Abiodun discusses the aspect of Yai's approach in the chapter, "Introduction: An 
African (? ) Art History: Promising Theoretical Approaches in Yoruba Art Studies" in The 
Yoruba Artist, (1994), pp. 3 7-47. 
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It is ironic that an exhibition that strived so hard to go 
back in time would refuse to look to the present 
... Visitors to the Royal Academy ... were offered 
nothing that could be called modern or contemporary. 
The rationale for this exclusion was not to be found 
anywhere in the exhibition catalogue. We can be 
grateful, however that this decision gave birth to africa 
95.22 
Africa 95 led to numerous exhibitions of the type of art that was excluded from 
the Royal Academy. Consequently many publications came to light on the 
contemporary/modem debate. One of the most relevant of these publications to 
this study is Seven Stories about Modern Art in Africa (1995), in which a chapter 
is devoted to the Sudanese story (pp. 294-295), Recollection from Sudan (pp. 
240-246) and other references (pp. 294-295). The story of Sudan gives a rounded 
picture about the art in the country after the 1950s and relates its development to 
that of the literature between the 1920s and the 1940s. 
Africa 95 certainly brought the so called "modern" African art to the 
world's attention but did not bridge the gap between it and what is considered 
"traditional" in exhibitions or in writings on their history. On the contrary, Africa 
95 seems to have exacerbated the difference between these two categories, which 
Philip L. Ravenhill described in this manner: 
"[Africa 95J is perceived oppositionally in terms of a 
two-person play: the Royal Academy with its 
"traditionalist" position was the protagonist, and 
Whitechapel with its "modernist" agenda was the 
antagonist. 23 
22 Doran 11. Ross, "First Word" in African Arts, (Summer 1996), vol. xxix, no. 3, p. 6. 
Z; Philip L. Ravenhill. Review of the: Seven Stories about Modern Art in Africa Edited by 
Clementine Deliss, in African Arts (summer 1996), vol. xxix, no. 3, p. 16. 
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The split in writing on African art as it is expressed in the paradigm of 
traditional/contemporary/modern continues to persist and the debate to reconcile 
the history of African art in a harmonious whole is still continuing. 
As noted in the preface I have a close association with Fakeye Shibrain 
and the other Sudanese artists whose work is part of this study. Through the 
years I cultivated a friendship with Fakeye and I have known the Sudanese artists 
as colleagues with whom I share experience, history and comradeship. These 
contacts contributed, besides consulting the above references and others, to the 
formation of my ideas on their work. 
Organisation: 
The dissertation is divided into four chapters, of which the first part 
(approximately half) is devoted to the study of Lamidi Fakeye's carving and its 
relationship to the work of his predecessors: Olowe, Ona, Bamgboye and 
Areogun. The second part of the dissertation is a study of the calligraphic 
paintings of Shibrain and the art of the Sudanese artists who contributed to the 
development of an interesting trend in Sudanese art during the second half of the 
twentieth century. 
In chapter one, L show show the similarities between the work of Lamidi and 
his predecessors in terms of theme, structure and foreign influence. I demonstrate 
how these carvers adapted their work to the change in their society by 
introducing foreign elements as well as using pre-existing motifs to express new 
ideas in their art. Then I continue to discuss why the literature is silent about the 
work of Bamgboye and Areogun for foreign patrons and that this work is parallel 
to Lamidi's carvings for Westerners. I argue that his work is treated differently in 
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literature from the -work of Olowe, and the earlier - carvings , of Bamgboye and 
Areogun, which are considered "traditional" and "authentic". Nonetheless-their 
-work corresponds in greater measure-to -the-work of Lamidi. Vence I argue--that 
the difference in treatments of the woik of these artists who are of the same era 
and use -the -same method of carving, brought conflict and contradiction in the 
literature on their work. This is reflected in the use of the untenable paradigm of 
tradition/contemporary/modern, despite-the existence of a historical precedence 
in the art-of the B ini artists for the Portuguese in the 15`h and 16`k centuries. I end 
the chapter by arguing against the purity of art and that-the work-of these artists 
can only be authenticated by its own cultural standard. 
I begin chapter two with 'a brief -introduction -to the earlier years of 
Lamidi's development- as a wood carver and his encounter with the work- of 
Areogun. The chapter proceeds to explain his association with Bandele and his 
work-at the Oye-Ekiti workshop. It demonstrates the change in his style from that- 
of the Ila to that of the Osi carvers by comparing his Christian carvings, for, the 
Roman Catholic Mission to the work of Areogun of Osi and his son Bandele. I 
then give a description of the method of carving and the apprentice-ship system 
among Yoruba wood carvers as elements of continuity- and development in its 
wood carving. I continue to show that Lamidi's work is a product of Christian 
and foreign patronage and show- the influence that this patronage exerted on his 
carving. Then I explain the flexibility and adaptability of Yoruba culture, which 
permits a synthesis of different elements and beliefs in Yoruba art and make 
possible an emulation of ideas and motifs from within and outside its culture. 
Finally I give further analysis to Lamidi's secular art. 
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In chapter three I present a historical background of the influence of the 
art of Kush Kingdom on the an of Christian Nubia and illustrate that some 
symbolic icons from both arts intermingled with Islamic motifs in the decorative 
art of Northern Sudan. I describe that the blend of decoration and Arabic 
calligraphy as a Sudanese tradition has inspired the work of Shibrain and 
coloured his ideas as a devout Moslem. Subsequently I reveal through analysis. 
the structure and content of Shibrain's calligraphic paintings on the basis of the 
idea of `art' in Islam, and the effect of his education by comparing his work to. 
the classic calligraphy of his teacher Waqialla. 
In chapter four I place the work of Shibrain in a relevant historical. 
perspective by relating it to paintings by his fellow artists whose work lies within- 
a similar framework. I. analyse their paintings as a contribution to the beginning 
ofa new tradition in Sudanese art in which Shibrain's art plays a significant role. 
In this link I discuss the work of Tag El Sir Ahmed, Amir Nour, Ibrahim El 
Salahi, M. Rahim (EI Shaigi), Magdoub H. A. Rabbah and Hassan Musa, as a 
traditional and contemporary blend. I analyse the content of their art as Continuity 
and change within the Sudanese tradition of Arabic calligraphy and decorative 
art. I show the influence of their work on the art of other African artists and its 
connection to the calligraphic art o¬North Africa. I then argue against the notion 
that their art is, an imitation or a cheap copy o¬ modem Western an by showing 
that imitation and copying are part ofa historical process in the development of 
art through time. Finally I bring together the findings of the study to a 
conclusion. 
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Chapter 1 
The Parallel between the Works of Lamidi and his 
Predecessors 
[T]here is no such thing as an artwork 
that is truly "authentic'-if we mean by 
that free from admixture or influence 
from the outside. 
S. B1ier, (1992: 29). 
This chapter will introduce the reader to the intricate relationship of 
Lamidi's work to the carvings of his predecessors. I will critically examine the 
connection of his work to that of Olowe of Ise, Thomas Ona of Ijebu-Ode, 
Bamgboye of Odo-Owa, and Areogun of Osi. I will concentrate my discussion 
particularly on the work Bamgboye executed for Europeans, which began in the 
1930s and continued for several years, as a parallel to Lamidi's carvings for 
foreign clients. I will base my discussion on the concept of asa "tradition" 
among the Yoruba as defined by Olabiyi Yai. "The Yoruba concept of 
"tradition, " Yai writes, "does not imply a fixed, unchanging heritage but entails 
creative imagination, exploration of a subject and/or medium, and innovation, " 
through time and space. ' I will show how these artists responded to change by 
adapting older forms to new themes or incorporating new elements within an 
older vocabulary, thus keeping the continuity of the old tradition while creating 
John Pemberton III, is citing from Olabiyi B. Yai, Chapter 8, "Introduction: In Praise of 
Artistry, " in The Yoruba Artist, ed. Rowland Abiodun, Henry Drewal and John 
Pemberton III, (Washington, D. C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, (1994), p. 135. 
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a new one. This will demonstrate how effectively their work for foreign patrons 
defies the paradigm that separates the "traditional" from the "contemporary" 
and what was assumed to be authentic in some of the literature on African art. 
This chapter will put Lamidi's work in historical perspective. 
I will begin this discussion with a brief comparison between a carving 
by Olowe and another by Lamidi to demonstrate how both artists introduced 
new themes within the Yoruba traditional idiom of wood carving. I will 
proceed to show a similarity between Ona's carving and that of Olowe and 
Lamidi. Then I will elaborate on the parallel between Bamgboye, Areogun and 
Lamidi's carvings for foreign patrons and will draw a comparison between their 
product and the Afro-Portuguese ivories of the 15th and 16th centuries. This will 
pave the way for further analysis of Lamidi's work in the following chapter. 
During the first decades of the twentieth century, there was the notion 
among some expatriates in Nigeria that Yoruba wood carving was on the 
decline. In some cases this was attributed to the spread of Western culture, 
conversion among the population to Christianity and Islam and the consequent 
dwindling of traditional patronage. This gave rise to experimentation and the 
establishing of workshops in painting and sculpture by various expatriates who 
thought of reviving traditional Yoruba art? The most relevant of these 
experiments to this study is the one by J. D. Clarke at Omu-Aran which brought 
Bamgboye in closer contact with the outside world, and the second is that of 
Father Kevin Carroll which initiated the use of Yoruba wood carving to "service 
2 The most important and successful workshop in painting was initiated by Ulli Beier in 1961 in 
the town of Oshogbo, Nigeria. It produced well-known artists such as Twins Seven- 
Seven. 
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the liturgical needs of the Catholic Church. "3 Despite these experiments and the 
concern that was expressed due to these changes, Yoruba wood carving 
continued to thrive. The Yoruba had experienced change long before the arrival 
of the colonial power in Nigeria that did not impair their cultural forms nor did 
the forceful change during the colonial era render their art obsolete as evident in 
the work of Lamidi's predecessors. 
Three Yoruba Master Carvers 
Among the most known Yoruba wood carvers of the twentieth century 
are Olowe (1870-1938), Bamgboye (1888-1978) and Areogun (1880-1956)! 
Each of these artists is recognised for his proficiency and superb talent in wood 
carving. Each was celebrated by his society in praise poetry that is known 
among the Yoruba as oriki, describing his achievements in his art and his 
standing within the society. Abiodun tells us: "oriki not only defines but [also] 
conveys the dynamic and historical nature of a person or thing, and, as a 
concept, oriki is inseparable from itan, generally translated as "history" 5 The 
oriki of these carvers is a testimony to their social position within their 
communities. It shows how they were admired and respected. As noted by 
Pemberton: "[They] commanded the respect of other persons in the community, 
including those who wore crowns' .6 
3 John Picton. "Art, Identity, and Identification, " in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 5. 
°I did not include Thomas Ona here although he was contemporary of these artists. His work 
was not seen, written about or considered "traditional" like the rest of the Yoruba carvers 
of his age, because it was highly innovative and reflected foreign themes. His work was 
not taken seriously to be included with the works of his colleagues. 
s Rowland Abiodun. "Introduction' in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 39. 
6 John Pemberton. "In Praise of Artistry" in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 130. 
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Each of these carvers had also excelled in a particular feature of wood 
carving. Olowe is known for his high relief sculptures in which the figures 
seem to jut out of the background as if they were about to walk out. The figures 
in his carved doors are three dimensional except from the parts that hold them to 
the background especially in plate (1-1). Fagg elaborated on this point by 
writing: 
Olowe, entirely on his own, seems to have introduced 
the practice of carving the figures to stand out at an 
angle from the door so that the heads may project as 
much as six Inches, whereas the feet are firmly 
attached to the wood of the single block from which 
the whole is carved? 
Olowe was originally from Efon-Alaye but migrated when he was young to 
the village of Ise in southern Ekiti 8 He worked most of his life for the 
Arinjale "king" of Ise and on different occasions executed major 
commissions for wealthy families and palaces for other kings, which earned 
him the title of "court artist" .9 He was famous in the area of Ise for his 
architectural sculpture of doors and posts. His praise poetry describes him as 
"One who achieves fame with the proceeds of his carving". 10 "Olowe's 
oriki, sung by his wives, " writes Pemberton, "reveals the status that he 
7 William Fagg, "The African Artist" in Tradition and Creativity in Tribal Art (1969), p. 56. 
8 Ibid. p. 54. 
Roslyn A. Walker. "Anonymous Hasa Name: Olowe of Ise" in The Yoruba Artist (1994), 
p. 91. 
10 John Pemberton III, (1994), p. 120. 
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achieved during his lifetime in the eyes of his contemporaries and how 
widespread was his fame as a carver. "11 
Bamgboye is recognised for his superb Epa masks and his mastery is 
comparable to both Olowe and Areogun. Pemberton gives a brief comparison 
between Bamgboye and other master carvers from Osi: 
Only Arowogun, Bamgboshe, and Oshamuko, 
carvers in the neighbouring town of Osi-Ilorin, 
were his equals in craftsmanship and artistic 
imagination, yet none exceeded him in the 
creation of the complex architectural sculptures 
that surmounted the Janus-faced helmet mask. '2 
Pemberton explained that Bamgboye oriki praises him as "One who created 
large carvings/And gave his carvings names. "3 An example of his Epa masks 
can be seen in plate (1-2). The number of the figures and the amount of detail in 
this Epa mask is dazzling in its beauty and intricacy. "The size of his sculpture 
and the organization of so many figures in relationship to one another and to the 
great central figure, " comments Pemberton, "give his sculptures an architectural 
quality rivaled only by Areogun of Osi Ilorin. "4 Some scholars, however, 
prefer the work of Areogun to that of Bamgboye. "I think Areogun, the father of 
Bandele, was a greater carver. " Wrote Carroll "His powerful work can be found 
in many villages between Inero and Obo, which are thirty miles apart. 
"5 
11 John Pemberton, III "The Carvers of the Northeast" in Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African 
Art 
and Thought (1989), p. 206. 
12 John Pemberton III, "Descriptive Catalog" in Yoruba Sculpture of West Africa (1982), p. 188. 
13 John Pemberton III, (1994), p. 133. 
14 John Pemberton III, (1989), p. 195. Please see the quotation under figure no. 
225, Epa 
Headdress. 
15 "The Carved Door of the University Catholic Chapel", Jbadan, 5 February (1959), p. 18. 
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Picton tells us of a conversation between Father Carroll and George Bandele, 
which took place in (1964). Bandele said to Carroll "I cannot say which work is 
better, that of Bamgboye or that of my father. Both are good. You know each 
man's work is different s16 These remarks and the oriki (praise poetry) of the 
different artists are evidence of the Yoruba articulation of their admiration and 
preference to the works of their individual artists. 
Areogun is famous for his plump matured style. The mass of his 
figures give an architectural feeling due to their roundness and stout postures. 
This is clear in his sculpture of 1953 one of the Wise Men from the East 
depicted as a king, plate (1-3). Picton writes on Areogun's style: 
[A]rtists rise to the challenge of a given social 
environment in very different ways. Areogun's 
response was to perfect the Opin style in a 
relatively small number of forms. Carroll has 
already remarked on the fact that in carving 
veranda posts, Areogun seems to have restricted 
himself to the warrior, the mother and child, 
and the supplicant woman (1967: 83) the genius 
of Areogun emerges within a given tradition of 
practice, and we can be certain that people liked 
Areogun's work: its relatively wide distribution 
is testimony to that. ' 7 
The oriki of Areogun speaks of him as a person and as a carver. "Dada 
Areogun, 
... dazzles people with his carving skills. He is perceived as 
empowered by Ogun's ase (authority), s18 wrote Pemberton, "and is honored 
with the deity's oriki. X19 An example of the oriki of Areogun, which praises 
16 John Picton, (1994), p. 3 1. 
'T John Picton, "Sculptors of Opin" African Arts, July 1994, vol. xxvii, no. 3, p. 59. 
"Ogun" writes Pemberton [is] the orisa of iron, the deity of warriors, blacksmith, carvers, and 
others who work with metal instruments, and calls attention to the danger of using 
Ogun's knives. " See chapter 8 in The Yoruba Artist (1994), pp 122 -123. 
19 Ibid., p. 123. 
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his skill in carving, is the verse: "Iremogun, abulele sowo - Iremogun. (Ogun), 
who turns wood into money. "20 
The work of these three artists is perhaps, the best known, highly 
admired, and sufficiently documented of African artists, (bar the work of 
Bamgboye and Areogun for foreigners) of the past and present. They are not 
only known locally but are also internationally appreciated. Their wood 
carvings may be found in many museums world wide. They inherited the 
knowledge of wood carving from their predecessors and faithfully passed it on 
to the younger generation of carvers. Today in Nigeria, there are many carvers 
who succeeded these masters. Some were apprentices who observed and 
assisted them at work. They learned at first-hand the intricacies of the carving 
process from these great carvers. The shining amongst them is Lamidi Fakeye 
who was a student of Bandele, the son of Areogun. Lamidi has created a sizable 
body of work that makes a suitable study case for the development of Yoruba 
wood carving during the second half of the twentieth century. It will reveal the 
conditions under which Yoruba wood carving has been in transition. 
New Themes in a Traditional Idiom 
The Yoruba carvers reacted to the intrusion of foreign elements in 
their society within the constraints of their culture. Michael Harris writes: 
"African artists have responded to outside cultural forces for centuries, but their 
aesthetic responses have been rooted in their own cultural understanding and 
20 Ibid., p. 123. 
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were suitable for their own needs. 9121 So the Yoruba carvers reacted to outside 
influences in their works within their cultural context. We see Captain Ambrose, 
his companions and luggage, portrayed in the much-admired carved door by the 
eminent carver, Olowe of Ise, plate (1-4). The account that Moyo Okediji gives 
of this door in his publication of (2002) is interesting. He tells us that this door 
of Olowe's, is a record of one single event portrayed in ten panels. It captured 
the moment when Captain Ambrose, the first Traveling British Commissioner 
for the Ondo Province and his companion Major Reeves Tucker arrived at the 
Palace of "the king of Ikerre, known as Ogoga Ikerre: '22 It is a 
commemorative work, illustrating the visit, which took place between 1897 and 
1904. It depicts, according to Okediji, the transition of power from the king to 
the control of the British. "In vivid detail Olowe shows the exchange of baton 
from the Yoruba indigenous political system to the British colonial system. ' 
Okediji continues by giving an intriguing descriptive detailed analysis of the 
door, its theme and political implications 24 
The most pertinent point to this discussion is the part of the story in 
which Okediji explains the design of the door, in the way Olowe conceived and 
arranged the different components of his theme. The right side of the door 
consists of five panels all of which illustrate the new power. It is made wider 
than the left section to convey the status of the colonial power symbolised by 
21 Michael Harris. "Departures and Returns: African Artists in the West" in Transatlantic 
Dialogue: Contemporary Art in and out ofAfrica (1999), p. 12. 
22 Moyo Okediji. African Renaissance: Old Forms, New Images in Yoruba Art (University 
Press of Colorado (2002), p. 10. 
23 Ibid., p. 10. 
24 Ibid., pp. 10-12. 
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Captain Ambrose and Major Reeves Tucker. The left section, which is smaller 
in size, is devoted to the depiction of the Yoruba indigenous regime 25 Its size 
symbolises the shrinking power of the Ogoga. 26 Hence, the right side of the 
door carries the new and foreign elements of the design and theme. This portion 
of the door shows how Olowe expanded the Yoruba idiom by introducing new 
icons, such as the British, their uniforms, and the theme itself, while in the other 
section of the door, Olowe elaborated an existing Yoruba repertoire by the use 
of well-known motifs, including the king, his wife, and captives. This 
corresponds to the Yoruba concept of "tradition" as explained by Rowland 
Abiodun. He writes: 
The Yoruba have terms such as asa-atijo (old or 
ancient tradition or style), asa-tuntun (a new 
tradition or style), and asa-atowodowo (a 
tradition or style passed on from one generation 
to the next) to convey notions of tradition, 
change, and continuity in Yoruba art and 
thought "27 
Olowe contrasted two different traditions; asa-tuntun (a new tradition), which is 
on the right portion of the door and asa-atowodowo (a tradition passed on from 
one generation to the next), which is on its left side. 
Forty years after Olowe completed his commemorative door for the 
Ogoga Ikerre, Lamidi was commissioned to carve a door for the University 
Teaching Hospital in Ibadan, Nigeria plate (1-5). He chose a theme that relates 
appropriately to its surroundings by its depiction of medical scenes. He then 
25 Ibid., p. 10. 
26 Ibid., p. 10. 
27 Rowland Abiodun. "Asa: Style and Tradition in Yoruba Art and Thought" in The Yoruba 
Artist (1994), p. 40. 
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divided the major theme into two segments in a similar fashion to Olowe's door 
of the Ikerre Palace. The left side of Lamidi's door carries traditional motifs and 
the right side illustrates scenes of modem medicine. Both sides as well as the 
panels are all equal in size. The panels are uniformly squared in shape and 
precisely measured, as is the frame of the door. This is due to its use in modem 
architecture. It contrasts with Olowe's door, which is irregular in the size of its 
panels and in its overall shape because it was carved for a traditional building, 
yet they correspond in the layout of the design. Hence the concept of the setting 
of the design connects these two doors together. 
Lamidi's door is partitioned into four panels on each side. The 
sequence of the scenes in the right side, which portray modem medicine, from 
top to bottom, is: Adam and Eve with a snake twined round a trunk of a tree, 
symbolising modem medicine. The second panel shows a doctor attending to a 
child with a nurse assisting. The third is of a pregnant woman being helped by 
two nurses and the last panel illustrates a mother and child meeting a doctor. 
The contrast between the two sides is remarkable. The figures on the right 
section tilt toward naturalistic proportions and subject matter. The tendency 
toward naturalism plus the medical instruments (stethoscopes), the nurse's 
uniform and the electric bulbs, which are part of the design, are all new 
elements and symbols of modem medicine. Due to these symbols the content of 
this side is more obvious and easier to read than the left side, which apparently 
illustrates traditional medicine. 
The viewer should be familiar with Yoruba traditional medicine in 
order to appreciate the content of this section of Lamidi's door. Nonetheless its 
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units and patterns are popular motifs in Yoruba wood carving. The top panel 
shows a medicine man and his wife harvesting coconuts. The second panel 
illustrates a priest of herbal medicine as an authoritative figure, seated on a 
chair, (in a similar fashion to King Ogoga in Olowe's door); with his guard 
holding a spear, and servants standing behind him while his wife presents him 
with a basket of medical paraphernalia. "The priest of herbal medicines and of 
divination" writes Pemberton, "is the source of the knowledge that one needs in 
order to understand, employ, or cope with powers that give and those that 
destroy life. " He then went on to say: "It is the cerebral and ritual power 
possessed by onisegun (herbalist priests) and babalawo (priests of Ife 
divination). Such power is as essential to the establishment and maintenance of 
personal and social well being ... "28 The third panel shows a 
horse rider (a 
very popular motif in Yoruba carved doors) on his way to see his babalawo. 
The last one shows a deer with a hunter on each side collecting elements of 
medicine from the deer such as horn. 
This part of the door is more ornate and the figures are carved in 
relaxed postures. Its composition is more effective than the right side, which 
depicts modern medicine. Its effectiveness comes from the repetition of carving 
the same motifs again and again in different settings and themes thus improving 
their forms. Although modem medicine is a new and unfamiliar topic for 
Lamidi, he has nonetheless created a pleasant composition. 
It is significant that Olowe and Lamidi, despite the span of time 
between them, both resorted to a similar design in arranging the components of 
28 John Pemberton III, "The Carvers of the Northeast" in Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art 
and Thought (1989), p 197. 
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their different themes by placing the "modern" on the right side and the 
"traditional" on the left side of their doors (Olowe plate 1-4, Lamidi plate 1-5). 
(Olowe's door was executed in 191029 while Lamidi's door was completed in 
1960). These two major artists have differentiated the "modem" from the 
"traditional". The "modem" has become an extension and continuity of the 
"traditional". Both the "traditional" and "modern" were combined together 
within a single project at a moment in time and both are products of the 
twentieth century. The significant point is that the "modem" was innovated 
within a "traditional" framework. This corresponds to the idea of "tradition" 
among the Yoruba as Olabiyi Yai explains it: 
The perception of tradition as iteration of 
individual and collective oil's, acts based on 
choice in an infinite figure of contiguity, is also 
perceptible in the often heard and seemingly 
paradoxical statement by Yoruba artists: "our 
tradition is very modern. "30 
Yai goes to say that asa in Yoruba is both the "traditional" and the "modern" 
3' 
This is what both Olowe and Lamidi have demonstrated in their doors. They 
introduced new themes and images in their doors side by side with well-known 
motifs and by doing so they embarked on asa-tuntun (a new tradition). 
Iparada (Transformation) of Foreign Motifs into a Yoruba asa (Tradition) 
By the time Lamidi began his career as a carver in the late 1940s, what 
was begun by Olowe, in the second decade of the twentieth century, of 
29 According to Pemberton III, William Fagg dated Olowe's door for the Ikere Palace at 1916. 
For more information see Pemberton, (1989), p. 246, foot note no. 28. 
30 Olabiyi Babalola Yai. Chapter 7, in The Yoruba Artist, p. 114. 
31 Ibid., p. 114. 
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recording new and foreign themes in a Yoruba traditional artistic vocabulary, 
had become as described by Abiodun: an "asa-atowodowo (a tradition or style 
passed on from one generation to the next) to convey notions of tradition, 
change, and continuity in Yoruba art and thought. "32 So it was with the 
bicycle, which is a modern invention and a popular motif in the work of the 
great carver Areogun. Fagg stated that it "was reduced by the Osi carvers to a 
valid traditional pattern as soon as it arrived in the 1890s". 33 Also soldiers in 
European uniforms, firearms, pipes, are all illustrated in a door carved by 
Areogun, in 1916, plate (1-6). They are shown in the two top panels to the right 
and the second panel from the left. The bicycle is portrayed in the third panel to 
the left and the second panel to the right. These innovations which are now a 
tradition, are examples of the Yoruba carvers' response to change, of which 
Drewal, Pemberton and Abiodun, said that Yoruba people think of their culture 
as: "a river that is never at rest". They write: "The metaphor is apt, for it 
conveys the Yoruba sense of continuous change... 04 Okedij i commented on 
the same point by saying: "One of the most abiding Yoruba values is change. "35 
This supports Olabiyi Yai's statement quoted above, that the idea of "tradition" 
`asa' to the Yoruba, entails creative imagination, innovation and change. 
32 Rowland Abiodun, (1994), p. 40. 
33 William Fagg. "Northern Ekiti and Igbomina Regions" in Yoruba Sculpture of West Africa. 
(1982), p. 44. 
34 Drewal, Henry, John Pemberton III, and Rowland Abiodun. Yoruba: Nine Centuries of 
African Art and Thought (1989), p. 234. 
35 Moyo Okedij i. African Renaissance: Old Forms, New Images in Yoruba Art (2002), p. 1. 
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Versatility of Yoruba Wood Carving 
As shown above, the Yoruba carver was not passive in the face of 
change. He introduced various new elements and themes into his work, which 
show evidence of the adaptability of Yoruba wood carving to new 
circumstances and its flexibility to service new functions. The versatility of 
Yoruba wood carving manifested itself in many styles and diverse themes. 
Armstrong wrote the following in 1971: 
[T]he recent traditional period of Yoruba works 
appears to be versatile in subject matter, as is 
evidenced in the district officer in his boat, 
carved shortly after the turn of the twentieth 
century by Thomas Ona. 36 
This is very relevant because Thomas Ona was contemporary with Olowe and 
he too brought new elements into Yoruba art37 Ona's carvings are small and 
his themes are a humourous documentation of Nigerian scenes as he saw them 
during his time. His work is clearly in the Yoruba style with its traditional 
proportions but differs sharply in its subject matter from the rest of Yoruba 
carvings. He portrayed through his keen sense of observation, the British in their 
daily routine. He depicted among his varied themes, The District Officer on 
36 Robert P. Armstrong. The Affecting Presence (1971), p. 104. 
37 Thomas Ona was born around 1885 and died in the late 1950s. He lived and worked in 
Ijebu-Ode until he moved to Lagos in 1940. 
37 
Tour plate (1-7), 38 missionary, polo player, sergeant, and lawyer. His work is a 
remarkable record of the British during the colonial time in Nigeria 39 
In many ways the work of Ona is parallel to the work of Olowe, 
Bamgboye, Areogun and Lamidi, in its adaptation to change, new requirements, 
unfamiliar themes, and the patronage of foreign clients. His work in its humour 
as political commentary on the British authority during the colonial time in 
Nigeria is similar to Olowe's door of the Ikerre Palace. Picton in his discussion 
of Yoruba art (1994), asked how we see the works from the era of colonial rule? 
He then writes: 
Do we see in them only the eventual 
obsolescence of a tradition in the face of 
development and modernization? Or do we 
recognize them as the works of a period in 
which a modern sense of Yoruba identity is 
shaped Into the form in which we know it today, 
an identity formed, in part at least, in opposition 
to and a protest against (if only we can read the 
signs) colonial rule? 4° 
Picton continued his discussion by pointing out that Olowe's door for the Ikerre 
palace shows "a rather worn-out district officer on tour in his hammock. "4' 
Similar observation was made by Pemberton: "Captain Ambrose is seated in a 
litter, looking a bit haughty, very uncomfortable, and rather small in comparison 
'a Evidentially, Thomas Ona carved various examples of the same theme. There are slight 
differences between the example that is shown in Nigeria Magazine, (June 1938) no. 14, 
p. 138, William R. Bascom, "Modern African Figurines" in Lore, (1957) vol. 7, part 4, 
p. 119 and Robert P. Armstrong The Affecting Presence, (1971) ill. No. 6, p. 30. 
39 For more on Thomas Ona's work see W. Bascom. "Modern Figurines; Satirical or 
just 
stylistic? " Lore, 7 (4), (1957), pp. 118-126. 
40 John Picton, "Art, Identity, and Identification" in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 26. 
41 Ibid., p. 26. 
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with the king in the opposite panel. "42 Fagg also remarked on the inadequate 
position of the Captain by saying that Olowe carved him: "[w]ith considerable 
humor [and] almost a suppliant of the king, who, by contrast, has a very 
condescending expression. "43 All these comments indicate that Olowe's door 
is laden with expression. It is a revealing work of art and one of the great 
masterpieces of twentieth century Yoruba wood carving. It lends itself to many 
interpretations that convey a political notion 
Picton asked whether the portrayal of Captain Ambrose in such a 
manner is just a simple record of an event or does it have a political motive? 
Picton continues by asking about the pipe-smoking figure, which Areogun often 
depicts on the front mudguard of the district officer's bicycle. He tells us that 
we can never be contented that these elements in the carvings of these artists are 
merely passive records of events with no connotations 45 He says that art can 
be more potent as a political tool when it looks "most innocent". Picton 
continues his dialogue by writing: 
42 John Pemberton III, (1989), Chapter 7, p. 210. 
43 John Pemberton III, (1989), chapter 7, p. 210. (Also see Fagg, "The African Artist" in 
Tradition and Creativity in Tribal Art (1969), p. 56. 
44 It seems that many scholars agree that Olowe's door of the Ikerre Palace conveys a political 
notion. In 1937, Julius E. Lips noted the political connotation of Olowe's door in his 
publication The Savage Hits Back. Although he thought that the figure, which represents 
Captain Ambrose, was a traveling merchant. Lips described the features of the bearers of 
Ambrose's luggage to be almost laughing in comparison to Ambrose's face. Ile wrote 
"the man in the litter, with his face turned to heaven, wears an air of near-martyrdom. " 
He then went on to give an unflattering description of the man in the litter. He ended his 
comments by the following: "He is wearing a hat, and a costume of somewhat indistinct 
cut-but the whole of the emphasis in the picture concentrates upon the execution of his 
glum churlish face. " These observations are evidence of the subtleness and the political 
power of Olowe's work. (See "The White Merchant" in The Savage flits Back (1966), 
second print of the 1937 publication, pp. 195-197. 
45 John Picton, "Art, Identity, and Identification" in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 26. 
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Indeed, the figure on horseback with captives is 
also sometimes embellished with a pipe smoker. 
If, then, Areogun, Osamuko, and the others 
were continuing a tradition in sculptural form 
as providing for political commentary, the 
contesting of alien authority, and subversive 
ridicule, it suggests that the sculptors of Opin 
must be placed alongside other, better-known 
figures of Yoruba intellectual and political 
history. 46 
This certainly applies to the work of Ona in its satirical depiction of the British. 
It looks passive in its appearance but is potent in its content. 47 This is very 
clear in his carving of The District Officer on Tour plate (1-7), which is only 12 
inches long. It shows the district officer with his long stemmed umbrella 
caricatured with his large colonial hat, and long pipe which are bigger than his 
body. His colleagues are sitting tightly behind him in a very stiff formal manner. 
It looks ridiculous but fitting in its portrayal of its theme. The most dominant 
figure in the whole sculpture is the African who is pushing the boat. What 
brings Olowe's door and Ona's works together, is their humour, political savvy 
and subtle satire. Yet their works are very different in style. Olowe's carvings 
are large in their scale and famous for their colours 48 Ona's carvings are 
46 Ibid., p. 28. 
47 Bascom who was fascinated by Ona's work and was also interested in what the 
anthropologist Lips wrote in his book of 1937, The Savage lilts Back, set out to find what 
were the motivations and intentions of Ona's carvings of the British. Was he holding up 
the mirror to the colonizers to see themselves by portraying them in such a sarcastic and 
humorous way? " Or, on a deeper psychological level, was he trying to strike back 
by 
caricaturing his white rulers with resentful satire or bitter sarcasm? " He visited Ona 
several times between 1943-45 and stated that Ona was neither "savage" nor was hitting 
back at the colonizers. Ile was just documenting his observations of the life he had 
known. (For more on this see Bascom, 1957: 124-126. ) Nonetheless his work reflects his 
feelings and the realities of what he had seen. It was obvious that Ona was unwilling to 
reveal his political intentions to a stranger who was no different from the colonizers. His 
work is a clear indication of his political intentions. 
48 John Pemberton III writes: "Olowe painted his carvings, using a restrained palette and 
revealing himself to be a fine colorist. " in Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art and 
Thought (1989), p. 211. Also Fagg indicated that Olowe, like other African artists, used 
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made of tiny parts put together to make a whole piece. They are similar in their 
construction to Lamidi's doors, by the fact that they are all assemblages of 
separate pieces. 
Thomas Ona's work might have been more appreciated for its 
originality, sincerity, wit and humour, had he been a Western artist. Like much 
of the developing art in Africa, his work was dismissed by some authorities on 
African art, who were not interested in new trends in Yoruba art, viewing them 
as non-serious and non-traditional art 49 So Ona's work fell through the 
cracks unnoticed as an important development within the Yoruba art tradition. It 
is mentioned now and then in the literature on African art but not as a "genuine" 
work that fits within the category of what is considered important and 
"authentic". 
The Unresolved Issue of Authenticity in African Art 
Ona, Bamgboye, Areogun and Fakeye, all produced work for local 
and foreign patrons, a factor that binds their works together. Nonetheless their 
works for foreign clients are mostly omitted from the discourse on Yoruba wood 
carving. This is due to the unsettling distinction that divides African art into 
two segments "traditional" and "nontraditional, " an issue associated with the 
definition of `authenticity' and its relation to the trade in African carving. 
Authenticity in African art is an uncanny issue. It has more to do with collecting 
and trading in African art than in its aesthetics. It was broadly discussed in 1976 
European oil paints but "with remarkable restraint and taste and must be regarded a very 
fine colorist indeed " (Fagg, 1969: p. 56). 
49 W. Bascom, (1957), p. 118. 
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and the proceedings were documented in a special issue of African Arts. It was 
also thrashed out (1992 and 1999) in articles by Sidney Kasfir: "African Art and 
Authenticity: A text with a Shadow. " However, the effect of "authenticity" has 
been damaging to the work of these artists for foreign clients and this issue has 
not yet been resolved. It has discriminated against the "modern" and 
"innovative" and consequently alienated from the history of Yoruba wood 
carving, various carvings that were produced by carvers such as Bamgboye, 
Ona and Areogun for foreign clients, because they are not "traditional" in 
purpose and use. 
The canon of authenticity has clearly given African art two different 
images. The one that is coined in its definition and pertains exclusively to the 
"traditional" and is fostered and strengthened by the economy involved in its 
trade. The other image is that of the "modern" which is treated as a sham rather 
than a historical development in which the "traditional" informs the "modern". 
William Fagg wrote long ago that "the work of art is the outcome of a dialectic 
between the informing tradition and the individual genius of the artist.. . '40 
Consequently the "modem" emerges out of the "tradition" as a continuity of its 
aesthetics. Nonetheless, Christopher Steiner in his publication, African Art in 
Transit, 1994, gives a vivid description of the image of "modern" African art as 
it relates to the canon of authenticity in African art that needs to be quoted at 
length: 
One aspect of the Western Image of Africa 
which resonates throughout the African art 
collecting world is the notion that authentic 
so W. Fagg and John Pemberton 111. "The Yoruba Artist: Regional Styles, " In Yoruba Sculpture 
of West Africa (1982), p. 35 
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Africans, and by extension authentic objects of 
African art, no longer exist. Like the societies 
themselves, contemporary art objects produced 
in Africa are considered inauthentic 
approximations of traditional forms, sullied, as 
it were, by the degenerative impact of Western 
influence. Real African art, the argument goes, 
consists of old objects which were manufactured 
in the pre-contact or pre-colonial era for 
indigenous uses' 
i 
If we leave aside the cynical remark on contemporary Africans and their 
societies, this quotation explicitly portrays an image that is ascribed to 
"modem" African art without substantiation, especially if we take into 
consideration the Yoruba point of view on their art. The above classification of 
"modern" African art simply does not conform to the Yoruba definition of 
traditional/modem from their cultural and linguistic point of view as shown 
above 5.2 Furthermore Henry Drewal writes: "[Tradition] is something that is 
creatively, actively, intentionally selected and constructed, not thoughtlessly 
preserved and repeated. 03 Tradition is a `continual' entity that gets 
rejuvenated and renewed through living memories of history and current events. 
The emphasis on the "age" of relics and the collection of antiquities 
are Western preferences and reflections of a materialistic side of society. The 
age of a carving has no relevance among the Yoruba. It is opposite to 
"renewability, " as a trait in the evolution of Yoruba wood carving and an 
element of continuity and development. It is dictated by the life span of the 
wood as an art medium. If the average age of a carving is approximately fifty 
s' Christopher Steiner, (1995), reprint, p. 104. 
52 For more on the concept of "tradition" and "creativity" among the Yoruba, see chapter 7 by 
Olabiyi B. Yai, in The YorubaArtlst (1994). 
s' Henry Drewal, "Introduction: Yoruba Art and Life as Journeys" in The Yoruba Artist (1994), 
p. 194. 
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years - rarely does apiece reach a century unless it is preserved in a museum or 
otherwise, this makes a continuous replacement of the carvings essential. This 
has been keeping Yoruba wood carving alive and developing, and keeping the 
carvers busy and thus improving their skills. It is the demand for carving that is 
important wherever it comes from, the community or from foreign clients. 
Another quality that plays a major role in "authenticity" is purity, 
which means that the object has no outside influence and it was made in "pre- 
contact or pre-colonial era for indigenous use, " as explained above by Steiner. 
Contrary to Steiner's argument, Suzanne Blier has remarked in the quotation at 
the top of this chapter that "there is no such thing as an art work that is truly 
`authentic', " that is pure and free from admixture or an outside influence 
54 
However the discrimination against the "modern" based on "purity" and "age" 
which has made an impact on the literature on African art still exists. Hopefully 
this view is on the way out. 
Bamgboye at Omu-Aran 
Another 
. change took place and a new 
tradition was born, at the 
beginning of the 1930s under the tutelage of J. D. Clarke, who was an educator 
and director of a boys' school at the village of Omu-Aran, Nigeria 
55 Clarke 
had an appreciation of Yoruba wood carving. He too became concerned about 
its future. He decided to bring in a traditional carver to teach wood carving to 
his students beside carpentry, farming and other crafts as an experiment 
in 
54 Suzanne Preston Blier, "Shadow Plays: Reading between the Lines in Postmodernist 
Criticism" in African Arts, (July 1992) vol. 25(3), p. 29. 
ss It was a rural elementary and lower middle boarding school for boys from the ages of eight to 
sixteen years. It was an independent school with the aim of producing skillful craftsmen 
and farmers. It had the support of Ilorin Emirate. 
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education. Clarke wrote of the purpose of introducing carpentry and wood 
carving together: 
At Omu the claims of the traditional crafts and 
of the pupils' hands have been met by providing 
instruction in both wood-carving and carpentry; 
wood-carving to foster a respect for the old 
craft, and carpentry to improve the amenities of 
the home. 56 
It was the first school of its kind in the Emirate of Ilorin, which Clarke 
documented, in a small book. 57 
At this time the distinguished carver Bamgboye, was well known in 
the area. Clarke approached Bamgboye to teach his students the traditional skill 
of carving. Reluctantly, Bamgboye accepted the job, although it took two years 
to convince him to do so 58 He did not feel comfortable teaching in an 
environment other than his own. He was also concerned about the reaction of 
his village and clients if he took a teaching position in a foreign type school. He 
was unsure of venturing into a new and different way of life. Clarke smoothed 
the way by asking the Emir of Ilorin to obtain the services of Bamgboye for the 
school. The Emir instructed the village chief to secure the cooperation of 
Bamgboye. 59 From that time on, he began to work for clients outside his 
society, executing numerous carvings for foreigners. He also decorated a lectern 
and a signpost, (made by his students), with carving for the nearby Anglican 
56 
. J. D. Clarke. Omu An African Experiment in Education. London: Longmans 
Green & Co. 
(1937), p. 108. 
S7 According to Frank Willett, (personal communication, 1992), this book was destroyed during 
the War except from a few copies. One of the copies that survived is in the library of 
Cambridge University, which I had the opportunity to read. 
58 Ibid., p. 108. 
59 Ibid. p. 110. 
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Church. "These were made partly as a bit of social service, partly as a small 
attempt to raise the standard of church furnishing in the neighbourhood. " So 
wrote Clarke who also said that this would demonstrate to the students that their 
traditional craft could be used in new ways 60 
Areogun at Oye Ekiti 
Father Kevin Carroll who was an enthusiastic supporter of Yoruba 
wood carving arrived in Nigeria in 1947 from Ghana. Soon after he began the 
Oye Ekiti workshop for the production of Christian art in a Yoruba artistic 
vernacular, under the auspices of the Roman Catholic Mission. Carroll had 
George Bandele as the master carver of the workshop and through him met his 
father Areogun. In 1953 Carroll asked Areogun to carve The Wise Men from the 
East represented as three kings. Areogun completed the three kings including 
the one in plate (1-3). It was the last piece Areogun carved before his death 
61 
It depicts one of the wise men as a king riding a horse and wearing a beaded 
crown. Two boys accompany him. One is sitting in front of the king holding the 
reins of the horse round his shoulders. It is indeed hard to distinguish between 
this piece and the rest of his work. This carving shows no deviation from his 
traditional norms whether in the composition, proportion, or in the skill of 
execution. It has only assumed a new title, which indicated that a foreigner had 
commissioned it. It is in a traditional style but has acquired a new meaning. 
Such a splendid sculpture is truly a marvelous ending to the fruitful career of a 
60 J. D. Clarke, 1937, p. 115. 
61 Kevin Carroll. Yoruba Religious Carving (1967), p. 86, and p. 163. For another 
example of the three kings carved by Areogun at the same time, see John Picton, Sculptors of 
Opin, African Arts, July 1994, no. xxvii, (3), p. 56. 
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famous carver. It defies the paradigm of "traditional" versus "modern" and the 
model of authenticity in African art. 
In addition, Areogun carved various figures and masks for Arno 
Lehmann. 2 Unfortunately there is no record to be found for these carvings and 
their whereabouts is unknown. Father Carroll also commissioned him to carve 
the Madonna, but Areogun died before working on this commission, which 
would have been his first Christian carving. 3 These efforts in the lives of 
two major carvers are not without significance. They may seem minor events 
especially in the case of Areogun nonetheless they have historical pertinence. 
They show innovation, continuity and a sign of change within the Yoruba 
tradition of wood carving. At the least, they show the effect of foreign 
patronage on their art. 
It would be germane here to discuss briefly the influence of Areogun's 
sculpture A Wise Man from the East on one of Lamidi's work. In 1960, Beier 
compared three carvings of Lamidi's to similar pieces by Areogun TM One of 
Lamidi's pieces is .4 Horse Rider plate (1-8), which was patterned after an 
Areogun's piece, plate (1-3), A Wise Man from the East. Beier observed that 
Lamidi had consciously followed the form of Areogun in this carving, except 
for its general proportions and the treatment of the horse, which seem to be 
Lamidi's own. 5A Horse Rider by Lamidi indicates further influence as it 
62 Arno Lehmann, Christian Art in Africa andAsla (1969), p. 25. 
63 Carroll, Yoruba Religious Carving (1967), p. 86. 
6' Ulli Beier, "Complicated Carver, " West Africa Review, (June 1960),. pp. 30-31, especially the 
plates. 
65 Ibid. p. 30. See quotation under the first plate. 
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shares more elements with Areogun's piece, plate (1-3) as well as with another 
carving, Oya Shrine Sculpture, said to have been created by Bamgboye of Odo- 
Owa or by an associate of his, plate (1-9). Each of the three carvings has an 
imposing equestrian figure, holding a fan plaque in the right hand. The plaques 
are similar in structure although the one in Lamidi's piece has a different design. 
The seated figure on the horse's neck, its posture, and the manner, in which it is 
carved, holding the reins of the horse, is similar in the three carvings. 
Comparatively alike are' some of the decorative elements, the setting of the 
composition and the roundness of the bases. 
Here we see continuity through a transition act in which interplay 
takes place between one artist and the other. Areogun's style is gradually 
passing on to Lamidi, which is evidence of his influence on Lamidi's work. 
"[T]he play of "influences" writes Drewal "is theoretically endless, since no 
style of working by any artist ever comes out of nothing but is rather "repetition 
with critical difference" (M. T. Drewal 1999: 3). The repetition and the critical 
difference as it is shown here, is the connection between the work of these 
artists in terms of style (Areogun /Lamidi), and the similarities in compositions 
and some motifs, which are shared by the three artists. 
The Parallel between the Afro-Portuguese Ivories and the Carvings 
of Bamgboye, Areogun, and Lamidi for Foreign Clients 
In an odd way the carvings by Bamgboye, Areogun and Lamidi for 
Westerners resemble the circumstances under which the Afro-Portuguese 
ivories were produced (1490-1530), particularly in terms of patronage, the 
66 Henry J. Drewal "Introduction: Yoruba Art and Life as Journeys" in The Yoruba Artist 
(1994), p. 196. 
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choice of subjects and the purpose they were intended to serve. In both cases, 
the carver worked for profit. In turn, the client expected mastery in execution 
and the fusion of his theme into an African design. The end product is a hybrid 
of European ideas and African artistry, with the carver adhering to the demands 
of his patron, in the choice of subject and its specifications. To use a term from 
Kasfir, both arts are "client-driven"". 7 Kasfir in an article on "authenticity" 
(1999) commented on the interaction between the artist and his client in pre- 
colonial times, writes: "[I]t was the custom for artists to try openly to please 
patrons, even if this meant modifying form. Not surprisingly, that attitude has 
carried over into colonial and postcolonial relations with new patrons, including 
foreigners °'68 
In both events the objects were commissioned as a reflection of an 
exotic culture and mementos of an unfamiliar society that made them suitable 
both as gifts or for personal use. The Afro-Portuguese ivories are mainly 
utilitarian objects in the form of saltcellars, lidded vessels, dagger handles, 
hunting horns and spoons. They show various subjects of hunting scenes, 
geometric designs, African and European imageries of anecdotes, and 
occasionally Christian themes. "' To this extent, they correspond to the objects 
produced by Bamgboye at Omu-Aran. He carved breadboards and coffee tables 
derived from Ifa divination trays, (popular items among his clients) adapted for 
European use. A good example of these trays is shown in plate (1-10) as well as 
67 Sidney Kasfir, (1999), p. 96. 
68 Ibid., p. 96. 
69 S. Vogel, "Introduction" to, Africa and the Renaissance: art in Ivory (1988) pp. 13-20. Also, 
see pp. 225-250. 
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wall-plaques with subjects such as, birth, life, and death of a hunter, as shown in 
plate (1-11). 
Bamgboye's panel in plate (1-11) shares elements with some work by 
Lamidi. It is divided in three sections. The first part from right to left portrays 
Birth. It illustrates a hunter, hunting an animal with a gun while his two wives 
are sitting down with their babies on their laps. A pot is on the fire and a basket 
hangs on the wal1.70 The central section portrays Life and shows the hunter as 
a king sitting on his throne. He is wearing a beaded crown and is holding a staff 
of authority by the left hand and a fly-whisk in his right hand. His wife is 
carved standing to his right. Two drummers are depicted, one on each side of 
the hunter and three dancers who are shown in dancing gestures. The third 
section to the left portraying Death describes the hunter's funeral. His body 
appears on a bed with his hunting tools hanging above the body as symbols of 
his achievements and courage. His two wives are shown on the right bemoaning 
his death. To the left are two men wearing Western style trousers and carrying 
guns. Perhaps they are his bodyguards, showing their respect and announcing 
his death by firing their guns. The figures are harmoniously distributed in the 
three sections. Two identical bars, carrying beautiful and well-balanced carved 
patterns separate the three sections. It is a complete narrative produced in a 
Yoruba idiom into three separate registers. 
The panel by Bamgboye plate (1-11), in its scale, composition, theme 
and its lavish patterns is similar to most of Lamidi's panels for foreign clients, 
which demonstrates the parallel between their works. A good example is shown 
70 The hunter is one of Bamgboye favorite subjects. It is depicted in some of his well-known 
Epa masks. See Pemberton 111, (1989), p. 197. 
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in a photograph of Lamidi finishing a plaque called The Last Super plate (1-12) 
to take with him on a trip to America in 1966. This panel and others such as the 
Musicians (1987), plate (1-13) and Justice (1992-95), plate (1-14) were 
executed in order to be sold to foreigners. They are elaborately carved. 
If we take the concept of "tradition" (asa) as has been analytically 
explained by Yai and also articulated by Drewal, which "embodies notions of 
both continuity and innovation, " and the verb sa meaning to " select, choose, 
discriminate, or discern, "71 then it can be said that both Bamgboye and Lamidi 
involved these processes in the making of their panels. Both of their works are 
evidence of the innovation and continuity of a tradition that has creatively been 
constructed through time and space that has expanded from the 1930s to the 
present. 
Bamboye also made other items ranging from paper knives, busts, to 
stools, all of them being carved in wood and decorated with Yoruba designs 72 
Plate (1-15) shows a corner of a breadboard carved and decorated by 
Bamgboye. It is an adaptation from an Ifa divination tray to a new function. It is 
noteworthy to mention here that Lamidi has also carved similar objects. The 
skillful piece in plate (1-16) executed in 1962, is one of two clock-bases, which 
he carved as gifts to his host family in Kalamazoo, Michigan. It rivals in its 
originality, skill, and purpose, some of the centuries-old utilitarian objects, 
produced by the Bini for the Portuguese. Plate (1-17) demonstrates a detailed 
example of a Bini-Portuguese oliphant ca 1525-1600. The three examples in 
71 Henry J, Drewal, (1994), p. 194. 
72 For more examples of Bamgboye's work at the Omu school, see "Yoruba Wood-Carving", 
Nigeria magazine 14 (June 1938, special issue on arts and crafts) pp. 143-46. 
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plates (15,16, and 17) are comparable. They show similarities in patterns and in 
skillful execution. Had Lamidi created many carvings that are equal in manner 
to this clock-base, he would probably have been accused of producing souvenir- 
art regardless of the fact that the Bini-Portuguese carvings were similar in kind. 
Many of Lamidi's admirable carvings, especially his doors, were made to the 
order and specification of his foreign patrons. They are, in part, a product of 
Western influence, which has existed since the earlier contact of the Portuguese 
with Benin. They reflect Western ideas and taste that have now become a strong 
influence on Nigerian culture and they have also been incorporated into its 
artistic tradition. 
The Afro-Portuguese carvings, as well as the work of Bamgboye, 
Areogun, Ona73 and Lamidi for foreign clients clearly, do not fit within the 
defined bounds of "authenticity" in African art because they are a mixture of 
African and foreign ingredients. Nonetheless, the Afro-Portuguese ivories are 
favoured more than the carvings of Bamgboye, Areogun, Ona and Lamidi. 
They have been the subject of close study and diligent documentation. The fact 
that the Afro-Portuguese ivories have received such attention from the scholarly 
community stands as valuable evidence, contrary to the commonly held 
assumption that nothing good could come out of an Africa that had already been 
corrupted by Western influence. In other words, the Afro-Portuguese ivories 
historically indicated that whatever might have been said about the present 
" William R. Bascom compared Thomas Ona's carvings to the Benin works for the Portuguese. 
He wrote: "Yet perhaps the most famous pieces of African art, the Benin bronzes and 
ivories, which date back several centuries, are full of Portuguese explorers, soldiers, and 
priests. Like Ona, the Benin artists depicted the Nigeria of their day, which included 
whites as well as blacks. " Bascom (1957), Lore, vol. 7, part 4, p. 118. 
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development in African art, the possibility exists that something as notable as 
these ivories, might eventually emerge out of the present contact of Africa and 
the West, if it is not already in existence as in the case of Lamidi's work. 
The Afro-Portuguese carvings also dispel the old belief that traditional 
African art is mainly static and has shown no sign of progress for centuries. It is 
an assumption primarily instigated by earlier colonial writers. Murray 
summarised it in the following: 
On the whole it is agreed that there is a lack of 
varied and creative individual expression in 
African arts and crafts. It seems that for 
centuries there has been no progress. The cause 
of this is thought to be the lack of incentive, the 
absence of outside stimulus, and the strong 
74 communal sense. 
When Murray wrote his observation in 1937, the outside stimulus and incentive 
had already begun. Bamgboye started carving for Europeans from 1931, when 
he first took the post of teacher in carving at the Omu-Aran school. He 
continued to do so until his death in 1978. He thus spent forty-seven years of 
his life carving for foreigners. The type of work Bamgboye produced, during 
this period seems to have passed unnoticed or possibly it was deliberately 
ignored as it did not conform to the canons set out for the "authentic" and the 
"pure". Apart from occasional remarks made about the repetitiousness of this 
work, mainly written by Fagg and Underwood, only meager praise is offered. 
Fagg wrote on Bamgboye's work of this period: 
His inspiration left him, though his 
craftsmanship remained. Ile received more and 
more commissions from Europeans for coffee 
74 See chapter XV, "Arts and Crafts", in Omu: An African Experiment in Education by J. D. 
Clarke (1937), p. 106. 
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tables supported by caryatids in Yoruba style or 
for busts to decorate their mantelpieces, and he 
ceased entirely to make carvings for the 
traditional purposes of his own people. 73 
Bamgboye was born in 1888. He had established himself as an excellent carver 
by the 1920s. This means that all his best-known art was produced during the 
fifteen years preceding his appointment at the Omu School. Little is known of 
his work thereafter. He is considered one of the great Yoruba carvers of the 
twentieth century. His work is an important achievement of Yoruba wood 
carving. Yet the history of Yoruba art has been silent about a large portion of 
his creativity (1931-78). Such partiality gives a lopsided and distorted picture 
of his life as an artist of prominence and influence. 
Fagg noted that Bamgboye completed his significant Epa mask 
"Omoniyi" in 1934 plate (1-18). 76 But Pemberton cited another Epa mask by 
Bamgboye, called "Orangun" plate (1-19). 77 He noted that Bamgboye carved 
this mask in the early 1960s, for a festival in the small town of Erinmope 78 
However, Fagg emphatically declared that Bamgboye, "for 35 years has carved 
nothing but pedestrian exercise pieces. "79 These statements are contradictory 
75 On Bamgboye's work after 1931, see Fagg, "The Epa Festival" in Yoruba Sculpture of West 
Africa (1982) p. 22, and L. Underwood, "Nigerian Art" in Nigeria Magazine, 24 (June 
1946), p. 219. Also see "The African Artist" in Tradition and Creativity in Tribal Art 
(1969), ed. by D. Biebuyck, p. 52. 
76 Fagg, "The Epa Festival" in Yoruba Sculpture of West Africa, p. 22. 
77 Pemberton Writes: "Orangun" is the title of the Oba of the neighboring Igbomina town of lla- 
Orangun. The headdress celebrates the warrior chiefs who established the "sixteen Ekiti 
Kingdoms. " See Pemberton (1989), p. 196, (figure 227), and p. 202. 
78 "The Carvers of the Northeast" in Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art and Thought 
(1989), p. 202. 
79 "On the Preservation and Protection of Works of Art and Artists", Proceedings of the 
International Seminar on Problems of Cultural Policy in Africa (Berlin, 1966), p. 3. 
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and had Bamgboye's art been studied as a whole and not confined to his earlier 
works of the 1920s, it is possible such contradictions would not have been aired. 
What is apparent is a lack of sufficiently detailed studies, solely 
devoted to the individual artist in Africa, especially in the traditional sector. 
Such studies could concentrate on the whole range of the artist's personal 
experience and the changes he might meet in the style of his life and work. 
Ottenberg, in 1971, cited a few examples of such studies and noted: 
... despite the large amount of work done by 
anthropologists in Africa the number of life 
histories of Africans collected by them Is 
remarkably few, although some are excellent. 80 
Furthermore, Bascom attributed the lack of sufficient interest in the African 
carver as an individual, was partially due to the conviction that African art was 
already "dead" 8' Since then the situation has improved considerably 
nonetheless the need for studies of individual traditional carvers is still with us. 
Bamgboye during his tenure at the Omu School preferred to work for 
Europeans rather than the local clientele. He enjoyed the intermingling of 
African and European cultures. It brought him money and fame beyond the 
boundaries of his country. The resemblance between Bamgboye, Lamidi and 
the artists who produced the ivories for the Portuguese, is striking. Vogel 
indicated that traditional Africa and Renaissance Europe during the Afro- 
Portuguese trade were alike. They shared some common ground and that: "the 
80 "Anthropology and African Aesthetics", (open lecture delivered at the University of Ghana, 
Legon on 28th, January 1971 and published by Ghana Universities Press), p. 18. 
81 "Creativity and Style in African Art", in Tradition and Creativity in Tribal Art (1969), ed. U. 
Biebuyck, p. 103. 
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mixture of cultural and artistic elements ... were the African artists' 
preferences. " Furthermore, Vogel noted: 
In Renaissance Europe, art was produced for 
profit, and a mastery over materials and 
technical skills was prized. As in Africa, the 
finished object was judged for its functional 
design, workmanship and durability as well as 
for its beauty. 82 
The analogy between traditional Africa and Renaissance Europe is apt. Most 
important are the similarities between the products of the Benin artists for the 
Portuguese, and the work of Lamidi, Areogun, and Bamgboye for their 
European clients and the circumstances under which their products were 
created. After all, there are few artists whether in Europe, Africa, or anywhere 
else, who do not work mainly for profit and the hope of fame. Both prestige and 
honour are very important especially in Yoruba society. That is why skillful and 
well-known carvers like Olowe, Areogun and Bamgboye have praise songs 
expressing their social status. There is certainly no prestige without building a 
name through the attainment of a certain level of skill and acceptable work. The 
technical skill and its mastery over materials, is what attracted the patrons in the 
first place to the work of these artists. The merit of their creations is in the 
workmanship and its quality coupled with the intricacy of the African designs 
into what the clients desire. This is evidence of the effect of patronage on the 
work of these artists. 
What is known of Bamgboye's art is less than one would wish. His 
later work is neither exhibited nor studied along with his earlier carvings yet 
82 "African and European Assumptions about Art: a Common Ground", in Africa and the 
Renaissance, ed. Susan Vogel (1988), p. 18. 
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there still remains a historical parallel with the Afro-Portuguese ivories. The 
same situation applies to the work of Areogun and Lamidi for foreign patrons. 
The affinity among the work of these carvers makes Bamgboye's later work 
relevant and the comparison essential. 
Lamidi completed many major commissions for Western clients. He 
carved among other works two verandah posts for the Commonwealth Art 
Centre, London (1962-63), plate (1-20), and a door for USA Information 
Service (1968). He also executed a door for the Kennedy Centre (1974), and 
several pieces for the African heritage classroom in the Cathedral of Learning, 
University of Pittsburgh (1988). These carvings, because of their size and the 
prominence of their locations possibly have more significance than the Afro- 
Portuguese ivories and the carvings made by Bamgboye and Areogun for 
Europeans as these are mainly in private collections. 
Lamidi's work has certainly found its way to important places both in 
his country and abroad but has not yet found its apt niche in Yoruba art history. 
It is significant that Lamidi is often invited to demonstrate the Yoruba method 
of wood carving in symposia and exhibitions of Yoruba art, which is surely 
evidence of his eminence as a carver. He maintains the most vital elements of 
Yoruba wood carving, the high level of skill, the traditional process of carving 
and the stylistic continuity of the Osi School. "Probably the most striking effect 
of seeing Lamidi at work, whether live or on tape, " wrote Willett, "is his 
absolute mastery. " 83 Nonetheless, his work was neither included in the 
discourse nor the exhibitions of what is called "traditional" Yoruba wood 
93 Frank Willett. "An African Sculptor at Work" in African Arts, (1978), 11 (2)29. 
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carving. For the same reasons the carvings of Bamgboye and Arcogun for 
foreign clients, have not been seen in their appropriate historical perspective as 
innovations and continuity in the Yoruba tradition of wood carving. 
Picton indicated that Areogun and Jacob Epstein were born in the 
same year (1880), and Picasso was born in (1881). 84 Therefore, Olowe, 
Areogun Ona, and Bamgboye were contemporaries of Picasso and his 
colleagues within European modernism. The works and artistic activities of 
Olowe and his group, Picasso and his colleagues overlapped in time and partly 
in manner. It is general knowledge that in the first decades of the twentieth 
century Western artists were incorporating elements from African art into their 
works and creating a modern Western art. Olowe, Ona, Areogun and 
Bamgboye, were quietly doing the same. They were creating a successful 
transition from an old style or tradition to a new one, reflecting the dynamics 
and events of their time. They were producing a "modern" African art within the 
continuity of their tradition by reconciling new ideas with traditional forms. 
They were integrating Western elements into their artistic vocabulary. Their art 
is evidence that Africa of the twentieth century has had a useful and reciprocal 
influence with the outside world. 
These artists set in motion a framework of a new and vibrant Yoruba 
art. Their work indicates as Picton said: "Tradition and creativity are not 
opposed categories, therefore, for the former makes possible the particular 
character of the latter. "85 This is quite clearly seen in Olowe's door of the 
84 John Picton, "Art, Identity, and Identification" in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 21. 
85 Ibid., p. 18. 
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Ogoga Palace where the idea and design emanated from the occasion of the 
advent of British power in Ikerre. Olowe was inspired by the event and its 
historical implications. He subtly recorded his political reaction in a traditional 
idiom. 86 It has become apparent after nearly a century that this door expresses 
a modem notion because it has not been investigated until recently by the 
Yoruba conceptual system and oral tradition. 
Lamidi followed in the path of these great masters. His work shares 
many elements with their carvings as shown above. It runs parallel to their 
works and that set the tone for looking at his work as a logical continuity of 
their aesthetics. However, his work and carvings for foreign clients are 
marginalized by their exclusion from the history of Yoruba wood carving due to 
the separation of the "traditional" from "modem" and the establishment of a 
different standard for each. The "modem" is conceptualized as an isolated entity 
and defined by terms unrelated to its cultural reality and its context. The time 
has come "to bring the canon [of authenticity] into better alignment with the 
corpus, with what African artists actually make, " as expressed by Kasfir, "and 
to leave behind a rather myopic classificatory system based so heavily on an 
Africa of the mind. 9987 The time has also come to "take seriously indigenous 
discourses on art and art history" as explained by Yai. 88 In summary I quote 
from Raymond Silverman who wrote: "The changes that drive tradition can 
16 For more on Olowe's door see Moyo Okediji (2002: 1-7) 
87 Sidney Kasfir, "African Art and Authenticity: A Text with a Shadow, " in Reading the 
Contemporary (1999), p. 110. 
88 Olabiyi B. Yai, "In Praise of Metonymy: The Concepts of "Tradition" and "Creativity" in the 
Transmission of Yoruba Artistry over Time and Space" in The Yoruba Artist, (1994), p. 
107. 
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come from the creative spirit of individuals or from ideas borrowed from other 
people. -89 Olowe and his colleagues through their creative spirit responded to 
the changes within their culture. They are the makers and authenticators of their 
own art. 
89 Raymond Silverman, Ethiopia: Traditions of Creativity (1999), p. 23. 
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Chapter 1: Plates 
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Plate 1-1 
Door carved by Olowe of Ise, circa 1925, for the Ikere palace. 
Wood, height 
190.5cms. Showing his style of carving figures in high relief as seen 
in this 
door. Irwin Green Collection. 
Source of photograph: The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 97, fig. 
6.12 
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Plate 1-2 
Epa I leaddress by Ramgboye of Odo Owa, carved lrom a single block of wood 
weighing fifty to sixty pounds, wood, pigment. I leight 5Oin. 
Collection: Detroit Institute cat' Art. 
Source of photograph: Yoruba: Nine Centuries u/: 1fi"irun /1iI and Though! (I989), p. 
195. 
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I' la c1 
One of the three kings by Areogun, 1953. A representation of the wise men 
from the Fast. Showing a king on a horse wearing a beaded crown. A 
boy is 
seated in front of him holding the reins round his shoulders. 
Source of Photograph: I , amidi 
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Plate 1-4 
. . 41 
Door from the palace of the Ogoga of Ikere, by OIowe of Ise circa 1910. Wood 
approx. 6' high. Trustees of the British Museum. 
Source of Photo: Africa:. llandhook to the l 'nnlinrnl. pIutc VI II. 
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Door of the University Teaching I lospital, Ihadan. I, amidi, 1960. Right side of' door represents modern medicine, left side depicts traditional medicine. 
Source: I . amidi 
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I)ucýr by Areogun, 1916, height 71.5" 
tiuurce: Muscum of ('ultural I Iisturv. I iniýcrsit} iºt ('alili)rnia. Ius Angeles. 
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Plate 1-7 
The District (1f/iceron Irrur, 'T'homas Ona, length I2". 
Source: Nigeria Magazine, no. 14, June 1938, p. 13X. 
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A (Horse Rider, Lamidi. Carved after Areogun's piece, plate (1-3). 
Source: West African Review. June 1960, Ihadan, Nigeria, p. 30. 
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Plate 1-9 
Oya Shrine Sculpture, Bamgboye of Odo-Owa, wood 29" high. 
Source: Yoruba: Sculpture of West Africa, 1982, p. 126, plate 37. 
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Plate 1-10 
N 
Coffee table by ßamgboye, carved during his tenure at Omu-Aran, Iroko 
wood. The design was derived from Ira divination trays. 
ý: . -. _ 
-:. . 
Source: Nigeria Magazine, June 1938, no. 14, p. 142. 
ia) 
Wall plaque carved by Bamgboye during his residency at Ornu School in Ilorin 
Province: 
L 
Plate 1-I I 
The three panels, from right to left, represent the birth, life and death of a 
hunter, mahogany wood, 4' long. 
Source: Nigeria Magazine, June 1938, p. 141. 
U 
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(h) Detail oFthe centre panel: Iiii:. 
Source: J. f). ('lurke ( I, )iK) 
(a) Detail of the left panel: death. 
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Plate 1-12 
ý" ;;.:. 
Photograph showing Lamidi Fakeye finishing a plaque The Last Supper in his 
studio, Ibadan, Nigeria. 
Source: Lamidi 0. Fakeye: a Retrospective Exhibition and Autobiography, 1966, p. 137. 
Plate 1-13 
Musicians, 10x22". Lamidi, 1987. 
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Plate 1-14 
Plaque titled Justice, Lamidi Fakeye, 1992-93 
Source: Lamidi Fakeyc, 1996, p. 13. 
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I'Iate 1-15 
Corner of a breadboard, ßamgboye, Iroko wood. An adaptation from Itä 
divination tray to modern use. 
Source: Nigeria Maga: ine, June 1938, no. 14, p. 143. 
Plate 1 16 
('kick-ha, c. l amidi. 1%. l. 
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Details of Oliphant, a Bini-Portuguese ivory piece circa 1525-1600. Decorative 
motifs carved on this ivory piece are comparable to the Clock base by Lamidi 
Fakeye and the patterns on the breadboard by Bamgboye. 
Source: Africa and the Renaissance: Art in Ivory. (1988), p. 159. 
Plate 1-17 
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Plate I-1R 
Epa mask titled Omoniyi "it is honorable to have children". (Fagg: 
1982.23). Bamgboye of Odo-Owa circa 1934. Fagg stated that this mask 
was the most beautiful piece of wood carving he had seen in Nigeria. 
Wood, Ht. 40". Collection of the British Museum 
Source: Yoruba: Sculpture of West Africa (1982). PP" 22-23. 
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1,1: 114.1-19 
Epa headdress, called Orangun after the Oba of the neighboring 
Igbomina town of Ila-Orangun, by Bamgboye of Odo-Owa (according to 
Pemberton) in the early 1960s for a festival in the town of Erinmope, 
Ekiti, Nigeria 
Source: Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art and t hought (1989), p. 196, fig. 227. 
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Plate 1-20 
Two Verandah Posts, Lamidi Fakeye, (1962-63). 
Collection: Commonwealth Art Centre, London. 
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Chapter 2 
Lamidi Olonade Fakeye 
The work of renowned Yoruba 
woodcarver Lamidi Olonade Fakeye is 
of exceptional beauty. It represents his 
development as an artist who has come 
to terms with the idea that woodcarving 
is his calling in life; that his art is a 
form of communicating the essence of 
the Yoruba people to the world. 
Alfredo M. Gonzales, "Foreword" in Lamidi 
Olonade Fakeye: Retrospective Exhibition and 
Autobiography (1996), p. 5. 
My concern in this chapter is to provide an insight into Lamidi Fakeye's 
work and its development. Its aim is to build a coherent, sensible and concise 
story of Lamidi's wood carvings. In it I will attempt to interpret analytically the 
content of some of Lamidi's major phases of development such as his Christian 
art. I will point out, as a follow up to what I have established in the previous 
chapter, those factors that bind his work to that of his predecessors. I will show 
where continuity and departure from traditional norms of Yoruba wood carving 
occurred in his work. And I will show the innovation that took place in some of 
his important works in this chapter I will explore his work as an outcome of its 
tradition: and a result of the interactions of indigenous and foreign elements in 
its culture. I take it to be a hybrid art and a rebirth of asa-tuntun (a new 
tradition) in Yoruba wood carving. 
F ice'". 
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My discussion will begin with the difficult circumstances that Lamidi endured 
earlier in his life and how he overcame the obstacles of change in his culture to 
pursue his career as a carver of merit. I will demonstrate how fate brought him 
into contact with Areogun's work; Father Carroll, and George Bandele and how 
these " encounters resulted in his apprenticeship in Oye-Ekiti and Ondo 
workshops. Then I will proceed to show how that brought about a change in his 
style of carving, projecting him into fame and leading him to the production of 
Christian art. I will give a brief historical background of the Osi School and the 
method of wood carving to which his style is related. Then I will discuss 
analytically the content of some of his Christian art, and the use of pattern and 
will point out further innovation in his work. It is also imperative to show here 
the impact of the creative environment of the two workshops, Oye-Ekiti and 
Ondo, on his work and that of his colleagues. This will be followed by a 
comparison between Yoruba art and religion and further discussion of Lamidi's 
carving as a product of foreign and architectural patronage. Finally I will 
conclude with a brief analysis of his secular carvings and point out those 
elements he borrowed from outside his culture. 
The Years (1928-1948) 
Lamidi was born in Oyo State, Nigeria in 1928. He is a descendent of 
five generations of wood carvers. His first attempt at wood carving came at the 
age of ten when he tried his hand at carving an ere ibeji (a carving for a 
deceased twin). Contrary to the normal practice among the Yoruba of 
apprenticing their sons to a master outside their families, Lamidi thereafter 
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joined the workshop of his father at the Inurin's compound at Ila Orangun. l 
He began his training by learning the use and maintenance of the carving tools, 
producing dolls and performing various chores while helping his father who was 
also a farmer and a babalawo (Ifa diviner and traditional doctor). Soon he left 
his father's workshop to continue his training with his senior brother. During 
this time his work "followed the Igbomina style of his father and older 
brothers". 2 
The decade 1938 to 1948 was a period of cultural complexity and 
hardship for Lamidi. It was a time infused with contradictions, ambiguities, and 
duality in culture and conflict in values. It was a period when Yoruba art and 
values were discouraged and Western art and culture were encouraged by the 
colonial rule. The result was a lack of esteem among the people towards their 
own culture and its values. The dichotomy between the indigenous culture 
and that of the colonial rule generated a paradoxical situation, which was often 
seen in contradictory terms: traditional/modern craft/art, religious/secular 
instead of "dualities that exist side by side, each influencing the other. "4 
Western influence on Nigerian culture expanded to the extent that it 
became unfashionable to aspire to be a wood carver especially when Western 
education and professions were seen as a means to success and prosperity. 
Bruce M. Haight, "Lamidi Olonade Fakeye: African Sculptor of the Twentieth Century, " in an 
illustrated pamphlet of a retrospective exhibition of Lamidi's carving held at 
Western 
Michigan University, September 15-October 2,1987. And John Picton, African Arts, 
(July 1994), vol. xxvii, no. 3, p. 57. 
2 John Pemberton III, "The Yoruba Carvers of Ila-Orangun" in Iowa Studies in African Art 
(1987), p. 125. 
3 Moyo Okediji, (2002), p. xiii 
4 Lamidi Olonade Fakeye, (1996), p. 7. 
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Wood carving became less lucrative than previously, which made the choice of 
being a wood carver difficult for Lamidi. He divided his time between learning 
wood carving, educating himself and doing manual jobs s He oscillated from 
one job to another, working in timber sawing, barbering, and bicycle repairing, 
to earn a living. Yet the hardship strengthened his resolve to follow the family 
tradition of being a wood carver. Therein lies the strength of his achievement, 
in overcoming many obstacles to become an outstanding artist of international 
repute. "[He] weathered the most turbulent storms of the two worlds of 
education, " wrote Akinwumi Iola, "Lamidi Fakeye has elevated Yoruba 
traditional sculpture to a level of excellence appreciated and sought after all 
over the world. q-)6 
The duality in culture, which brought about contradictions in values 
had also shaped Lamidi's art and paved the way to his success. It produced the 
hybridity that characterises his work as shown in the previous chapter. "Fakeye 
is traditional and modem, indigenous and international. " Wrote Michael Harris 
who continued his description of Lamidi's situation: 
His work and the reconciliation of seemingly 
disparate elements within his life seem to 
provide a span In the bridge linking tradition 
and modernity, Africa and the West, and offer a 
way of looking at such reconciliations, In the 
work and lives of other artists dealing with such 
potential conflicts' 
s Moyo Okediji, (2002), p. 18. Also John Picton writes in "Sculptor of Opin", (1994), African 
Arts, p. 53: "[I]t was a tragedy that the demand for sculpture by this time had 
declined... ". 
6 "Foreword" in Lamldi Olonade Fakeye: A Retrospective Exhibition and Autobiography 
(1996), p. 32. 
7 Michael D. Harris, "Confluences: Ile-Ife, Washington, D. C. and the TransAfrican Artist" in 
African Arts, spring 1997, vol., xxx, no. 2, p. 38. 
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In spite of the difficulties that Lamidi encountered during the years of his 
adolescence, he did not loose his ambition to be a well-known carver. He noted 
in his autobiography that he mastered the skill of wood carving by 1944 while 
he was carving talking drums (dundun) with a carver by the name Adewuyi in 
the village of Oke Ibode, just before he moved to Ekiti. 8 At that time he thought 
his work and that of his father to be the best despite the fact that he was unable 
to earn a decent living as a carver. 9 He continued to carve "petty things" as he 
called them such as spoons, ladles, bowls and toys till the age of twenty for 
which he earned little money and in some cases gave away as gifts. 
10 
Two incidents took place during that period which influenced the 
course of Lamidi's life and work. In 1946, Lamidi saw, for the first time, the 
work of the renowned Areogun of Osi at the palace of the Oloja of Iloro. 
'l He 
then realised how poor his work was in comparison to that of Areogun. He 
became aware that he had not yet fully developed his skill nor had he 
established himself as a carver in a definitive manner. "I was ashamed to call 
myself a woodcarver. " He later said. 12 The impression of Areogun's work 
motivated him to pursue his own carving more vigorously. 
The second most inspiring event, which had a significant bearing on 
Lamidi's art, was his joining up with the Oye-Ekiti workshop of which he 
wrote: 
8 The village of Oke Ibode lies between the town of Osogbo and Ilesa. Lamidi, (1996), p. 82. 
9 Lamidi O. Fakeye, (1996), p. 89. 
10 Kevin Carroll, (1967), p. 101. 
11 John Pemberton, (1987), p. 125. 
12 Lamidi Olonade Fakeye, (1996), p. 90. 
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I went to a town even more remote than Ila, by 
name Oye Eklti. There I met my luck in life 
when I joined George Bamidele and Father 
Carroll at the Catholic Mission Workshop. 13 
Father Carroll noticed the imperfection in his work, and the fact that Lamidi had 
not yet acquired the rigorous discipline of the traditional method of carving. He 
then employed Lamidi as apprentice to Bandele. This afforded him the 
opportunity to further develop his skills by fully concentrating on his carving, "a 
luxury hitherto unknown to Lamidi. "14 It was the first chance for Lamidi to 
acquaint himself with the work of Bandele. He later wrote about his affiliation 
with the Oye-Ekiti centre and the affect of Bandele's work on his: 
I joined the art workshop at Oye Ekiti. I gained 
a wealth of experience from Mr. Bamidele 
Arowoogun. I watched his style keenly, and took 
his words on wood carving as gospel truth. His 
advice was always sincere and candid. He was 
very knowledgeable, and never failed to rebuke 
you when you did the wrong thing. 's 
This comment shows Lamidi's eagerness for learning and his resolve to be a 
skillful carver. His association with the Oye-Ekiti workshop was indeed a 
significant turning point in his career. He sharpened his skill by mastering the 
Yoruba traditional method of carving, gained confidence, and above all adopted 
the style of the Osi School. 
Lamidi is originally from the town of Ila, which is an important 
carving center about thirty miles from Osi, the home of Areogun and Bandele. 16 
13 Ibid., p. 192. 
14 John Pemberton III, (1987), p. 125. 
15 Lamidi Olonade Fakeye, (1996), p. 96. 
16 For more details on the importance of Ila as wood carving centre, see John Pemberton 
(1987), "The Carvers of Inurin's Compound", pp. 121-126. 
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He is a member of the Igbomina group who live on the northwestern border of 
Ekiti. The Igbomina group is culturally different from the Opin of Osi. The style 
of Ila, characteristically, has more movement and feeling and perhaps more 
delicacy than the architecturally stronger style of Osi, which is evident in 
Areogun's carvings. '? The Ila style may be seen in the work of Lamidi's father 
Akobiogun Fakeye plate (2-1). 18 Lamidi adopted the Osi style instead of the 
Ila after working with Bandele for three years (1948-1951). 19 
A brief look at two carvings of a horse rider, one executed by 
Lamidi's brother David Adeosun Fakeye, (1910-1996), plate (2-2), and the 
other completed by Lamidi in 1945, plate (2-3), reveal a similarity between their 
styles during the early 1940s. If the horse rider in plate (2-3) is compared to the 
one in plate (2-4), which Lamidi carved after he became familiar with the work 
of both Areogun and Bandele, the change in his style from that of Ila to that of 
Osi becomes apparent. The carving in plate (2-4) is rounder and fuller in its 
forms than his earlier piece, plate (2-3). Lamidi stated that he had patterned the 
Horse Rider plate (2-4) after the work of George Bandele. ° This is the first 
17 K. F. Carroll made an interesting comparison in his article "Three Generations of Yoruba 
Carvers' in Ibadan of June 1961, vol. 12, pp. 21-24, between the works of Areogun, his 
son Bandele and Lamidi Fakeye. He discussed in this article the influence of Areogun 
and Bandele on the work of Lamidi and showed the difference between the styles of Ila 
and Osi. 
18 For more details on the Ila carvers, their history and style see "The Yoruba Carvers of Ila- 
Orangun" in Iowa Studies in African Art: The Stanley Conferences at the University of 
lows, vol. ii, pp. 117-147. In this article Pemberton writes that the carvings of Akobiogun 
Fakeye are carved with simplicity and accuracy and they are revealing to his sensitivity 
as an artist. 
19 There are variations in both styles, the Osi and Ila, as each carver has his own personal 
touches within a given style. 
20 Lamidi O. Fakeye, (1996), plate 50 Horserlder, p. 90 
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evidence of an outside influence on Lamidi's work. From then on his work 
gradually developed to be more in the realm of the Osi style. 21 
The Osi School of carving 
The village of Osi-Ilorin lies north of the Ekiti border. It is one of the 
best-known centres in Yoruba land for excellence in wood carving. 22 There, 
Areogun learned his art from Bamgboýe, who was a prominent carver at the turn 
of the twentieth century. Areogun worked under and assisted Bamgboýe for 
sixteen years. He then joined the fine carver Ifasan of Isare, for several years, 
before he established his own workshop 23 His style stemmed from that of his 
predecessors which he developed to be distinctively his own. 4 Areogun 
personalised his style by repeatedly carving certain motifs such as the warrior, 
and the mother and child, again and again in different settings of various 
works. 25 These motifs have become a consistent trait of his style. Yet the 
influence of his teacher, Bamgbose, remains obvious on his work. This is 
evidence of the delicate relationship between the style of a master and his 
apprentice, which indicates continuity and change in Yoruba wood carving. As 
Picton noted: "lines of stylistic evolution were not necessarily predicated upon 
master-apprentice relationships. This is a complex area that deserves further 
21 Lamidi also compared in his autobiography, p. 74, (1996) one of his carvings (a woman 
with a bowl, 1949) to a similar carving by Bandele, made in 1948 to demonstrate the 
influence of Bandele's work on his style. 
ZZ For more details on the history and the geographical location of Osi see Picton, "Sculptor of 
Opin", (1994). pp. 6-7. 
23 Kevin Carroll, (1967), p. 79. 
24 John Picton, "Art, Identity, and Identification: A Commentary on Yoruba Art Historical 
Studies" in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 6. 
25 John Picton, "Sculptors of Opin", (1994), p. 59. 
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consideration °'26 Nonetheless "[t]he work of Areogun developed and changed 
up to the time of his death at the age of 74. " Wrote Carroll who explained that 
Areogun's style changed from that of the1920s to 1950s by becoming more full 
and bulbous. 7 
It is the quality of being fuller and bulbous that connects the work of 
Areogun to that of Bamgbose. This is not surprising after Areogun had spent so 
many years at the workshop of his teacher. Picton Writes: 
We can, of course, find precedents for the fuller 
style of both Areogun and Bandele in what may 
be the hand of Bamgbose, the master to whom 
Areogun had been apprenticed. 8 
To demonstrate the fuller style of Bamgbose, Picton showed the Epa mask in 
plate (2-5). This mask is similar in its style to an Epa mask carved by Areogun 
in 1952, plate (2-6) 29 Pemberton compared Areogun's mask, plate (2-6) to 
yet another mask by Bamgbose, plate (2-7) 30 He asserted that Areogun's 
piece is more compact than that of Bamgbose due to the lack of space between 
its figures, which is more apparent in Bamgbose's sculpture, Mother of Twins, 
plate, (2-7). 31 It is perceptible that Areogun's style, which is sufficiently 
documented in the literature, has traces of Bamgbose's style 32 
26 Ibid., p. 59. 
27 Kevin Carroll, "Three Generations of Yoruba Carvers" in Ibadan (June, 1961) Nigeria Mbari 
publication. 
28 John Picton, "Sculptors of Opin" in African Arts (July 1994), vol. xxvii, no. 3, p58- 
29 John Pemberton 111, (1989), p. 197. 
30 Ibid., p. 195. 
31 Ibid., pp. 195 and 197. 
32 For more on the influence of the work of Bamgbose on that of Areogum see John 
Pemberton III, (1989), p. 202. 
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In accord with Yoruba tradition, Areogun had also trained other 
carvers, Ogungbe, Aworogun, Abuleogun, and his half brother Oshamuko, who 
was Bandele's teacher. Other distinguished carvers whose works are part of the 
Osi contribution are also noteworthy, among them being Roti, Baba Oloja of 
Isare, and Roti Alaari of Ikerin 33 
The achievement of the masters of Osi is a product of a joint process 
of growth and cumulative aesthetic development over a span of time that goes 
back to the second half of the nineteenth century. 34 Areogun and Bandele 
profoundly influenced Lamidi's work, which is a continuous passage from a 
more ancient time to the present day. The illustration on the following page 
shows the apprenticeship system and its continuity among the Osi carvers. 
The Osi School gradually evolved through the traditional system of 
apprenticeship, from Bamgbose to Lamidi and beyond. The knowledge and skill 
of carving was transmitted from carver to carver through decades. 5 If the 
recognised age for a trainee at the beginning of his apprenticeship is 
approximately around ten years, then Areogun must have begun his training in 
carving around 1890.36 Osi is only one of many centres that produced well- 
known carvers, which reflects the depth of Yoruba creativity and its 
33 John Picton, "Sculptor of Opin" in African Arts (July 1994, vol. xxvii, no. 3, p. 583. 
34 John Picton, also traced the histories of sculpting lineages of the Opin carvers back to 1850 
in the "Sculptors of Opin", (1994), p. 58. 
35 John Picton published the genealogy of the sculptors from Ikern, Isare, and Osi showing the 
apprenticeship system among the Yoruba carvers of Opin. See "Sculptors of Opin", 
African Arts, July 1994, vol. xxvii, 3, p. 50. 
36 For the approximate training age in wood carving among the Yoruba, see Frank Willett and 
J. Picton, "On the Identification of Individual Carvers: A Study of Ancestor Shrine 
Carving from Owo, Nigeria", in Man, 2(1), March 1967, p. 66. 
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continuity. 37 The abundance of Yoruba carvings and the process of carving 
are still available through the work of Lamidi to the younger generations of 
carvers to elaborate on and expand the art of wood carving in the future. 
" For more details of the Yoruba creativity and its abundance see John Picton, "Art, Identity, 
and Identification... ", (1994), pp. 1-34. Also see "Sculptors of Opin", (1994). 
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The apprentice-ship system among the Osi Carvers: 
Bamgbose of Osi 
(d. 19 0) 
Fasan of Isare 
Areogun 
(1880-1954) 
(Bandele's Father) 
Awordgun Ösamuko 
(d. 1945) 
(1/2 brother of Areogun) 
Bandele 
Fayo of Ora Lamidi of Illa 
(born about 1925) 
1 Joseph Fakeye Guniyu Alawode Fakeye 
(jr. brother of Lamidi) (1R brother of Lamidi) 
Akin Fakeye 
(Lamidi's nephew) 
Abuleogun Ogungbe 
Dan Alagba of Oro 
1 Amusa Akande IF Odekunle 
Gbade Akintunde 
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Yoruba Method of Wood Carving 
The method of wood carving among Yoruba artists has traditionally 
encompassed an element of continuity. The Yoruba carver works within its 
accepted formulae. He adheres to the norm of its successive stages, which 
usually give Yoruba carving a striking homogeneity and recognisable character. 
The established method of carving in Ekiti country is the nucleus upon which 
the accomplishment of Yoruba wood carving revolves. The four steps of its 
creative process are the bare bones that every carver must follow or risk losing 
his reputation and his clients. 
The carving process and its traditional tools have been described and 
illustrated by Lamidi in his autobiography. 38 Its different steps are: (a) ona We- 
the shaping out of the main forms with an axe or adze. (This is the most 
important step. It determines the direction and the outcome of the work in 
progress. ); (b) aletunle- defining further the main forms and breaking them into 
exact masses with adze and chisel such as the form of the ears, hands and eyes; 
(c) didan- smoothing the forms, mainly with a knife and chisel; (d) fifin- cutting 
of sharp details, e. g., hair, eyelids and pattern work. This final step is chiefly 
done by the knife. 
The Yoruba method of carving with its defined stages can suggest a 
lack of free expression and the possibility of stifling the individuality of the 
carver. Its framework poses a challenge to the artist as well as on those who 
seek to identify the individual style of a carver. Within the confinements of its 
38 Lamidi Fakeye, (1996), pp58-62. 
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stages, the carver develops his personal style and his fame depends upon how 
soundly he adheres to its discipline and how well he excels within its 
boundaries. From the previous chapter we know some of the carvers who have 
excelled by their genius within the given framework of Yoruba tradition. 
Bamgboye expressed the grace of his exceptional talent in Epa masks. Areogun 
revealed his proficiency in the architecturally coordinated forms of his figures 
and in elaborately executed doors. "[They] invite comparison with the well- 
known Romanesque bronze doors of Europe, " remarked Fagg "both in the 
proportions of their component panels and in the composition of the scenes. '-, 
39 
There was also Olowe of Ise with his style apparent in his doors with their high 
relief and vivid colours. 
The Yoruba carver finds enough freedom in his choice of the thematic 
content of his given forms. He is free to select whatever motif or subject he 
might deem fit for a client's request, especially if the commission is a door or a 
house post. The same applies to carvings for ritual purposes. If a carving is for a 
religious purpose such as a Shango worshipper, an Osanyin priest or an Ogun 
staff, the carver may embellish it freely with a theme of his choice as long as the 
ritual symbol is kept intact 40 He can also freely arrange the different 
components of his composition and determine the proportions of its form. 
Sometimes the dimensions of his wooden block dictate the proportions and 
39 William Fagg, (1982), p. 13. 
40 Joan Wescott, "Tradition and the Yoruba Artist", in Athene, (1963), 2(1), p. 13. 
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composition of his forms. Beier writes "The Yoruba sculptor re-adjusts the 
proportions of the human body to suit his artistic intentions. A 
The skill of a Yoruba carver is implicit in the manner of his training. It 
is manifested in the use of the direct method of carving where the carver 
proceeds to carve without the use of preparatory drawings or previous sketches 
of any kind 42 Throughout his apprenticeship, the carver acquires the capacity 
to conceive the entire end-result in his mind, once he has cut the desired block 
of wood from a tree. He goes on to complete his task without errors, regardless 
of the hardness of the wood or the intricacy of his design. This capacity bears 
witness to a powerful imagination and skill that is attained by an elaborate 
instruction in the conventional Yoruba creative process. 3 Such skill can make 
any artist who is not a Yoruba envious. As cited by Willett, Lamidi possesses 
this skill: "it is quite clear that from the very beginning he sees the completed 
sculpture inside the block of wood. "44 
The Yoruba traditional -method of carving attracted the attention of 
many writers in the past. It was mentioned and referred to in various reports, 45 
but its significance became increasingly apparent during the Oye-Ekiti 
experiment. Father Carroll had the opportunity at that time to closely observe 
several Yoruba carvers at work including Lamidi. He documented his 
41 Ulli Beier. The Story of Sacred Wood Carvings from One Small Yoruba Town, a special 
Nigeria Magazine production, (February 1957), p. 12. 
42 Frank Willett. African Art (1971), p. 156. 
4; Ibid., p. 156. 
44 Frank Willett, "An African Sculptor at Work" in African Arts, 11(2), (January 1978), p. 29. 
45 For example Pippet (1935), Clarke (1937), and Lloyd (1953), had all attempted to describe it 
in one way or another. 
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observation in 1967. It is the first detailed account of the procedures and 
functions of the various tools used through the four steps common to the 
creation of the finished sculpture 46 Carroll recognised the dexterity that the 
Yoruba carver acquires from the well-established process of carving. 
Furthermore, Willett recorded Lamidi at work on videotape in 1978 and 
'summarised his findings in an article in which he related the different levels of 
its procedure to several aspects of Yoruba aesthetics 47 In 1965 and 1978, 
Henry Drewal apprenticed himself to two Yoruba carvers and shed more light 
on the method of carving as a source of Yoruba aesthetics and a fundamental 
element of continuity in Yoruba wood carving 48 
Lamidi with his exceptional skill in the method of carving and his 
considerable artistic accomplishment, which he documented in 1996, has 
contributed to the survival and continuity of Yoruba wood carving and its 
aesthetics. He trained many young artists who are to-day recognized as skilled 
carvers, earning their living from their art. 
A Phase of Art and Politics 1948-1960 
Lamidi's tenure at the Christian workshops of Oye-Ekiti and Ondo 
coincided with the rise of nationalism and the changing political tide in Nigeria 
especially in the decade before its independence from Great Britain in 1960. It 
was also a time characterised by a surge of interest in African an, in particular 
Yoruba virtuosity in wood carving. Moyo Okediji writes: 
46 Carroll, (1967), pp. 94,96 and 97. 
47 Frank Willett, (1978), pp. 28-30 and 96. 
48 Henry Drewal, (1980), pp. 7-20. 
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The years 1945 to 1960 can be regarded as a 
crucial moment in the politics and art history of 
the Yoruba people, as well as of other ethnic 
groups in Nigeria and Africa. Those years saw 
the introduction of new forms of political 
organization, as well as the adoption and 
invention of new forms of art into the cultures. 49 
During this period, a younger generation of Nigerian artists became more 
conscious than before of their tradition and its art S° They began to realise their 
country's high attainment in art and its usefulness in the affirmation of a 
national identity. This gave art a role as a guiding force in the nationalist 
movement of the time and that enhanced its prestige as a political tool. Art 
turned into a political instrument in unifying the more educated people in their 
struggle for independence. This is significant as the educated segment of the 
population produced the majority of the leaders of the nationalist movement. 
In the heat of nationalism, the educated elite began to associate 
themselves with indigenous art and culture and see nobility in it. Carroll wrote 
in 1958 that politics and higher education increased the speed of the swing back 
to tradition among educated Africans. He observed: "Most leading professional 
men now join a traditional secret society. called Ogboni. Educated people are no 
longer ashamed to be seen at pagan funeral ceremonies. "5' Thus, art took up a 
central position in life and politics in Nigeria. It had become a source of self- 
pride, a searching ground for `national identity'. Art served nationalism and in 
return, nationalism augmented the importance of art and once more brought it 
closer to the people. 
49 Moyo Okediji, (2002), p, 36. 
so Ibid., "Introduction", p. xv. 
s' "Christian Art in Nigeria", Liturgical Arts, 25 (30), (1958), p. 91. 
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Wood carving benefited considerably from the drive for national 
identity. Yoruba wood carving is one of Nigeria's most prominent and genuine 
arts. The fact that it had received wide acclaim in the outside world is supported 
by the recognition the work of the Osi carvers had received and its subsequent 
rise from semi-obscurity in Nigeria. In evidence, Father Carroll cited the 
striking example, of the Honourable Chief Obafemi Awolowo, the former 
Premier of the Western Region, insisting that the furniture for the House of 
Assembly had to be decorated by a traditional carver. The premier's request was 
contrary to the advice he received from the Public Works Department which 
stressed that the use of traditional carving "would be too crude for decorating 
the ultra modern furniture of the new House. "52 Nonetheless, the Premier was 
adamant with his request, and refused to back down. The interest in defining a 
national identity through art came head-to-head with the prevalent notion that 
set more store on European products than on local crafts. 
Lamidi was chosen to execute the commission. It was a recognition of 
his mastery and a great honour for a young carver. He was only 28 years of age. 
Plates (2-8) and (2-9) are examples of Lamidi's carvings at the House of Chiefs 
and the House of Assembly in Ibadan, in the Western Region. Beier described 
these carvings at the time as probably the most known of Lamidi's work. He 
stated that traditional Yoruba forms had successfully been integrated with 
modem architecture S3 They are now symbols of a national identity. They 
52 Kevin Carroll, "Christian Art in Nigeria", in Liturgical Arts, 25 (3), (1958), p. 91. 
53 Ulli Beier, "Contemporary Nigerian Art', Nigeria Magazine, 68 (March 1961), p. 27. 
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represent the decorative and figurative, two elements found in Yoruba carved 
doors. 
The political environment of the time had thrust Lamidi into the 
national scene and gave him an opportunity to shape what has become a major 
contribution to Yoruba wood carving of the second half of the 200` century. He 
became a national artist who established, during his twelve years at the centres 
of Oye-Ekiti and Ondo, a trend of carving for modem architecture, which has 
prevailed to the present day. Within this trend he carved numerous panels 
illustrating Christian stories and others reflecting themes that are related to the 
functions of the buildings for which were commissioned. I will discuss here his 
Christian art and then proceed to his secular carvings for modem architecture. 
Lamidi's Christian Carvings 
Lamidi was brought up in the Yoruba religion and later became a 
Muslim. Yet he continued to carve within the traditional method of carving and 
his art speaks in the familiar Yoruba idiom. Nonetheless his work shifted from 
serving a closed traditional community to a wider group of patrons. Besides the 
adaptation of his art to the needs and function of his time, he used his talent to 
sculpt Christian themes at Oye Ekiti (1948-1954), and at Ondo (1955-1960). 
Furthermore he continues to promote and exhibit his sculpture and now has his 
own gallery. The strength of his art is in the retention and the mastery of the 
traditional method of carving. 
Areogun and Bamgboye began to work for foreign clients when both 
were well-established carvers in their community. In contrast, Lamidi's 
recognition as a carver came from outside his community. It was during his 
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years of work at theOye-Ekiti and the Ondo workshops that he became known. 
His fame in his community came after the completion of the commissions for 
the House of Assembly and the House of Chiefs, in Ibadan. The fact that 
Lamidi's career began by carving for the Catholic Mission at Oye-Ekiti and 
Ondo allowed him to be more innovative than his predecessors. The carving of 
Christian themes compelled him to introduce Christian symbols in his work and 
that signaled the beginning of innovation in his art and set him free to try new 
elements. Hence, it is important to examine his work to identify these new 
elements and see how, and if, they departed from the conventional Yoruba 
framework. 
The door of the Catholic University Chapel in Ibadan, 1954, plate (2- 
10) is one of the most interesting and provocative of Lamidi's earlier work. 
However it lacks the organic feature, which is noticeable in Yoruba traditional 
doors. The organic form of a Yoruba traditionally carved door usually 
interrelates and interlocks its different components together in a unified 
composition. The absence of this quality from Lamidi's door is a result of the 
absolutely straight edges of the door's frame and the vertical and horizontal 
planks that are machine-made. The plainness and the straight lines of the frame 
and the planks give the door a smart appearance which agrees with the modern 
architecture of the chapel yet sets it apart from a door carved by Areggun plate 
(1-6). The flat planes of Lamidi's door fragment the unity of the carved panels, 
and that demands the viewer see them as separate entities. In this case, the 
separation serves a purpose for each panel is meant to be read individually as 
each one contains a different Biblical story. 
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Segmentation of design into distinct unrelated units is also a trait to be 
found in the continuum of Yoruba traditionally carved doors but technically it is 
different from that of Lamidi's door at the Catholic University Chapel, plate (2- 
10). The separation of registers or units of design in traditionally carved doors is 
usually created by the use of carved bands of patterns, which give the doors the 
harmonious feeling of an organic character. "There are many examples in 
African art of patterned strips, " wrote Claudia Zaslavsky, "sometimes employed 
to separate one major section of a design from another, as in the Yoruba carved 
door... "-54 Also there is no narrative link between one unit of design and 
another in traditionally carved doors as is the case of Areogun's door, plate (I- 
6). 55 Each panel of his door stands independently as a complete work. 56 
Drewal and Drewal write on the segmentation of motifs in Yoruba carved doors 
and the lack of narrative: 
Depending upon the artist's style, individual 
tableaux may be clearly separated from one 
another by border motifs in a systematic, 
symmetric arrangement, or arranged 
asymmetrically with irregular or partial 
dividers between registers. Motifs, some made 
up of more than one figure depending upon the 
54 Claudia Zaslavsky, African Counts: Number and Pattern in African Culture (1973), p. 181. 
Zaslavsky showed a carved door from the collection of the British Museum, by an 
unknown artist, from eastern Yoruba, with bands of pattern separating its different 
panels. She writes: "The decorations on such architectural features as door panels 
frequently have historical significance, as well as humor. " See page 181. 
ss The exception is Olowe's door of the Ikerre palace. Its vignettes are connected in a full 
chronicle narrative. In reference John Pemberton said this may be an isolated case of 
narrative. See Pemberton, "The Carvers of Ila-Orangun" in Iowa Studies in African Art 
(1987), 2, p. 123, and "The Carvers of the Northeast" in Yoruba: Nine Centuries of 
African Art and Thought (1989), p. 210. 
56 Moyo Okediji, (2002), p. 4. 
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space, do not relate in any narrative sense to 
adjacent motifs. 57 
What makes Lamidi's door technically different from that of Areogun is the fact 
that it is made of separate joined parts. Each side of Areogun's door is carved 
out of a single piece of wood in conformity with Yoruba traditionally carved 
doors. 
Both doors are divided into ten different panels but each door gives a 
different impression. The plain surfaces on Lamidi's door are in contrast to the 
carved panels, whereas Areogun's door with its lack of straight edges, because 
of the interlacing bands of designs round the panels, has a harmonious unified 
effect. Yoruba traditional doors are usually irregular in form, a quality derived 
from their use in traditional architecture where a carved door becomes an 
integral part of the architectural form. This is due to the absence of precise 
straight lines in traditional architecture. As shown in chapter one, Lamidi 
created several doors similar in structure to his door at the Catholic University 
Chapel in Ibadan. All of these doors are a combination of carpentry and carved 
panels. The carpentry is necessary to fit them into modern architecture with its 
rigid design and straight lines. The carpentry is neither Lamidi's idea nor his 
work as he carved only the interiors of the panels. This also applies to Lamidi's 
chairs and tables at the House of Chiefs and the House of Assembly. They were 
designed by an English carpenter but the panels were carved by Lamidi. 58 
S' Margaret T. Drewal and Henry J. Drewal, "Composing time and space in Yoruba art" in 
Word & Image, vol. 3, no. 3, July-September 1987, p. 247. 
58 Ulli Beier, "Carvers in Modern Architecture", Nigeria Magazine, (1958), p. 66. 
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The doors by Areogun and Lamidi plates (1-6 and 2-10) were carved 
at different times for different purposes. Areogun's door is secular because it is 
used in one of the sixteen Ekiti kingdoms S9 According to Moyo Okediji, 
Areogun's door was completed about 191660 and portrays history or memories 
of history and events. In his publication of (2002) Okediji gives an elaborate 
analysis of the different panels of this door relating their themes to ogun Kiryi, 
(the war of Kiriji), which took place in Yorubaland during 1879-86 61 Okediji 
explains how Areogun painstakingly depicted in the registers of his door various 
events and scenes related to the Kir#i war, which he witnessed as a child in its 
final phase. Okediji tells us that Areogun illustrated the cruel behavior of the 
equestrian generals of the war, their system of enslavement, and the entry of 
European consumerism into Yoruba culture. 2 In contrast, the function of 
Lamidi's door is to illustrate Christian themes to enlighten the worshippers and 
to enhance the environment of the Chapel. Yoruba doors are usually more 
secular than religious, except for doors used for shrines or for houses of sacred 
persons such as an oba 63 
Apart from the difference in structure and purpose between these two 
doors, their panels share some similarities in their themes. In the right section 
of the third panel of Lamidi's door, Entry to Jerusalem, Jesus is portrayed riding 
59 Pemberton III, (1982), p. 136. 
60 Moyo Okediji, (2002), p. 4. 
61 Ibid., pp. 4-6. For the date of the Kiriji war see John Picton, "Sculptors of Opin" in African 
Arts, July 1994, vol. xxvii, no. 3, p. 50. 
62 Ibid., p. 5. 
63 Personal communication with Henry Drewal, summer 2004. 
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an ass with a figure on each side. The arrangement of the design is that of a 
warrior as depicted in the fourth panel of Areogun's door. The mounted warrior 
is a popular motif in Yoruba carved doors. It is usually carved accompanied by 
other figures, which complete and enhance the composition TM Other popular 
motifs that are frequently used in various arrangements in Yoruba doors, are 
women pounding yam in a mortar, an invader with a gun, a soldier with a 
sword, an Osanyin priest (the figure in the right section of the 5th panel of 
Lamidi's door represents an Osanyin priest. ), and palm-wine tappers. These 
elements are incorporated in Lamidi's door, although it is carved for a Christian 
chapel and are partly featured in Areogun's door. They are further evidence of 
continuity in Yoruba wood carving. 
The right part of the fifth panel of Lamidi's door, plate (2-10), the 
Resurrection, represents'Christ in an aureole, carefully crafted in the form of a 
traditional mandorla. Carroll described the aureole as similar to "those of early 
mediaeval sculpture in Europe. "65 Yet Willett noted that its use in the Christian 
carvings of Bandele and Lamidi is an adaptation of the mandorla that was 
traditionally carved round the head of nineteenth-century drums. He showed an 
example of these drums from an Ogboni house in Ekiti, carved in the style of 
Osi plate (2-11). This drum is now in the collection of the, museum of 
Marischal College, Aberdeen, Scotland. Willett drew a comparison between it 
and two others drums carved by Bandele at Oye-Ekiti workshop plate (2-12), 
64 For the mounted warrior as a popular motif in Yoruba carving, see Willett, (1971), p. 
229. 
Also see Carroll, (1967), pp. 55-57. 
65 Carroll, "The Carved Door of the University Catholic Chapel", 1959, p. 18. Also see his 
description of panel 10, The Resurrection. 
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1 
and a Baptismal font in the form of a drum, which Bandele completed in 1965, 
plate (2-13). 
Willett indicated that Bandele made good use of the mandorla in his 
carving of Christian work. 66 The mandorla is a common element in both 
Lamidi's and Bandele's works which Lamidi used in several of his Christian 
doors. One example is in the fourth panel, on the right side of his door, at St. 
Peter and Paul's Roman Catholic Church, Ebute Meta, Lagos, carved in 1960, 
plate (2-14). It shows Christ carved in a mandorla, flanked from the right by an 
Osanyin herbalist and from the left by a Shango priest. The mandorla is also 
illustrated in the lower panel of a door carved by Bandele in 1964, plate (2-15). 
It is in the collection of the Society of African Missions Museum, Tenafly, New 
Jersey. It carries the same theme and a similar arrangement to the fourth panel 
in Lamidi's door of St. Peter and Paul's Church, plate (2-14). The repeated use 
of the mandorla by both Bandele and Lamidi shows continuity in Yoruba wood 
carving through time and space. It exemplifies hybridity in art, religion and 
social values. In a review of an exhibition from the collection of the Society of 
African Missions, Charles Bordogna writes: 
In the exhibition, the synthesis of beliefs is in 
objects that reflect an integrated spiritual life that 
accommodates both Christian and traditional 
values. This syncretism is most notably evident in 
the four impressive door panels at the museum's 
entrance. Carved in 1964 by the Yoruba Bandele, 
each combines Christian and traditional scenes in 
detailed relief. For example, on one panel a risen 
Christ stands between an osanyin herbalist, who 
holds a traditional wrought-iron staff, and a priest 
of Shango, who bears an oshe axe and rattle. One 
recognizes the similarity of Bandele's doors to 
those by his father, the great carver Areogun, in 
" Willett, (1971), pp. 248-249. 
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the structuring of the panels, figural form, and 
overall composition. 67 
The integration of spiritual beliefs, which accommodates different religious 
values, is also evident in Lamidi's life and that of his family. His father was a 
priest of traditional Yoruba religion, and his brother was Christian while Lamidi 
is a Moslem. Nonetheless Bordogna's observation is further support of the 
influence the work of both Areogun and Bandele has on that of Lamidi. 
The Use of Patterns on Lamidi's Christian Doors 
One of the striking features of Areogun's door (1-6) is the density of 
its design. The figures fill the whole interior of the panel. They are closely 
packed together in a harmonious composition, which tends to give a feeling of 
activity without showing depth. "Arowoogun uses no Western techniques. " 
Writes Okediji. "He incorporates, the indigenous conventions available in 
Yoruba art where figures are arranged on the same shallow picture plane 
without any significant sense of depth. "68 The density in design is a 
recognisable trait in Yoruba traditional doors especially in Areogun's work. It 
is normally achieved by jamming the figures together and embellishing the 
entire space round them with bands of patterns. Yoruba doors frequently 
contain versatile geometrical patterns, mainly as bands around the different 
panels. Patterns are important elements in Yoruba art and some have historical 
67 Charles Bordogna, "African Sculpture from the collection of the Society of African 
Missions, " a review of an exhibition in African Arts, August 1981, vol. XIV, no. 4, p. 74. 
69 Moyo Okediji, (2002), p. 4. 
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significance 69 They can be seen in Yoruba architecture, weaving, pottery and 
other crafts. Lamidi and Bandele have integrated an extensive amount of 
patterns within the interior of their Christian carved panels. Murray writes on 
the excessive decoration in Lamidi and Bandele's carvings at Oye-Ekiti Centre: 
As with other modern Nigerian traditional-style 
art, surface decoration is more used and more 
extensive than in the old works: the carvings of 
Bandele and Lamidi have an untraditional 
exuberance of decorations. 70 
In carving traditional doors, Areogun had more freedom in the choice 
of his themes than is the case in Bandele's and Lamidi's work for the Catholic 
mission. The Christian subjects and their working environment restricted both 
of them. As a result, their doors have more open space than Areogun's doors. 
The extensive use of decoration was possibly a deliberate attempt by these 
artists to fill out most of the empty space within the panels to compensate for 
the lack of patterns on the planks and to achieve the familiar compactness and 
richness of design. Their doors without the heavy use of decorations would 
look insipid in design in comparison to Areogun's doors. 
Contrary to Murray's observation, Areogun's door, plate (1-6), has 
more decoration and looks busier than Lamidi's door, plate (2-10). 
Nonetheless, the wavy patterns in Lamidi's panels give the background an 
uneven surface, an illusory movement and a sense of depth uncommon to 
69 For more on patterns and their significance in Yoruba art see Drewal and Drewal, 
"Composing time and space in Yoruba art" in Word & Image, a Journal of Verbal/Visual 
Enquiry, Volume 3, no. 3, July-September 1987, pp. 225-251. Also see Claudia 
Zaslavsky, Africa Counts: Number and Pattern in African Culture (1973), chapter14, part 
1 "Geometric Form and Pattern in Art", pp. 172-197, and chapter 15, pp. 200-203. 
70 Quoted from a review of Carroll's book, Yoruba Religious Carving, in Nigeria Maga. ine, 94 
(September 1967), p. 270. 
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Yoruba doors with the exception, perhaps, of the background of Olowe's door 
of Ikerre. Plate (2-16), shows the patterns in the interior of Olowe's door which 
is further evidence of the expansion of the Yoruba tradition of wood carving 
through time. It also shows an affinity between the carvings of Olowe and 
Lamidi 7' The same pattern is repeated in Lamidi's door at St Mary's Roman 
Catholic Church, Oke Pade, Ibadan, Nigeria (1956) plate (2-17), which is 
exuberantly decorated. A similar pattern occurs in Bandele's door for the 
Catholic University Chapel, Ibadan, 1965, plate (2-18), and in another door he 
completed for a church at Kagoro in Northern Nigeria in 1964 (Carroll, 1967. 
99). This shows a clear interaction and marked influence between the work of 
Lamidi and George Bandele, which brought a closer resemblance in their 
carvings. The similarity in their work is partly due to their training in the 
traditional method of carving. 
The apprentice in a traditional workshop learns by example and 
follows the lead of his master. He assists in the bulk of the rough work after the 
master defines the basic structure of the sculpture and determines its form and 
proportion. In most cases, the apprentice completes the general form and the 
smoothness of its surface. He does not render the finer details of the finished 
sculpture, which is primarily the responsibility of the master. By virtue of this 
training, the use of the same style and themes, Lamidi's work from Oye-Ekiti 
71 The background of Olowe's door for the Ikerre palace, plate (1-4) has physical depth from 
front to back as is apparent in the litter in which Captain Ambrose is sitting. Also its 
background spaces are filled with various patterns. Like Lamidi's door this has the 
tendency to give an illusion of movement and density in its design. Again both doors are 
illustrations of foreign themes, which compelled the two carvers to seek new elements in 
expressing their ideas. This led to the heavy use of patterns in the backgrounds of their 
doors. See details of the interior of Olowe's in plate (2-16). 
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centre is very similar and hard to distinguish from the work of his teacher, 
Bandele. Willett writes on this point: 
His work during this apprenticeship is often 
very difficult to distinguish from that of his 
master, especially in door panels, though his 
sculpture in the round (mask and houseposts) is 
usually distinguishable. 72 
The affinity between their works from Oye-Ekiti is obviously clear. However, 
closer resemblance in style, designs and themes can bring confusion in 
differentiating between their doors and could lead to wrong identification. 
3 
The artists of Oye-Ekiti and Ondo workshops succeeded in translating 
the Christian themes in an unmistakably Yoruba stylistic vernacular that made 
them more accessible to the public. In doing so, their art fulfilled its purpose of 
promulgating the Christian faith. It is a regeneration of some traditional 
qualities of Yoruba carving integrated with Christian symbols. The content is 
Christian but its main fabric contains the Yoruba sense of design, skill and 
motifs. The wood carving from Oye-Ekiti and Ondo centres has assumed asa- 
tuntun (a new tradition). 
Further Innovation 
Further innovation appeared in the back panel of a Bishop's throne at 
Ibadan cathedral, plate (2-19), which Lamidi carved in 1959. The chairs for the 
House of Assembly and the House of Chiefs, Ibadan, which were completed in 
72 Willett, (1971), p. 229. 
73 Bandele's door of the Catholic University Chapel, 1965, plate (2-18), was first published by 
Carroll in 1967, and it appeared in another publication under Lamidi's name, although 
the overall effect of its design is somewhat different from the work of Lamidi. The 
figures are broad and bulbous especially in the faces. See M. Wahlman (1974), p. 46. 
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1956 were the source of inspiration . for the Bishop's throne In the Bishop's 
throne, Lamidi cut out the negative areas between the figures into empty spaces, 
which gave the figures an added depth. Lamidi used the same technique a year 
later in his attractive door of St. Peter and Paul's Church in Lagos, plate (2-14). 
In this door, as mentioned by Lamidi, the figures are not carved in relief but in 
the round. 74 Lamidi worked on both sides of the door, front and back. The 
result is three-dimensional figures that can be viewed from inside as well as 
outside the interior of the building. 
Most interesting is that Lamidi employed the same technique in a 
screen he carved in 1965, plate (2-20), as a commission for an unknown 
American contractor. This screen is free in rendering, simple in design and 
perhaps the least ornate of Lamidi's architectural carvings. Its motifs are 
traditional with an interesting innovation. The second panel from the top 
illustrates a masked figure carved with faint chisel marks 75 The texture on the 
masked face livens up the plain designs of the panels. The simplicity and 
cheerfulness of this screen is in contrast to the formally carved and elaborately 
decorated door/screen of St. Peter and Paul's Church, plate (2-14). The two 
carvings seem to have an additional quality due to the effect of the light on the 
negative spaces of the background, and its interplay on the figures and the 
design as a whole, and in the way it is perceived. That gives a degree of 
complexity to the interconnected parts of the panels, which enhances their 
beauty. 
74 Lamidi 0. Fakeye, (1996), p. 202. 
75 Henry Drewal brought to my attention in the summer of 2004 that this is a masked figure. 
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For the practical reasons of which Beier spoke in his chapter on 
European architecture in Nigeria, such a screen is a suitable development for a 
tropical climate because it subdues the sunlight and allows breezes to pass into 
the interior of a building; a quality found in traditional architecture with its 
"breathing walls. "76 
The two pieces, plates (2-14) and (2-20), exemplify the versatility of 
Lamidi's skill and the diversity of his work in terms of subject matter and 
purpose. It is apparent that Lamidi, like his predecessors, often resorts to 
repetition of techniques, motifs, themes and patterns in his carvings. For 
example the innovative technique he used in carving the Bishop's chair, plate 
(2-19), the door at St. Peter and Paul's Church, plate (2-14), and the screen in 
plate (2-20), was later employed in completing a panel called Babalawo and 
Devotees ofIfa in 1986, plate (2-21). The repetition of motifs is clearly obvious 
in many of his carvings. It is visible in his use of the aureole and the figure of 
the risen Christ, which has been carved in many of his Christian panels as 
shown above. The figure of Christ in Lamidi's Christian carvings became a 
major motif equivalent to-the warrior in the Osi carved doors, which was "one 
of the principal subjects celebrated in sculptures by Ekiti carvers: '" So is the 
figure of Christ in Lamidi's Christian art. 
Most of Lamidi's Christian carvings were completed at the catholic 
mission workshop of Oye-Ekiti and Ondo except from a very few commissions 
that he carved after the establishment of his own independent workshop around 
76 Ulli Beier, "European Architecture in Nigeria, " in Art in Nigeria, (1960), p. 19. 
77 John Pemberton III, (1989), p. 194. 
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1963. One of these commissions is the panel Mary as Queen of Heaven, 
executed in 1964, plate (2-22). Three years later Lamidi carved another panel 
illustrating The Coronation of Mary as Queen of Heaven, plate (2-23). This 
panel is one of the most dignified and serene of his Christian carvings and it is 
well executed. The proportions of the figures are clearly defined and its 
composition is suitably compact in comparison to his panel of 1964. The 
Coronation of Mary as Queen of Heaven is good testimony to the benefit and 
practice of repetition in carving the same theme frequently. It is a sufficient 
indicator that shows progress and development in the style of the carver. This 
piece demonstrates how mature and rounded Lamidi's style had become. 
The Repetition of Motifs as an Element of Continuity 
in Yoruba Wood Carving 
One aspect of the repetition of motifs in Yoruba wood carving is 
educational whereby the carver sharpens his skill. Popular motifs such as 
warrior, herbalist, musicians, lovers, are refined and defined by being repeatedly 
carved and thus the carver's proficiency and confidence are increased. As 
mentioned above these elements are customarily juxtaposed in one register or 
another to create various themes unrelated by any narrative to an adjacent unit. 
A carver learns about technique and develops his personal style through 
his 
training, experience, and the influences he might encounter plus the continuous 
repetition of carving these popular motifs in different settings 
in various 
registers. 8 
78 K. Carrol gave an account of these popular motifs in Yoruba wood carving 
in his publication: 
Yoruba Religious Carving (1967), pp. 55-57. Also see John Picton (1994), p. 22. 
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The Yoruba are known for their love of narratives; it is part of their 
oral tradition. It seems that there is a correlation between the repetition of 
popular motifs in wood carving and the constant fondness for story telling 
transmitted and repeated from generation to generation. The continual 
repetition of familiar themes in the plastic arts as is the case with Areogun, 
Bandele, and Lamidi, and prose, proverbs and the like in the oral tradition, is the 
Yoruba way of keeping its tradition alive, especially in the absence of literary 
records. They are historical accounts of daily life and of past events. Carroll 
stated that, "Yoruba carving is an illustrated cultural history of old Yoruba 
life. "79 Moreover he tells us that Areogun has left us his memories in carved 
records of Nupe's raids for slaves, with their guns, spears, cavalry trappings and 
their unfortunate prisoners 80 This corresponds to Okediji's study in which he 
connected the door of Areogun plate (1-6) to the Kiriji war. 81 The anecdotes 
and motifs of Yoruba wood carving, like the sculptures of other civilisations 
before them, are glimpses of the history of ordinary activities. They convey 
moments of routine in Yoruba life and its past. They are the quintessence of 
cumulative artistic experience. Their repetition in Yoruba carved doors holds 
the cohesion of the different registers together like a melody in a symphony. 
The Creative Environment of Oye-Ekiti and Ondo Centres 
It is germane to describe here the impact that the environment of the 
two centres have had on the work of Lamidi and those who apprenticed at them. 
79 K. Carroll, "Christian Art in Nigeria", Liturgical Arts, (1958), 25(3), p. 92. 
so K. Carroll, "Three Generations of Yoruba Carvers", Ibadan , June 
1961, (12), p. 21. 
21 Moyo Okediji, (2002), pp 4 and 5. 
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The environment in which Lamidi and his colleagues worked was not totally 
free from restraint and outside influence. Pressure was brought upon them by 
the demand of the church architects for straight edges and precise 
measurements, which is apparent in Lamidi's and Bandele's works. They had 
to produce within a confined framework of geometric dimensions and comply 
with its specifications, particularly in carving doors. For this reason they 
relinquished their traditional way of measuring and substituted the ruler and set- 
square. According to Carroll, he saw Bandele "often use a measure of hand 
length, finger length, and knuckle length. "82 A point confirmed by Lamidi in 
his Autobiography. 83 Such a method of measuring gives relative dimensions 
rather than accurate ones and produces the irregularity that is noticeable in 
Yoruba traditional doors. The same qualities are to be found in traditional 
architecture with its lack of straight lines. In the traditional method of carving, 
the artist is usually guided by the volume of his forms rather than by lines and 
surfaces. 
The mission also had its own requirements for certain details and 
features such as the shape of the mouth and appropriate clothes for the biblical 
figures. The artists were not shown a European model but were told to dress 
Mary and Joseph, "like priests and nuns but with a cord around the waist and a 
82 For Carroll's observation on Bandele's way of measuring, see Robert F. Thompson, 
"Yoruba 
Artistic Criticism", in The Traditional Artist in African Societies (1973), p. 44. 
83 L. 0. Fakeye, Bruce M. Haight and David H. Curl, (1996), p. 65. 
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halo on the head, s84 and to carve the mouth in a pleasant manner similar to the 
Effon Style. 85 These elements are apparent in their carvings. 
As a procedure, the stories were narrated to the carvers, followed by 
discussion and suggestions on the technical details and other aspects of the 
compositions. 6 The artists took the initiative on their own to carve some of 
the figures in traditional regalia and symbols. However they were not allowed 
to carve images for use in traditional rituals. Carroll, the director of the center, 
flatly declared: "We had, of course, to draw the line at supplying masks to the 
pagans themselves. "87 The carvers were allowed to carve masks and other 
images for museums and Europeans. Hence their contact with local clients was 
limited during the duration of the two centres. Limitations such as the above 
could restrict the flow of free expression and constrain the tempo of creativity. 
It is not easy for an artist of any persuasion to tackle unfamiliar 
subjects for the first time without some apprehension especially under such 
restrictions. It is quite possible these restrictions might have contributed to the 
rigidity in form and lack of expression noted by Beier. 88 On the other hand, 
Thompson speaks in his article, "Yoruba Artistic Criticism, " of the Yoruba 
extended taste for luminosity. He tell us that the Yoruba artist in his desire for 
carving well-polished surfaces that would reflect a greater amount of light, does 
84 Arno Lehmann, Christian Art in Africa and Asia (1969), p. 26 
$S Carroll, "Yoruba Craft Work at Oye-Ekiti, Ondo Province, Nigeria Magazine, (1950), P- 
347. 
86 Ibid., p. 347. 
$' Carroll. "Christian Art in Nigeria", Liturgical Arts, 25(3), (1958), p. 92. 
88 Ulli Beier described Lamidi's work during that period, in his publication: Contemporary Art 
in Africa (1968), p. 26, as being increasingly dull and repetitive with rigid pseudo- 
traditional forms on his Christian doors. 
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not treat elements like head tie, cap, gown or turban in realistic softness. They 
"stiffen into architectonic forms. " "Drapery conventionally has a consistency 
which resembles sheet-metal far more than it does cloth. "89 It is clear from 
Thompson's account that Yoruba traditional carvings are not entirely free from 
rigidity in their forms. Furthermore, Carroll explained that the carvers of Oye- 
Ekiti begin their carving by squaring the wood into geometrical flat planes 
before proceeding to round them into forms 90 The result is often obvious in 
the square shape of the dresses and bodies in their work and this could easily be 
read as rigidity in the forms of the figures. However, the more the carver repeats 
carving the same forms in different settings the more relaxed his work becomes. 
One has to bear in mind that the art of the Oye-Ekiti and Ondo 
workshops is not a product of a wholly Christian society but a Christian art 
within a multi religious society. It serves only a fraction of its population. It 
belongs to an ephemeral phase of development, which lasted slightly over a 
decade. Thus, there was not sufficient time for this fresh phase of development 
with new direction and function to reach full maturity. This might be a possible 
reason for some rigidity in its forms. An art so young cannot be judged against 
the centuries-old Christian art of Europe, nor should it be measured by Western 
artistic conventions and standards. With all the differences in society, in 
background and in the circumstances that produced these carvings, some writers 
treat them by the same standard as Western Christian art and expect the 
89 Robert F. Thompson, (1973), p. 40. 
90 K. Carroll, (1950), p. 347. 
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outcome from Oye-Ekiti and Ondo to be on a level with the church art of 
Europe 91 To this end, Lehmann writes: 
The Church in the Western world did not 
produce a Durer, a Michelangelo, and a Bach at 
once, and no one believes that a history of art in 
Europe would start out with only such names. 92 
Each art generates its own rules and creates its own forces based on the 
circumstances and the environment from which it emerges to shape its 
character. Hence, the Christian art from Oye-Ekiti and Ondo centres should be 
known for what it is according to its own standard. 
Analogy between Yoruba Art and Religion 
The mixture of traditional and foreign elements in the Christian 
carvings of both Bandele's and Lamidi's works invites a comparison between 
Yoruba religion and art. Beier speaks of the enduring qualities of Yoruba 
culture and the apparent wish of the Yoruba for compromise, which is evident in 
the flexibility of their religion, the adaptability of their culture, and their 
capacity to accept and absorb new ideas 93 It is due to their enduring love for 
change. 4 Both Beier and Okediji explained how the Yoruba went through 
many ordeals in their long history; from slave trade, wars, colonisation, 
conversion to "other religions, to political and economic changes, yet their 
91 For examples see Ulli Beier, 1 , (1960), p. 15, and Jahn, Muntu: An 
Outline of Neo-Af7can 
Culture (1961), p. 178. 
92 Lehmann, (1969), p. 19. 
93 Ulli Beier, The Return of the Gods: The Sacred Art of Susanne Wenger (1978), p. 12 
94 Moyo Okediji, (2002), p. 1, observed that one of the abiding Yoruba values is change. 
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identity remained clearer than many other African groups 95 Beier refers to the 
"praise names" which describe, address and give interpretation to the 
personalities of Yoruba gods, the majority of which are ancient but new 
interpretive names are constantly being added. "Any foreign god can easily be 
accommodated in this system 96 If religion and culture are both adaptable to 
such an extent this should also apply to art since it is a manifestation of its 
culture and has long been closely connected to religion. 
The artist, in this respect, is not different from the singer who praises 
the gods. He too has reconciled many foreign elements in his art. This is 
apparent in the works of many artists. As demonstrated in chapter one, we see 
such elements as the bicycle in Areogun's doors, and Captain Ambrose and his 
companions in the door of Olowe. Furthermore, Queen Elizabeth and Prince 
Philip are portrayed in two Egungun masks from Abeokuta. The depiction of a 
Muslim cleric, kettle, gun, cross, etc., in Gelede masks, as may be seen in plate 
(2-24), are all accommodated in traditional carvings in a similar way to the 
singers who add new foreign names to Yoruba gods. 7 In further evidence, 
Herbert Cole gave an account of the icons in Areogun's door, plate (1-6), 
concluding that four out of the five icons present in the ten panels of this door 
contain European elements of clothing, chairs, weaponry, and bicycles 
98 
95 U. Beier, (1978), p. 12. And, M. Okediji, (2002), pp 4 and 5. 
96 U. Beier, (1968), pp. 91 and 92. 
97 For the two Egungun masks with Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip see U. Beier, Art in 
Nigeria (1960), p. 8. For Gelede masks with foreign elements see K. Carroll, (1967), p. 
117, plate (98) and p. 118, plate (99). Also see Robert F. Thompson, (1973), p. 39, plate 
(iv). 
98 H. Cole, Ideal and Power in the Art ofAfrica (1989), p. 169. 
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These elements in traditional carvings are comparable to Christian symbols and 
foreign costumes in the carvings of Lamidi from the Oye-Ekiti and Ondo 
workshops. 
Beier noted that the Christian art from the Oye-Ekiti and Ondo centres 
is sincere and has qualities reminiscent of early Romanesque European art 99 
It however, developed out of a living tradition in an existing society. Yet it is 
similar to the art of the Romanesque period of Europe, which was a rebirth of 
the Roman art. Both arts are results of cooperation between Christian clerics and 
artists. (In a way this is similar in execution to the divination tray in Yoruba art 
of which Yai writes: "A divination tray is always the result of the collaboration 
between two creative individuals, a diviner and an artist ")10Q; The clerics gave 
incentive and patronage and interpreted the biblical stories to the artists who 
used their talents and skills to produce the art. It is the infusion of the clergy's 
ideas and the honest work of the artists that produced the two arts. The quality 
of the work, in both cases, relied upon the coordinated efforts and interactions 
of these entities, the clergy and the artist The similarities between the two arts 
lie in the transformation of existed themes and motifs into Christian art, and the 
adaptation of traditional skills to the service of Christianity. 
Thorndike writes under the heading "Romanesque, Gothic and 
Renaissance Art, " that the basis of mediaeval art was honest work. "In the 
Middle Ages art and work were not divorced. "0' This is precisely the case 
" U. Beier, (1960), p. 15. 
10° Olabbiyi B. Yai, (1994), p. 111. 
101 Lynn Thorndike, (1948), p. 357. 
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with Lamidi for he could not have produced his Christian art out of an intense 
devotion to Christianity, as he is a dedicated Muslim. His Christian work from 
Oye-Ekiti and Ondo is conditioned neither by traditional nor Christian feelings, 
nor can it be called inspirational or intellectual art. It is intuitive, innovative and 
honest work based on his high level of skill in the well-known traditional 
carving method. It is stoutly produced for profit, and its incentive is no different 
from the work by the Bini artists for the Portuguese or that of the artists in 
Renaissance Europe. As Vogel stated, the artists of Renaissance Europe 
produced their work for profit and mastery over material102 Nonetheless, 
Lamidi's Christian works, the majority of which are panels assembled into 
doors for buildings of local Roman Catholic churches, have an advantage over 
the art of the Bini artists for the Portuguese. Most of his carvings are larger in 
size than the Bini Portuguese art and are made for local taste and use. It is an art 
that has the privilege of serving its own people. Its patronage was not inspired 
by curiosity for an exotic culture or foreign consumption, as was the Bini 
Portuguese art. 
Both arts are akin in workmanship as can be seen in plate (1-16) and 
plate (1-17). However in some instances the quality of Lamidi's work might 
have been affected by the help of his assistants and apprentices, especially the 
work completed at the Ondo workshop. And sometimes it was influenced by his 
teacher Bandele as in the case of his work from Oye-Ekiti. Lehmann mentioned 
that Lamidi completed most of the projects executed in the Ondo workshop with 
102 Susan Vogel (1988), p. 18. 
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the help of his assistants and apprentices. 103 He pointed out that they once 
felled three iroko trees, divided them into six logs about thirteen feet long, and 
in nine months all were carved into various sculptures. Some logs were shaped 
in traditional posts for the Jos Museum, and from the rest of the wood they 
carved the Station of the Cross for the university chapel at Ibadan and figures on 
the Episcopal throne of the cathedral among other objects. 104 The collaboration 
of assistants and apprentices in completing work for a master carver is common 
practice among Yoruba artists. It is essential as a learning process but such 
teamwork has the potential of producing uneven qualities in the end product. 
Lamidi's Carving: a Product of Christian 
and Architectural Patronage 
The Christian art from the Oye-Ekiti and Ondo workshops is a 
continuation of an ancient connection between Christianity and Nigerian art. It 
seems that the production of Christian art in Nigeria had emanated before the 
arrival of the Portuguese in Benin in the fifteenth century. Douglas Bradley 
showed the Maltese cross, plate (2-25), in a catalogue of an exhibition entitled: 
Christian Imagery in African Art from the Britt Family Collection. He writes: 
The Maltese cross was depicted in Benin brass 
castings before the arrival of the Portuguese in 
the fifteen-century, but it was adopted as a 
symbol of royalty during the reign of the Oba, 
or king, Eresonye in the eighteenth century 
(Ben-Amos 1980). 105 
103 Arno Lehmann, (1969), p. 26. 
104 Ibid., p. 26. 
105 Douglas E. Bradley, (1980), cat, p. 16. 
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This set a precedent for hybrid aesthetics based on the meeting of Christianity 
with Benin art. Some European expatriates during the first decades of the 
twentieth century, saw this as an ideal model to follow for the revival of Yoruba 
art from what was conceived to be a decline. On the contrary, Yoruba wood 
carving was thriving and adjusting to change as is evident from the sculpture of 
the Opin carvers. Nonetheless, concern continued to be voiced about decay in 
Yoruba art, which was related to the effect of Western civilisation. 
In 1928, for example, the anthropologist Eckart von Sydow offered 
some suggestions as to how Yoruba sculpture could be saved and revitalized. 
He proposed its use in architecture as well as its adaptation to benefit 
Christianity. He thought that Christianity might be a compelling source of 
inspiration to African art as it had been in the Middle Ages in Europe. In spite 
of some reservations he had, Sydow believed it was possible for Christian 
institutions to promote African art and that it could be adapted to Christian 
themes. 106 Thereafter, the same idea was reiterated by many writers among 
them Michael Sadler (1935), K. Murray (1937), and Eva Meyerowitz (1943). 107 
Despite much enthusiasm for the idea by these writers, the missionaries of those 
days were reluctant to embrace an art that they had maligned because of its 
perceived connection to "pagan" religions. They were content to decorate their 
churches with cheap copies of devotional objects from Europe. Lehmann related 
that the hesitation among missionaries to embellish churches with carvings 
106 Eckart von Sydow, (1928), pp. 225-227. 
107 On Christianity as a possible source of inspiration to traditional art, see the following: (a) 
The Art of West Africa (1935), p. 7. (b) "Art and Crafts" in Omu: An African Experiment 
in Education by J. D. Clarke, (1937), p. 104. (c) "Wood-carving in the Yoruba Country 
To-day", Africa, (1943), xiv (2), pp. 68-69. 
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came from the impression that traditional wood carving had gone out-of- 
fashion. '°8 
However, some Yoruba carvings found their way into churches as the 
idea increased in popularity. Eva Meyerowitz wrote critical observations on 
churches and chapels in the Yoruba country she had visited, four years before 
the establishment of the Oye-Ekiti workshop. She observed that they were either 
bare and dull, or filled with cheap plaster bric-a-brac, imported from European 
church supply companies. She also cited some interesting places with fine 
traditional carvings, among them two chapels, one in Awka, and the other in 
Lagos, as a good attempt at the embellishment of churches and chapels by the 
work of local artists. 109 Meyerowitz did not give a description of the type of 
carvings in these chapels. It is clear whatever kind of carvings they might have 
been they were executed well before the Oye-Ekiti workshop was established. 
Nonetheless, the major effort to harness Yoruba skill in wood carving, to the 
service of Christianity, came with the patronage of Father Kevin Carroll, and the 
establishment of the two centres at Oye-Ekiti and Ondo, under the auspices of 
the Society of African Missions which gave birth to the work of Lamidi's 
Christian carvings. 
The idea of using Yoruba wood carving in a secular setting in modem 
architecture ran parallel to that of its conversion to Christianity. The two 
suggestions came from the same source. Beier for example wrote in 1960: "No 
one is better placed to become the new patron of African sculpture than the 
108 Lehmann, (1969), p. 24. 
109 Eva L. R. Meyerowitz, (1943), p. 68. 
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architect. 110 Again, the use of sculpture in modern architecture was seen as a 
valid alternative that might compensate for the loss of demand for carving by 
traditional religious patrons, and as a possibility to rejuvenate traditional wood 
carving to ensure its survival. Lamidi's doors are partly the result of such an 
idea as well as the patronage of the Christian church. The idea itself was not 
new. Yoruba carving had always been used in traditional architecture as may be 
seen from the numerous and majestic architectural posts and carved doors in 
Yoruba land. A good example is the magnificent post by Olowe, plate (2-26). 
The patronage of architects for sculpture in modem buildings is a 
sound idea because of the enduring quality of architecture, which is an 
important element of continuity. Architecture is a prominent commodity that 
stays in its community and enhances the development of its arts. However the 
suggestion by earlier writers did not go far enough to indicate the type of 
architecture that would join with and support Yoruba wood carving and 
eventually enhance its development. The ideal alternative is a departure from a 
Western type of architecture to one that develops on traditional lines and 
aesthetics. Contemporary buildings in Africa as a whole may need to be 
designed by local architects based on traditional materials and the local 
environment instead of imported foreign architecture of which Meyerowitz 
writes: 
110 Ulli Beier, "Carvers in Modern Architecture", Nigeria Magazine, 60(1959), p. 64. Also see 
Beier, Art in Nigeria (1960). For more on the idea of using Yoruba wood carving 
in 
modern architecture see: (a) E. von Sydow, "African Sculpture", Africa, 1(2), 
(April 
1928), p. 227. (b) K. C. Murray, "The Condition of Arts and Old Crafts in West 
Africa", Oversea Education, v(1), (October 1933), p. 8. (c) Eva L. 1L Meyerowitz, Wood- 
carving in the Yoruba Country Today", Africa, xiv (2), (April 1943), pp. 67-68. 
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European-designed buildings in -Africa are so 
terribly drab and ugly and the authorities 
responsible for so much drabness on one hand 
and so many pompous architectural 
monstrosities on the other hand, which mar the 
African countryside, show great lack of 
imagination in not having made use of the talent 
to be found in Yoruba country. ' 11 
It was a valid criticism then and now. Recently Okediji stressed the same point 
by asserting that the period (1900-1945) witnessed a drastic reduction in the 
practice of indigenous Yoruba architecture and an immediate rise in the 
adoption of Western styles of architecture. 112 Had the local talent been made 
use of then, perhaps there would have been more progress in architecture and 
art. Yet there was good development in art and one significant part of it is 
Lamidi's work, which now adorns many churches and other buildings in Nigeria 
and abroad. 
Architecture by its affinity to the life of the people who invented it, 
always expresses the identity of their culture. "Architecture is the art and 
science of designing and constructing buildings for practical, aesthetic, and 
symbolic purposes. " Wrote Preble and Preble who continued to say: "[I]t grows 
out of basic human needs and aspirations, architecture offers one of the clearest 
records of a society's values. "' 13 It is possible here to draw a comparison 
between Western and African architecture, which will reveal their nature and 
values, and will amplify their differences. Western architecture is the product of 
the straight line based on mathematical and scientific' concepts accumulated 
1 11 Eva L. R Meyerowitz, (1943), p. 68. 
112 Moyo Okediji, (2002), p. xiii. 
113 Duane Preble and Sarah Preble. Artforms, (revised by Patrick Frank), seventh edition), 
2004, p. 207, 
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through the ages in a formal written literature. The straight line is a fundamental 
and intrinsic trait of Western accomplishment. The precision of all its 
technological and scientific theories and their products depend on its 
accuracy. "4 Western architecture with its massive and imposing appearance is 
a logical outcome of the rigidity of the straight line. Moreover it is supported by 
a complex and elaborate economic system, which is the guardian of its 
development. In brief Western architecture embodies the scientific, 
technological and economic elements of its industrialised society regimented 
together in colossal buildings, which speak of the prestige and the power of 
Western civilisation. 
Traditional African architecture, in general, hardly contains straight 
lines. The absence of the straight line in the indigenous architecture of Africa, 
observed by both Fagg and Danford, ' 15 is one of the main characteristics, which 
distinguish its individuality and put it in contrast to Western architecture. The 
fact that indigenous architecture is made by hand and in most cases executed 
collectively by various members of the community is the reason behind the 
absence of the straight lines. In striving for perfection in lines, traditional 
architecture usually renders sinuous masses that bring it closer to sculpture than 
architecture. In this sense, it conveys the human touch, which harmonises it with 
the landscape and sets it in accord with traditional art. Fagg writes about the 
advantage of the avoidance of the straight line by Africans: "[I]t also permitted 
114 W. Fagg gives a fascinating comparison between the role of the straight line in Western 
civilisation and the significance of the African tendency to refrain from it. See `On 
African thought in relation to Art" in Yoruba: Sculpture of West Africa (1982), p. 8. 
115 W. Fagg, (1982), p. 8. Danford, "Nigerian Art, " African Affairs, Journal of the Royal 
African Society, vol. 48, no. 190, January 1949, p. 41. 
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a less rigid and arbitrary attitude to nature and life, and in consequence a free 
expression of the artistic faculty... "116 This free expression is noticeable in 
African architecture, and the wandering line is an essential part of African 
creative endeavour. The important point is that both architectures symbolise the 
basic differences between their societies and their cultural values. The presence 
of Western architecture in Africa speaks of the influence of Western civilisation 
on its art and culture. 
Nigeria has a rich heritage in art and the economic potential to develop 
its own architecture from within its own traditions on an equal footing with 
development in its arts. -This is equally essential for other parts of the continent 
that are seeking to modernise themselves. A strong and vigorous architectural 
development based on local principles and aesthetics would open the door for 
new and profound possibilities for the use and advancement of the various arts. 
It can also play a significant role in forging a national identity. The 
encompassing of a new tradition in architecture to Yoruba wood carving would 
surely enhance its survival and lead to furthering its development. The scale 
and form of Yoruba traditionally carved doors and posts was guided by 
traditional architecture. 
The adaptation of Yoruba carvings to modern architecture seemed to 
have begun more than a decade before the Oye-Ekiti workshop was established. 
It had then become aca-tuntun (a new tradition), and Lamidi's carvings in 
modem buildings are a continuity of it. The council house at Omu-Ilorin as a 
modem building proceeded the Roman Catholic chapel at University College, 
116 Fagg, (1982), p. 8. 
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Ibadan, in containing traditional carvings. Its verandah posts were carved by 
Bamgboye, plate (2- 27). Meyerowitz noted in 1943 that an education officer 
encouraged the design of the council house in a European style but with 
traditional posts. ' 17 It is likely. that J. D. Clarke initiated the idea of using 
traditional posts in the council house, during his directorship of the Omu 
School. He was one of the expatriates who was interested in Yoruba wood 
carving and its use in new ways. Possibly his intention was to give support to 
Bamgboye and an impetus to the use of traditional carvings in modern 
architecture. 
Meyerowitz was critical of the building. She described it as ugly but 
praised the carved posts, which she said looked beautiful! 18 From an aesthetic 
point of view it does not look like a happy combination. The building looks 
shoddy with its corrugated roof and unsuitable for such majestic carved posts. 
Nonetheless the main point is that Lamidi's work benefited greatly from the 
Christian patronage and the integration of wood carving in modern architecture. 
Lamidi's Secular Carvings 
At the beginning of 1960s, Lamidi exhibited his work extensively in 
Nigeria and thereafter established his own independent workshop (1963). He 
employed many apprentices and assistants and began to travel abroad widely in 
the following decades. He visited the United States many times and traveled to 
Britain, France, Brazil and other countries. His travels enabled him to cultivate 
117 Eva L. R Meyerowitz, (1943), p. 68. 
118 Ibid., p. 68. 
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an extended circle of "a new secular international patronage, "' 19 particularly in 
the USA. Hence he executed many commissions and sold numerous carvings of 
secular themes to his foreign patrons. As stated by Michael Harris these 
carvings were neither painted nor commissioned by religious clientele or used in 
the same ways as in the past. "As the role of the work changed, " wrote Harris, 
"his role as an artist also evolved"120 He became a carver of two worlds, 
Nigeria and abroad. It appears that he has as many carvings in the United States 
as in Nigeria if not more. 
There are many outstanding examples of the work Lamidi executed in 
Nigeria and abroad but t wish here to discuss two memorable pieces; one is in 
Nigeria and the other in the United States. The first of these two works is the 
fourteen-foot high, freestanding statue of Oduduwa. It is a significant piece of 
carving due its subject matter, location and unprecedented size. It is perhaps the 
largest single figure to be carved in wood in recent Yoruba wood carving. It 
was commissioned by Obafemi Awolowo University, (the former University of 
lie Ife) and completed by Lamidi in 1987 after nearly a whole year of 
continuous work. It was a formidable task. The carving of a statue for 
Oduduwa is a romantic idea based on an intriguing mythical story which 
typifies the Yoruba origin. 
Oduduwa is one of the major Yoruba gods, equivalent orisa to 
Obatala. As the story goes, Oduduwa descended from the sky on a chain 
holding a rooster and a calabash full of soil. Upon approaching the sea he 
119 Michael Harris, "Confluences Ile-Ife, Washington, D. C., and the TransAfrican Artist, 
African Arts, Spring 1997, vol., xxx (2), p36. 
120 Ibid., p. 36. 
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poured the soil from the calabash into the sea. A land emerged from the soil. 
Oduduwa instructed the rooster to level the soil into flat land and brought a 
chameleon to walk on it, to test that it was solid and stabile enough for humans 
to live on. Once the creation of earth was completed Oduduwa announced 
"life" which meant, "the earth (ile) is wide enough. " The Place where 
Oduduwa stepped on the earth became Ile Ife. 121 Hence to the Yoruba, Ile Ife 
represents the centre of their origins, history, myth, and identity. "The story or 
history of Ile-Ife, " writes Michael Harris, "is constantly revised and renovated 
with a fluidity and flexibility that are fundamental to the culture... ' 122 As shown 
above, the fluidity and flexibility of Yoruba history and culture is also reflected 
in art. 
The statue of Oduduwa, plate (2-28), now stands at Oduduwa Hall, of 
Obafemi Awolowo University in Ile Ife, one of the most prominent institutions 
in Nigeria. Its monumental presence and the iconography of its details speak of 
its significance and symbolism. For example the staff, opa we, held by the 
right hand is a reference to the authority of the Ooni of Ife. On the top of the 
left hand is a calabash, the container of the sand from which the earth emerged. 
His beautiful beaded crown, the symbol of his power, shows different icons 
including a bird which is also carved on top of the staff on the right hand, and 
symbolises the supernatural forces which, according to Harris, "cannot be 
ignored, ... 99123 The Chameleon, which tested the stability of the earth, 
is also 
121 Lamidi Fakeye, (1996), p. 174. 
122 Michael Harris, (1997), p. 35. 
123 Ibid., p. 37. 
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depicted on the beaded crown. The chain that was used by Oduduwa to descend 
to earth is carved at the middle of the statue. At its feet is a rooster pecking in 
the ground indicating its creation. All of these icons are saturated with 
symbolism and meaning. 
Oduduwa's portrait, plate (2-29) with its well proportioned and 
sharply cut features, radiates with dignity and idealism that echoes those 
qualities found in the famous bronze heads of Ife. Oduduwa's statue is 
elaborately detailed and lavishly carved. It has been said that the ceremony of 
its unveiling drew many dignitaries and people from all walks of life and 
professions. 124 It has become one of the most celebrated carvings of Yoruba art 
in recent history. It is a dynamic piece of sculpture and a beginning of asa- 
tuntun (a new tradition or style), of carving legendary figures to reflect history, 
mark important places, and decorate and fit within new architecture. 
In his autobiography Lamidi mentions the happiest days of his life, 
which reveal what is important to him. He tells us about his love of his family 
by noting the dates of his marriage and the birth of his son. He then continues 
to list the major events of his career as 'a carver. He begins with the date of his 
first exhibition at the British Council in March 1960 where he showed 36 pieces 
of sculpture, all of which were sold. Next comes the first day he ever traveled 
abroad, July 1962, which marked the beginning of his contact with the outside 
world, which later flourished into an extensive market for his carvings. The last 
important event in his list is the day of the unveiling of the Oduduwa statue, the 
124 Lamidi Fakeye, (1996), pp. 178 and 179. 
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23'd of January 1987.125 This seems to be the climax of his prolific career, to 
have produced a piece of art that meant so much for many people of his country. 
The other memorable example of his carvings that I wish to discuss is 
in the United States. It is the entry door of the African Heritage Classroom, at 
the Cathedral of Learning in the University of Pittsburgh, plate (2-30). It is an 
ambitious ensemble of many motifs resembling different artworks of various 
African civilisations. Lamidi completed this door in 1987-88 while he was in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan on a sabbatical leave from his teaching position at the 
University of Ife, Nigeria. 
The African Heritage Classroom is part of the Nationality Rooms 
Program at the Cathedral of Learning, which consists of 26 rooms. Each one 
represents one of the cultural traditions of the various ethnic groups of the 
United States. Hence the purpose of the African classroom is to reflect, the 
history, wealth, and diversity of African culture. 126 lt is to express the bond 
that African-Americans share with the continent of Africa. A group of African- 
Americans was instrumental in bringing this commission to life. They diligently 
supported the creation of the African Heritage Classroom as a reminiscence of 
their history. 
In executing this prestigious commission, Lamidi resorted to African 
civilisations to compose a theme that would resonate among his supporters by 
depicting the splendour of an African past while satisfying the university 
125 Ibid., p. 179. 
126 For more on the African Heritage Classroom see the dedication booklet of December 17, 
1989 prepared by Maxine Bruhn and L. Glasco and published by the Department of 
University Relations of Pittsburgh University. 
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requirements. He adapted scenes from nine ancient and mediaeval African 
kingdoms to symbolise the character of the room and express the richness of 
African history. The choice of his themes was governed by a university rule, 
which stipulated that the Nationality Rooms must show a period of history 
before the University was established in 1787.127 
Unlike his door at the Kennedy Centre in Washington, D. C., plate (2- 
31), which is Yoruba in content, the door of the African Heritage Classroom is 
different in the sense that some of its themes are not Yoruba in origin. It consists 
of five panels. The central panel shows a copy of the portrait of the 16th century 
Queen Mother of Benin in her familiar regalia of beaded headdress and many 
necklaces, which are marks of her prestige. Lamidi depicted the portrait of the 
Queen Mother of Benin in the middle of the central panel of the door to express 
her prominence as a "symbol of Mother Africa for the classroom. "128 By doing 
so he made her the centre of gravity of his scheme. To further emphasise this 
point, Lamidi carved an oval mandorla round the portrait of the Queen Mother 
in a similar fashion to those mandorlas executed by Bandele in the two Ogboni 
drums in plate (2-12). In a symmetric arrangement he flanked the portrait of the 
Queen Mother by four of her attendants, two on each side. 
The rest of the panels are divided in equal parts. Each panel has two 
squares illustrating two different themes. The left square of the top panel shows 
King Akhenaten of the Eighteenth Dynasty (1353-1336 B. C. ) of Pharaonic 
Egypt, seated with his wife, Queen Nefertiti and their daughters, under the disk 
127 Ibid., pp. 1,3,4, and 5. 
128 Ibid., p. 4. 
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of the sun. He was the first king in ancient Egypt to introduce the monotheistic 
religion of the sun god, Aten. "His god was an omnipresent father of mankind 
manifested by the sun. "129 The square to the right of the same panel portrays 
the Kushite King Taharqa (690-664 B. C. ) of Napata, and his wife Amentikahat 
participating in Sed, known as a spring fertility ceremony. Taharqa was one of 
the last kings of Napata, the northern capital of Kush before the establishment of 
the new capital Meroe to the south. 
The second panel carries in its first square to the left another scene 
from Nubia (Meroe) illustrating King Natakamani (1St century B. C. ) who built 
many monuments during his reign, with his Queen Amentari. Among these 
monuments are two splendid temples at Naga near the town of Shendi. One of 
these monuments is the Lion Temple. On its facade, Apedemak, an indigenous 
lion god of war, is depicted. The lion symbolises the glory of the Meroitic 
Kingdom of Kush in the Nubia of Northern Sudan. The lion god is normally 
shown as having three heads and four arms, which Lamidi endeavoured to 
illustrate successfully. . The other half of the panel 
is an adaptation from an 
illustration in a 19`h century Ethiopian manuscript, plate (2-32), showing a 
workman with an adze, said to be King Lalibela, (13`h century A. D. ), hewing a 
church from a solid rock. The carved relief is a reference to Africa's oldest 
established Christianity, which began in the 4t' century. 
The fourth panel begins from the left with yet another adaptation that 
was taken from a 17th century Italian woodcut, plate (2-33). It records the visit 
of Queen Nzinga, (1583-1663), who was a staunch enemy of the slave trade, to 
129 Ibid., p. 4. 
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Luanda, headquarters of the Portuguese in Angola. She is shown negotiating 
with the Portuguese governor who denied her the courtesy of a seat. She 
defiantly sat on the back of a member of her entourage. It is a flash of history 
from the Congo/Angola, which testifies to the charisma of one of the greatest 
women in African history. The other half of the panel contains three statues 
representing the three kings of the Kuba (or Bushoong) people of Zaire. They 
are solemnly carved in connubial costume and seated cross-legged on square 
stools. The middle figure is a depiction of King Shyaam aMbul a Ngoong, a 
17th century ruler, who is known for introducing the game of lela, (also called 
warf and mankala in other parts of the continent), to his people. 130 
The fifth and last panel is adorned by two separate themes. The one on 
the left portrays Mansa Musa, a prominent ruler of Mali who reigned (1312- 
1337). He is depicted holding a huge gold nugget signifying his wealth. He was 
a great patron of Islamic scholarship and trade. An Arab trader is shown 
approaching Mansa Musa on camelback, in order to barter with him. Lamidi 
used as a reference when producing his theme, an illustrated map, plate (2-34) 
drawn in 1375 by an artist called Ibraham Cresques, who gathered his 
information from Muslim traders in order to execute his drawing. Cresques 
described Mansa Musa as "the richest and most noble king in all the land. "131 
The rest of the panel shows two charming Zebras. Lamidi borrowed the images 
of the zebras from a 13th century soapstone dish found in the ruins of the 
Zimbabwe royal palace. This is the most simple and decorative part of the entry 
"30 Ibid., p. 6. 
131 The Hori"on History ofAfrica by American Heritage publishing Company, 1971, p. 175. 
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door to the African Heritage Classroom. It refers symbolically to Zimbabwe that 
was once a great kingdom and major center of trade in gold copper and iron. 132 
In this door of the African Heritage Classroom, Lamidi did not depart 
significantly in his rendering of the themes from ancient cultural motifs from 
which he derived his compositions. The most identifiable sections of his door to 
those of the original representations are the head of the Queen Mother of Benin, 
Akhenaten, his wife Nefertiti and the three kings from Kuba, Zaire. The right 
part of the top panel plus the left section of panels four and five are more 
Yoruba in orientation than the rest of the design. The Yoruba proportion and 
style is the dominant factor that holds together the varied subject matters and 
design on this door. It is a delightful work, which shows slight imperfection in 
the shape of the squares of the panels. Such an imperfection coupled with the 
simplicity in design and arrangement of its different components; lend the door 
a distinct appeal in contrast to the stark interior of the classroom, plate (2-35). 
Lamidi also executed an elaborate pair of doors, bearing a design of 
lozenge-and-star borrowed from an Igbo door, plate (2-36) and (2-37) 
consecutively. Lamidi completed the two doors, plate (2-36) for the chalkboard 
of the African Heritage Classroom. Their design is geometrically structured in a 
more precise manner than that of the Igbo door, which is more organic in its 
arrangement. The accuracy in the repetition of the motif and its effect, animate 
the surface of the two doors with a sense of rhythmic movement, and the 
formality of the composition and its beauty add an extra attraction to the neat 
132 The African Heritage Classroom, December 1989, p. 6. 
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and graceful interior of the classroom, plate (2-35). Their lively execution gives 
a vibrant effect. 
The design on the doors of the chalkboard and those of the entry door 
should not be seen as lacking in originality because they were derived from pre- 
existing motifs. It is to be remembered that imitation, adaptation, and repetition 
of pre-existing themes are all part of the Yoruba repertoire. They are essential, 
in the accumulation of the high level of skill, for which Yoruba carvers are 
known and respected. 
Originality is of little concern to the Yoruba carver for "it is only 
rarely that a piece of sculpture is the original conception of an individual 
carver. "133 As indicated by Henry Drewal, the same could also be said of all 
artists everywhere. 134 "Yoruba carvers, as artists in other cultures, were 
nourished by the work of other artists. " Wrote John Pemberton, who also went 
on to comment on a remark by T. S. Eliot in which he said that "good poets 
borrow the ideas of other poets, but great poets steal them... "135 This 
corresponds to Sidney Kasfir's view who wrote in connection to an observation 
by the American poet laureate Robert Pinsky: "Art comes from art. "136 Kasfir 
explained the Pinsky's remark not only expresses that "the work of every artist 
is in part conceived out of the work of other artists either past or current, but 
133 Joan Wescott, "Tradition and the Yoruba Artist" in Athene, 2 (1), (1963), p. 12. 
134 Personal communication with Henry Drewal,, summer of 2003. 
135 John Pemberton III, "The Yoruba Carvers Of Ila-Orangun", In Iowa Studies In African Art 
(2), p. 119. 
136 Sidey L. Kasfir, (1999), p. 138 
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also the conviction that it ought to be that way. s137 This is also compatible with 
the quotation from S. Blier at the beginning of chapter one, in which she 
articulated that there is no art that is truly "authentic", and that all arts are 
mixtures with outside influences. 
In essence these maxims testify to the validity and practices that are 
incorporated in Lamidi's work throughout the span of his career as a carver. He 
adopted the style of Osi, emulated the carvings of his predecessors, and 
introduced Christian themes and symbols into the Yoruba idiom of wood 
carving. He adapted African themes and motifs to serve his intentions. His 
work is a complex mixture of Yoruba and foreign ideas and of past and present 
elements put together as a tradition for the future. It is an outcome of Christian 
and architectural patronage. 
137 Ibid., p. 138. 
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Chapter 2 Plates 
Plate 2-1 
Kneeling female figure, carrying a bowl, Akobiogun Fakeye, 1932, Ila Style. 
Photograph: Lamidi Fakeye 
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Plate 2-2 
Horse Rider, part of a post at Ikoro Palace, 
David Andeosun Fakeye (1910-1996). 
Photograph: Kevin Carroll, (1967), p. 102 
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tforceri(/er, I, amidi Fakcyc, 1945, showing the influence of Itu stvlc on 
his carvings before he joined the Roman Catholic Mission workshops. 
Photograph: Lamidi OIonade' Fakeyc (1996), p. 88 
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Plate 2-4 
1/orseru/er", I amidi l akeyc. 
Patterned after the work of George Handele. 
Photograph: I. amidi Fakeye (1996). p. 90 
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Plate 2-5 a 
Epa mask, Bamgbose, showing his later style. 
Photograph: African Arts. July 1994. vol. xxvii, 3, p. 59 
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Plate 2-6 
Epa Mask, Aregun of Osi, (1880-1954), completed 1952. 
Photograph: John Pemberton 111, (1989), p. 197 
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Plate 2-7 
Epa mask, iyaheji ("Mother of'I'wins"), Bamgbose ol'Osi. 
Photograph: John Pemberton 111, (19K9), P. 195 
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Plate 2-9 
Governor's chair, Western House of Assembly, Lamidi Fakeye, 1956. 
Photograph: UlIi Beier, (1958: 62) 
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Plate 2-I 
Drum from an Ogboni house in the style of Osi Ekiti. Collected 
in the 19th century. Museum of Marischal College, Aberdeen. 
Photograph: Frank Willett (1971: 249) 
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Plate 2-12 
Two drums, George Bendele, 1ör an Ogboni house in Fkiti. 
Photograph: Frank Willett, (1971: 249) 
I -T , 
Plate 2-13 
Baptismal Font, Bandele, 1965, St. Mary's Catholic Church, Oke Pade, Ibadan. 
Willett writes The traditional mandorla seen on (plate 2-111 is here entirely in 
harmony with the figure of risen Christ. " It is clear this timt is derived From an 
agba Ogboni (Ogboni drum). 
Photograph: Frank Willett, (1971: 249) and Fakeyc (1996: 69) 
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Plate 2-14 
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Door of St. Peter and Paul's Roman Catholic Church, 
Ebute Meta, Lagos, Lamidi Fakeye, 1960 at Ondo workshop. 
Photograph: I, amidi Fakeye (1996: 212) 
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Plate 2-I5 
Door, Bandele, 1964, wood height 7'. Collection of the 
African Museum, Society of African Missions, Tenafly, New Jersey. 
Photograph: Catalogue of the Collection of the Society of African Missions, p. 39 
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I'I I( 2-16 
Interior of a panel from Olowe's door for the Ogoga of Ikerre (plate I-I), 
showing the exuberant use of pattern. 
Photograph: Jean M. Borgatti & Richard Brilliant, (1999: 56). 
Plate 2-17 
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Door of St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church, Oke I'adc, Ihadan 
Lamidi Fakcye, 1956. 
Photograph: I. amidi I-, akcve, (I996: 108) 
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Door for the Catholic University, Ibadan, (icorge IiandeIc, 1965. 
Photograph: Kevin Carroll, (I%7: 12) 
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Plate 2-19 
Bishop's throne at Ibadan Cathedral. Designed by architect Geoffrey Johnson 
and carved by Lamidi Fakeye, 1959. 
Photograph: Kevin Carroll (1967: 106). 
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Screen, Lamidi Fakeye, 1965 for unknown American contractor 
by the name of Metcafe. 
Photograph: Lamidi Fakeye, 1989. 
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Plate 2-21 
Panel of Babalawo and Devotees, Lamidi, 1986. 
Photograph: L. 0. Fakeye (1996: 23). 
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Plate 2-22 
Panel, Mary as Queen of Heaven, Lamidi Fakeye, 1964. 
Photograph: L. O. Fakeye, (1996: 17). 
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Plate 2-23 
Panel, The Coronation of Mary as Queen of Heaven, Lamidi Fakeye, 1967. 
Photograph: L. 0. Fakeye, (1996: 17) 
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Plate 2-24 
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Gelede mask showing the integration of Christian symbols with traditional 
carving. 
Photograph: Carroll, (1967: 28). 
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1'Litc 1-23 
A Maltese Cross, depicted in Benin brass castings hefbre the arrival of the 
Portugese in the fifteenth century. 
Photograph: Christian Imagery in African Art, The Smite Museum ol'Art, University cif Notre 
Dame. (1980: 16). 
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Plate 2-26 
Post Olowe of Isare, a magnificent example of Yoruba carving and its use in architecture. 
. Photograph: John Pemberton 111, (1989: 208) 
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Verandah of' council house at Omu florin, showing carved posts by Bamgboye, 
executed during his teaching at the Omu School during the 1930's. 
Photograph: Iva Meyerowitz (1943: 68). 
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Plate 2-28 
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Oduduwa statue at Oduduwa Ball, Ohatemi Awolowo University, Lamidi 
Fakeye 1987-88. 
Photograph: I.. 0. I akeyc, (1996: 177). 
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Plate 2-29 
Detail of the head of Oduduwa statue, Lamidi Fakeye, 1987-88. 
Photograph: L. 0. E: akeyc, (1996: 178). 
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I'latc 2-30 
Door of African Heritage Classroom, at the Cathedral of Learning, University of' 
Pittsburgh, Lamidi Fakeye, 1987-88. 
Photograph: I. O. Fakeyc, (1996: 199) 
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Plate 2-31 
Door of the African Room at the Kennedy Centre, Washington D. C., Lamidi 
Fakeye, 1974. 
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Illustration of a 19th Century Ethiopian manuscript showing a workman with 
adze said to be King Lalibela (13`h century A. D. ) hewing a church from solid 
rock. Lamidi used this illustration to carve the right square in the second panel 
of his door to the African Heritage Classroom, plate (2-30) 
Photograph: Basil Davidson (1966: 131). 
Plate 2-32 
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Plate 2-33 
A 17`h Century Italian woodcut, illustrating Queen Nzinga's visit to the 
Portuguese governor of Angola to negotiate an end to the slave trade. Denied 
the courtesy of a seat, she defiantly sat on the back of a member of her 
entourage. 
Photograph: The Horizon History of Africa (1971: 366). 
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Plate 2-34 
Map drawn in 1375 by an artist Ibraham Cresques, showing Mansa Musa, ruler 
of Mali, (1312-1337), holding a gold nugget as a symbol of his wealth while an 
Arab trader approaches on camelback to barter with him. 
Photograph: Basil Davidson (1966: 89). 
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Plate 2-35 
Interior of the African Heritage Classroom at the Cathedral of' Learning, 
University of Pittsburgh. 
Photograph: The African I leritage Classroom, (1989: 14 & 15), University of Pittsburgh. 
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Plate 2-36 
Pair of doors, Lamidi Fakeye for the chalkboard of the African I leritage 
classroom, 1987-88. 
Photograph: The African I leritage C'Iassrcxom. (1989: 12). 
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Plate 2-37 
Igbo door from which Lamidi borrowed the design for the chalkboard of the 
African Heritage Classroom. 
Photograph: The African I Icritagc ('lassrooniL (19x9: 7). 
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Chapter 3 
Ahmed M. Shibrain 
The calligraphy of Ahmed Shibrain 
from Sudan, like that of the Oriental, is 
concerned with the notion that the 
words of the sacred text are ornaments 
and pictures in their own right. 
David M. Casey "Contemporary African Art", 
African Arts. Autumn 1974, vol. VIII No. 1. p. 
62. 
The relation of a work of art to art 
history can be a significant matter in 
determining whether a work of art is 
significant or inconsequential. 
R. Lewis and S. I. Lewis, The Power of Art 
(1994), p. 31. 
This chapter examines the calligraphic phase of development in the 
paintings of the Sudanese graphic designer and painter, Ahmed Mohammed 
Shibrain. I will examine this phase of development in his art as continuity of 
the ancient tradition of the decorative art of Northern Sudan. In order to give a 
sense of history and meaning to Shibrain's calligraphic paintings I will begin 
my discussion with a historical background to the relationship between the arts 
of ancient Kush and Christian Nubia. I will explore how some symbols in the 
arts of these two civilisations came together to overlap and correspond with 
Islamic motifs in house decoration in the Nubian area of Northern Sudan. I will 
proceed to an analysis of this blend of symbolism in the decorative elements of 
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these arts, followed by a review of art education in Sudan and the idea of art in 
Islam. Finally I will examine the work of Shibrain in relation to these 
developments and discuss how Arabic calligraphy has become a way of 
expression among Sudanese and North African artists of the twentieth century. 
The four major factors that contributed to the development of 
contemporary culture and art in Africa; are a mixture of traditional Africa, 
Christianity, Islam, and Western influence. They are all to be found in the 
history and culture of Sudan. The work of Shibrain relates to that segment of 
African art that was, until recently, omitted from the narrative of its history- 
namely the Islamic tradition of North and East Africa. It is that half of the 
continent that Vansina referred to in 1984 as being amputated from the history 
of African art'. In this respect, the Arabic Calligraphy of Shibrain is essential 
to this study, which seeks to give a rounded picture of continuity and change in 
the developing art in Africa. It is also important because this particular phase of 
development in African art is remote from modern Western art and its influence 
on the contemporary in African art. 
Historical Background 
The Sudan is the largest country in Africa. Geographically and 
culturally, it links North Africa, Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. Its diverse 
cultures are a complex mix of African and Islamic traditions, showing patterns 
of continuity from such ancient cultures as Kush (c. 750 ac - 350 AD), and 
Christian Nubia (c. AD 650-1504). Christianity in Nubia gradually gave way to 
Islam, which has covered approximately two thirds of the country from the 
1 Jan Vansina, Art History in Africa (1984), p. 1. 
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thirteenth century to the present time. It is therefore important to discuss briefly 
the effect, if any, of the civilisations of Kush, Christian Nubia, and Islam as well 
as the colonial impact on today's art in Sudan, and what influence this may have 
had on the calligraphic work of Shibrain. 
Since the dawn of history the River Nile has been a means of transport 
through which ancient cultures have penetrated the interior of the Sudan. 
Pharaonic Egypt stretched south up the Nile into Kush and effectively ruled it 
from 1530 ac until the emergence of the Meroitic Kingdom. During this period, 
Egypt exerted an intense cultural and religious influence on the Kushite people, 
which brought about a strong affinity between the arts of the two regions. 
During the period 1570-1100, Bc Kush became a Province of Egypt. However, 
Kush later gained its independence and soon asserted its power over Egypt 
(750-590 BC). It gradually developed its own artistic identity. 2 "During the 
Meroitic period, " wrote Fyfe, "Egyptian cultural influences gradually gave way 
to the pervasive indigenous culture, "3 The distinctive attributes of Nubia are 
apparent in the ruins of palaces, pyramids, temples, sculpture and pottery which 
are scattered along the Nile from Khartoum to the border of Egypt. Kush also 
developed a Meroitic script, which was adapted from the hieroglyphs of Egypt 
to an indigenous way of writing. The rich tradition of Kush persists in the use 
2 F. Hintze and U. Hintze, Civilizations of the Old Sudan, (1968), p. 27. 
3 C. Fyfe, "Continuities and Discontinuities in the History of the Sudan", a paper presented in a 
Sudan Seminar, 21# and 22 "d November (1980), p. 2. 
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of an ancient Nubian-related language by the present people of the northern 
region of Sudan and in the production of pottery in various parts of the country. 4 
Kush was followed by Christian Nubia, which left relics in the form of 
frescoes revealing a mixture of indigenous features and foreign influences. 
Christianity was introduced into Nubia by Eastern Orthodox missionaries in the 
sixth century. However, the art of Christian Nubia did not develop out of local 
sources. It was inspired by the Coptic art of Egypt, and by Syria, Palestine, and 
the Byzantine art of Constantinople. In part, it maintained some influence from 
these sources, which is apparent in its themes and representational material s 
Yet some scholars argue that the Christian art of Nubia has a character of its 
own. Through time, it acquired a distinct Nubian character. It differed in its 
style and structural principles from the Christian art of other regions. It has 
been said that the elements of its style and structure reflect the essence of 
Kushite art 6 "[E]ven the earliest of the Nubian Christian frescoes, " said 
Michalowski, "show stylistic elements that are unknown to the art of other 
Christian countries. 997 
It is evident that continuity existed between the arts of Kush and 
Christian Nubia. Hintze stated that Nubia had retained the heritage of Meroitic 
culture in the design of dwellings and towns. Bruce Trigger supports the same 
4 H. C. Metz, Sudan: a Country Study, Federal Research Division, (1991), p. 6. Also, see note 
2 above p. 27. For the continuity of the production of pottery from ancient Nubia to the 
present day, see A. J. Arkell "Darfur Pottery", Sudan Notes & Records, xxii, no. 1(1939), 
pp. 79-88. 
5 Steffen Wenig, Africa in Antiquity: The Arts of Ancient Nubia and Sudan, vol ii, exh. cat., 
Brooklyn Museum (1978), p. 109. Also see cat, note 2, p. 31. 
6 Ibid. p. 109. 
7 Ibid., p. 109. 
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view by stressing that the stone houses at the site in plate. (3-1), from the time 
of the Ballana culture (A. D. 400-543), "were similar in plan to those of their 
Meroitic predecessors but were better built and finished than the Meroitic 
houses had been. "8 These houses are comparatively similar in the use of stone, 
structure and design to The Great Cathedral at Faras, (8th to 12th century A. D. ), 
which is shown in plate. (3-2). It is historically significant how Christian Nubia 
fused African elements with strong Roman-Byzantine influences into a new 
interesting unity. Hintze indicated that this became evident in the pottery and 
handicrafts 9 There are some similarities in shapes, colours and designs 
between the ceramics of both Kush and Nubia. '° 
An interesting phase in the history of Sudan was the overlapping in 
time of Christianity and Islam, during the mediaeval era. A co-existence 
occurred despite the differences in their doctrines and attitudes toward art. 
"Through the mediaeval period, " wrote Ron Grossman, "Nubia was dotted with 
mosques and churches. " He related the co-existence of both religions to the 
tolerance of the Nubian rulers. " The first Nubian king converted to Islam in the 
thirteenth century, nonetheless Christian art continued to survive for 
approximately two hundred years more. "The last Christian frescoes in Nubia 
dated probably from the fifteenth century, " noted Wenig, "long after the 
" Bruce G. Trigger "The Ballana Culture and the Coming of Christianity" in Africa in Antiquity: 
The Arts ofAncient Nubia and the Sudan, vol. 1, (1978), p. 107. 
9 F. Hintze, (1968), pp. 29 and 30. 
10 Steffen Wenig, Africa in Antiquity II. - The Arts of Ancient Nubia and the Sudan, (1978), p. 
111. 
11 "Shifting Sands", Chicago Tribune, January 30, (1992), Section: Tempo, p. 1 
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majority of the population had turn to Islam. "12 During this period in which the 
two religions overlapped in time, Christianity's influence began to wane while 
Islam was taking hold of the area. By the fourteenth century, Nubia had become 
a Moslem region. 
The influence of the decorative art of Kush kingdoms and Christian 
Nubia on the twentieth century development of art in the Sudan is noticeable but 
their figurative and pictorial rendering seem to have had no direct impact. If 
there were traces of plastic and pictorial rendering that continued after the 
Islamisation of Northern Sudan they seem to have diminished during the 
Mahdist state (1881-98) which is also known as `Al-Mahdia' from the Arabic 
verb `yahdi' which means to `guide'. The Mahdia was established by a 
Sudanese Muhammed Ahmad ibn Abdallah, an asceticfagir, or holy man who 
revolted against the Turco-Egyptian rule (1820-81). He was Al Mahdi al 
Muntazar (the Expected Mahdi) who would lead the people of Sudan back to 
the purity of Islam after they had gone astray from its holy law during the 
Turco-Egyptian rule (El Turkiyah). 
In a rigid fundamentalist Islamic Sunni society like the Mahdia, there 
was no hope for painting and sculpture to develop. " Plastic expression and 
pictorial rendering simply did not exist in Sudan at least from the beginning of 
the Mahdia to the middle of the twentieth century except in the southern part of 
the country. (The Zande of southwest Sudan and other related people such as the 
12 S. Wenig, (1978), p. 110. 
13 It seems like history is repeating itself. Today's government in Sudan is not very different 
from the Mahdia of the nineteenth century except, perhaps, the Mahdia was more intense 
in its fervour. Nonetheless they share the zeal for a puritanical Islamic society. 
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Bongo practiced Sculpture). 14 The Mahdia fervently opposed all forms of art 
that were not in the realm of the Islamic tradition and was also against all 
foreign influences. It did however restore the continuity of indigenous rule. 
The Mahdia was a revolt against foreigners and their influence, and was 
supposedly a return to a true Islamic state. 
Figurative art and professions associated with it were condemned 
during the Mahdia as the work of lunatics who were guided by the devil. They 
were to be eradicated. Consequently, the creation of "organic art" to use 
Mazrui's description, the one "that re-creates living natural organisms" was 
rooted out. 15 It was considered madness to usurp the creative function of Allah. 
This idea had left its mark on the Sudanese culture. In Sudan, one often hears 
the common expression `el funun gunin', which means plastic and pictorial arts 
are affairs of insanity. As a result, little appreciation had developed among the 
Sudanese for sculpture and painting. 
Both Kush and Christian Nubia have had a longer history in Sudan 
than Islam. The Christian rule alone lasted over eight centuries in Nubia. 
Although culturally and artistically there is obvious continuity from these 
ancient civilisations in Sudan none is in a representational form. Denis 
Williams wrote in 1963 that no trace of the indigenous domestic art of Kush 
Kingdoms together with the Christian art of Nubia had survived the advent of 
Islam. Their plastic forms of expression had no impact on the present art of the 
country. He went on to say: 
14 A. Kronenberg, and W. Kronenberg, "Wood Carvings in the Southwestern Sudan", Kush, viii 
(1960), pp. 274-81. 
's Mazrui, "Islam and African Art", African Arts, January (1994), vol. xxvii, no. 1, p. 52. 
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Neither Arab nor Egyptian influences, 
regardless of how significant they have been 
socially, have deposited a cultural and lasting 
tradition of forms In art, or stimulated a plastic, 
pictorial, or graphic aesthetic worth the name. 16 
This is supported by Steffen Wenig who noted that after the decay of 
The Great Cathedral at Faras shortly after the Arab incursion into Nubia, and 
the waning of its Christianity that "this brought a halt to the development of 
painting in Nubia". 17 This seemed to have been the case from the advent of 
Islam in northern Sudan, except from traces of localised attempts by a handful 
of self-trained artists during the 1930s and 1940s, until art education was 
introduced by the British. Nonetheless the lack of a practicing representational 
art by northern Sudanese during this period should not be interpreted to mean 
that the Sudan had no heritage in this form of art18. On the contrary, the 
civilisations of Kush and Christian Nubia left a tremendous legacy in different 
forms of representational art ranging from sculpture to frescoes besides 
monumental architecture and decorative art. These remain as a source of ideas 
for present and future Sudanese artists. 19 The main topic here is the inspiration 
that Shibrain drew in his work from Islamic Calligraphy and Sudanese 
decorative art. 
16 Williams, "a Sudanese Calligraphy: A Contemporary Interpretation of Mohammedan Art", 
Transition, 3 (9), p. 19, Kampala, June 1963. 
17 Steffen Wenig, "The Art of Christian Nubia", chapter 5 in Africa in Antiquity: The Arts of 
Ancient Nubia and Sudan, vol. 11, p. 110. 
18 It has been said that the Sudan has no artistic tradition. A case in point is the title "without 
tradition ... " of the chapter in which Beier wrote on the art of Shibrain 
(1968: 29) 
" For example I began my career as a sculptor by copying from the art of Kush. When I was a 
student in the School of Fine and Applied Arts in Khartoum, I used to visit the National 
Museum of Antiquity to draw the sculptures of Kush. No doubt this has an influence on 
my work. 
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Surface Decoration and Arabic Calligraphy 
The well-known forms of Islamic art that flourished in North Africa 
had not developed in Sudan except in Suakin, a city that no longer exists except 
from a few ruins. Suakin was an ancient port on the Red Sea, which had existed 
since the tenth century until it was deserted in 1922 20 Arabesque with its 
florid forms and intricate woodwork, as well as Arabic calligraphy, lavishly 
existed in Suakin, which is not a typical Sudanese town. Its character was 
derived from its architecture, which was part of the "Red Sea style"? ' 
However neither of these arts had spread into the interior of the country nor had 
they developed at an earlier date. 22 
Despite the lack of development of Islamic architecture, metal, 
woodwork and arabesque similar in fashion to those of North Africa, the Sudan 
has rich and varied traditions. One of the most significant among them is 
surface decoration. Geometrical patterns of different variations are widely used 
in various crafts such as pottery, calabash decorations, basketry, and needlework 
amongst others. What is important to this study is the use of calligraphy and 
decoration in architecture in Northern Sudan. It is the elaborate house 
decoration and the exquisite mixture of ornaments and Arabic calligraphy that 
20 J. F. E. Bloss, "The Story of Suakin: Part III. - From 1865 to the Present Day", Sudan Notes 
& Records, vol. xx, (1937), part 2, p. 277. 
21 Architecturally Suakin was different from the rest of the country. Its architecture was similar 
in style to other ports on the Red Sea, like Jeddah and Massaua. See Derek 11. Matthews, 
"The Red Sea Style, " in KUSH, Journal of the Sudan Antiquities Service, vol. No. 1, part 
1, January (1953), p. 61. 
22 The reason is that the Arabs did not advance in Sudan as conquerors but gradually penetrated 
Christian Nubia as nomadic tribes. They sought a pastoral way of living that was not 
conducive to the development of architecture and arts. Their artistic expression came in 
the form of poetry, music and rug weaving. These forms of expression found a fertile 
environment in which they thrived. 
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are a popular expression among the riverain people of the north. Plate (3-3) is a 
beautiful example of house decoration in the Nubian area of Sudan. 
Unfortunately, much of the house decoration of northern Nubia was forever 
submerged under the waters of the Aswan High Dam in the mid-1960s. 
Nonetheless house decorations still may be found especially in the Danagla 
region such as the examples seen in plates (3-4 and 3.5). 
House decorations range from geometric shapes and various lines such 
as zigzags. The geometric designs are often alternated with an inset of saucers 
and ceramic plates, and sporadically punctuated with flat motifs of horns, birds, 
animals and scorpions plates (3-3 and 3-6). Also seen are curves in the shape of 
domes with crescents on top plate (3-3). These shapes are often repeated in 
harmonious symmetry, and are either carved or painted or made in low relief. 
In - some instances, the decorations were created as an integral part of the 
building through the arrangement of the bricks on the surface of the wall into a 
geometrical motif. Plate (3-4) shows a doorway decorated by setting the bricks 
in various arrangements to create the patterns. The predominant colours of 
these decorations are either white or earthy browns. Some of the motifs are 
adaptations of patterns borrowed from basketry and other forms of crafts. The 
most common place for these decorations is at the main entrance to the house 
and sometimes at the corners of the outside walls see plate (3-5). Occasionally 
the main sitting room might be embellished with different arrangements of 
design as shown in plate (3-7). 
Until well into the twentieth century most of the Nubian houses had 
heavy wooden doors. The locks (or dabba as they were called in Nubia) of these 
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doors were also hand-made from wood some artistically decorated with abstract 
or representational designs. They have interesting sculptural forms. An example 
of these locks may be seen in plate (3-8). Some were engraved with blessings or 
religious verses such as "Allah is Great" or "Enter in Peace' . 
23 Some of their 
designs may be either repetitive or adaptations from wall decoration or women's 
jewelry. A carpenter and lock-maker by the name of A. K. el Sid from the 
village of Ashkeit told W. Merrill that he gets his ideas from Sudanese women's 
gold jewellery. "I think this fitting" wrote Merrill "as I like to think of the dabba 
as a piece of jewellery, decorating the otherwise plain door. " 
Some of these motifs, such as horns mounted atop dome-shapes, 
crosses, crescents, and scorpions are reminiscent of the ancient arts of Kush and 
Christian Nubia. They are elements of continuity imbued with symbolism, 
which have become through time, part of the repertoire of surface decoration in 
Northern Sudan. It is clear from the use of cross motifs and the arrangements of 
the embedded ceramics plates in cruciform designs, that these are symbols from 
Christian Nubia 24 It is interesting to see the use of Christian symbols 
juxtaposed with the Islamic lunar motif of the crescent. The Christian crosses 
and the flat motifs of animals and birds were accepted and integrated in house 
decoration in Nubia due to the abstract nature of their shapes. 
23 W. Merrill, "The Wooden Locks of the lIalfa Region", Sudan Notes and Records, vol. 
45(1964), p. 31 
24 Wenzel, House Decoration in Nubia, (1972), p. 36, and for more on symbolism in Nubian 
wall decoration see Chapter 6: "The Iconography of Nubian Wall Decoration", p. 162. 
Also see Randall Fegley, "Beauty from Mud: house Decoration among the Danagla of 
Sudan", in The World & 1, March (1992), vol. 1, no. 3, pp. 646-647. 
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The design of horns atop a half-circle or a dome is a resemblance of 
the horned-crown worn by the kings of Christian Nubia. "The crown of the 
Christian Nubian king" explained Wenzel "was a dome surmounted by a 
crescent on a pole. "25 The horned-crown was originally a symbol of power 
among the Meroitic kings. It passed from Kush to the Christian kings of Nubia 
to the Islamic rulers of the Funj Sultanate of Central Sudan (c. 1504-1820). It 
became an insignia of their authority 26 More interesting is the similarity of the 
horns to the crescent when it is placed in an upward position atop a crown. 
"Even the crescent shapes" observed Fegly "are used in such a way to form a 
connection with pre-Islamic past "2' These symbols of ancient origin are an 
affirmation of a continuity that has lasted for centuries. It is evidently clear that 
surface decoration in Sudan is a mixture of African, Christian, and Islamic 
elements that converged into one continuum. Islam had obliterated the 
representational art of Kush and Christian Nubia but it has enriched the present 
Sudanese culture with surface decoration and Arabic calligraphy. 
A tradition among Moslem Sudanese is the celebration of important 
personal events, like birth, circumcision, marriage, and the pilgrimage to Mecca. 
Arabic calligraphy plays an important role in these ceremonies. During these 
events the doorway of the house in which the ceremony takes place, is adorned 
with decorations and verses from the Koran. It is customarily painted in blue 
25 Wenzel, (1972), p. 162. 
26 Evelyn S. Brown, Africa's Contemporary Art and Artists, (1966), p. 102. 
27 Fegley, (1992), p. 647. 
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and white colours to symbolise cleansing or ablution as in Islam The blue colour 
represents water. White is a symbol of purification. Wenzel noted: 
There is some evidence that the Nubians were 
very anxious to make the doorway a point of 
purification for those who set foot into the 
house. Their lintels were not Infrequently 
carved with Inscription from the Quran, calling 
a blessing on whoever passed underneath and, 
presumably, keeping out devils and djinns. 28 
The wall is cleansed with blue for the Holy Words. It is also the belief 
that a Moslem goes to Mecca to cleanse him or herself from sin. The decoration 
consists of rhythmic motifs of plants, or branches of palm trees, accompanied 
with geometric patterns. Fegley wrote that a great deal of symbolism imbues 
these decorations. 29 It is a custom when a child is born, a boy is circumcised 
or a couple get married, that they visit the River Nile in a procession, dressed in 
the best of clothes wearing jewellery of similar motifs to the house decoration. 
The most prominent shape of their jewelry is the crescent, which is normally 
made of either silver or gold and worn on the forehead and ears. Plate (3-9) is a 
photograph showing Nubian women wearing their jewellery in such festivities. 
The crescent shape of their jewellery is a common element in the decorative art 
of Sudan It corresponds to the crescent-shaped silver pendants with spherical 
tips in a necklace from ancient Meroe in plate (3-10) 30 This demonstrates the 
influence of Kush on the present culture and art in Sudan. However the river is 
also considered a source of prosperity. People wash their feet, hands and faces 
28 Wenzel, (1972), p. 172. 
29 Fegley, (1992), p. 646. 
30 The photograph of this necklace is from Sudan: Ancient Kingdoms of the Nile (1997), p. 335. 
Editorial Director is Dietrich Wildung 
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in the river, again for cleansing and a blessing for a prosperous life. These 
rituals in the cycle of Nubian life and the symbolism that is reflected in the 
shapes of the jewelry and house decoration show a strong influence from 
ancient Kush. 
Separated by Islam from the pictorial rendering of ancient Kush and 
Christian Nubia, the Sudanese did not cultivate the pleasure of painting pictures 
or of displaying them on the walls of their homes. The production of pictures 
and their use in decorating the interiors of homes is a recent phenomenon that 
came with the colonial rule (1898-1955). Brown wrote on this aspect of 
Sudanese culture: 
Society in this country - brimful as it is of art 
history at arm's reach - has neither tradition 
nor experience in hanging pictures on home 
walls. Aesthetic enjoyment has come through 
the lines and surface arts on public buildings - 
mosques, palaces, and tombs? 
The hanging of pictures that have graphic images on the interior walls 
of a home is abominable in Islam. It is expressed in the Traditions: "The angels 
will not enter a house in which there is a picture or a dog. "32 The Moslem 
Sudanese believes, like other Moslems in the Islamic world in the Traditions of 
the Prophet Mohammed. 3 
Until approximately the second half of the twentieth century painting 
as an art form was alien to Sudan. Brown explained: "It's only that the idea of a 
31 Brown, (1966), p. 104. 
32 T. W. Arnold, Painting in Islam, (1965). P. 6. 
33 It is relevant to mention here that Islamic art is a hybrid art -so many cultures contributed to 
its formation. There are also many interpretations of the Traditions of the Prophet 
Mohammed and there are Islamic countries in which representational art was practiced 
and appreciated. 
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small framed oblong of canvas or paper in the living quarters, transmitting uplift 
and beauty, is alien to their thinking. "TM However, the Sudanese have a great 
sense of the poetic and the decorative and they are well versed in visual and 
verbal languages. Plate (3-11) is of a nineteenth century lyre. (It is called kissar 
in Nubian and rebaba in Arabic). It demonstrates the well-developed sense of 
the decorative among the Sudanese. It is an intriguing decoration made of beads, 
cowries coins skin metal, and a leather bound koranic amulet. Griselda El-Tayib 
writes: "Lyres of this type are of great antiquity in the Nile Valley. "35 Similar 
lyres may also be seen in illustrations of dancing girls in Pharaonic art. 36 This 
is an indication of the influence of ancient Egypt on the Nubians of Sudan. It is 
also more evidence of the continuity of Nubian art in the present Sudanese 
culture and art. Nonetheless the Sudanese did not know a great deal about 
painting or photography let alone their use in decoration. The appreciation of 
painting and the production of photography came after the spread of education 
and the improvement of economic conditions in the country. The only graphic 
traditions that were known before painting and photography entered into the 
Sudanese culture were surface decoration and Arabic calligraphy. 
It was common practice among the Sudanese to acquire, frame and 
hang Arabic calligraphy on the walls of their homes. In Sudan as in other 
traditional Islamic societies, homes and possessions are adorned with 
calligraphic verses from the Holy Koran. They are supposed to deflect the evil 
34 E. Brown, (1966), p. 104. 
3s John Mack, (editor), Africa: Arts and Cultures (2000), pp. 35-36. Also see the same on page 
132 in Africa: the Art of a Continent (1995), edited by Tom Phillips. 
36 Ibid., p. 36. 
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eye, to protect from harm, and to bless the home and its owners. Sometime 
poetry is scripted in elaborate calligraphy and used for the decoration of secular 
environments. The Koranic and the poetic are displayed both for their beauty 
and their meaning. Williams stated that these decorations were meant as 
pictures as well as writings. Then he explained that their role is the exaltation of 
the language as a sacred vehicle to the Koran, and their beauty is just as 
important as, if not more, than conveying the verbal meaning. 7 It is the 
admiration for Arabic as a sacred language and its poetic nature that enhanced 
the Sudanese religious impulse with admiration of its calligraphy. 
Approximately more than a hundred different languages are spoken in 
the Sudan, but the main national language is Arabic. Therefore Arabic 
calligraphy is widely used in Sudan. Its use is apparent in most aspects of life 
from sign writing, to advertising, newspapers, and the beautification of 
buildings especially the holy places. Yet it did not develop locally as it did in 
other Islamic countries. The majority of the calligraphy that is used for the 
decoration of mosques, homes, tombs, and other religious places was mainly 
imported from Egypt. Plate (3-12) shows an example of the imported Koranic 
verses from Egypt. When the Sudanese travel to other Islamic countries, they 
normally bring back with them these types of prints, as gifts or for personal use. 
These mass-produced prints are usually bought framed and ready to hang on the 
wall. It is a cheap and affordable way of wall decoration in Sudan. In recent 
decades, however paintings and photographs have begun to replace the prints of 
Arabic calligraphy. 
37 Williams, ( 1963), p. 20. 
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Despite the great sense of belonging to the Islamic heritage that 
existed among the Sudanese, and their pride in it, which was reflected in their 
love of Arabic poetry and the desire to own verses from the Koran and poetry in 
beautiful calligraphy, training in calligraphy was not available locally. The poor 
economic conditions and the political climate of the colonial rule were not 
encouraging to the production of art and the nurturing of artistic talents in the 
visual arts. Surely, the British were not in a rush to introduce art education in a 
conservative Islamic society like the Sudan. Instruction in calligraphy came 
with the establishment of the School of Fine and Applied Arts in Khartoum. 
Before then, those who aspired to be calligraphers had to travel to Egypt to 
study. However, there were self-taught calligraphers and some professional 
Egyptian calligraphers who came from Egypt seeking employment, who were 
enough in number to satisfy the demand. Consequently, the calligraphy that 
thrived at that time followed an inflexible form of imported traditional 
calligraphy. "The calligraphy which constituted the sole graphic gift of Islam to 
the Sudan, " wrote Denis Williams, "continued in a rigid traditional sense which 
showed no trace of inflection or development "38 It was not until training in 
calligraphy became available locally that calligraphy began to develop into a 
Sudanese art. 
Art Education in Sudan 
Art education in Sudan began in 1938 under the tutelage of a young 
British painter by the name of Jean Pierre Greenlaw who was 25 years of age 
when he arrived in the country. Greenlaw was very enthusiastic about the 
39 Williams (1963), p. 20. 
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prospect of an art education in Sudan. He was sent by the government to the 
newly established teacher training institute at Bakht er Ruda near the town of 
Dueim on the Blue Nile about 200 miles south of Khartoum. Greenlaw spent 
eight years at Bakht er Ruda teaching and designing a curriculum of art and 
crafts for elementary school teachers. Armed with the experience he gained in 
Bakht er Ruda, Greenlaw returned to Khartoum to take on the responsibility of 
putting together an art curriculum at the college level in what was then called 
Gordon Memorial College and is now the University of Khartoum. 
Some'factors came together to influence Greenlaw's decision on the 
type of art school that was suitable for Sudan; a country entrenched in the 
Islamic doctrine, which had no immediate history in representational art due to 
the Islamic fervour of its people. Furthermore there were intense feelings of 
nationalism in the country that had been simmering since the Mahdia, which 
demonstrated its force in a revolt by young Sudanese officers in 1924 against 
the British rule. This was followed by the 1931 strike of the students at Gordon 
Memorial College. 9 In those days, the Sudanese were suspicious of foreign 
education. For a pupil to attend a Western type school instead of a Koranic or 
religious school was like entering into a partnership with the devil. Therefore 
the teaching of figurative art would have been difficult to implement in the 
curriculum. The political and religious environment of the 1940s was not in 
favour of an art education. 
During the Mahdia, the individual was measured not by his worldly 
possessions but by his spirituality. This continued to permeate the social life in 
39 P. M. Holt and M. W. Daly, A History of the Sudan, (4th edition), (1988), p. 143. 
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Sudan long after the Mahdia. Although it was gradually changing during the 
colonial time, which brought about literary education and Western values, 
nonetheless it was still difficult to speak of a school that would teach figurative 
rendering. Greenlaw was cautious not to offend the sensibility of the Sudanese, 
especially the religious leaders. It was barely fifty years since the collapse of 
the Mahdia and some of the older generation who experienced the Mahdia were 
still alive. The idea Greenlaw had was to refrain from the use of models or the 
study of the human figure in a realistic manner but to create a school in 
consonance with the Sudanese tradition. His aim was to improve the Sudanese 
way of life through the development of local architecture and crafts. 
Greenlaw settled on establishing a small mobile school, which he 
called the School of Design. He chose the word `design' instead of `art' 
because it suited his scheme. He constructed a course of study to improve and 
modernise the intrinsic qualities of Sudanese adobe architecture and the crafts 
associated with it. He wanted it to be a functional school aimed at raising the 
standard of living in the country through creating new concepts and designs. 
His theme evolved around enhancing the crafts through the development of 
architecture. He said of the school: "I thought of it as a return to native 
traditions. "40 Greenlaw envisioned an art school that would fit within the 
Sudanese culture and serve its needs. Its mobility resided in the way the 
students would travel twice a year to different parts of the country to study the 
local architecture and crafts. In addition, they would travel every summer to 
Cairo to observe and to learn about Islamic architecture and crafts. In fact, he 
40 Brown, (1966), p. 105. 
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had the first group of students study the principles of basic design and Sudanese 
architecture, and build a small house on the college grounds using local 
materials. It was a one-room house which had Gothic windows fitted with 
stained glass. The students learned about the techniques of creating stained 
glass during a trip to Cairo Then they proceeded to design the necessary 
equipment for the house. It was a sensible and practical concept of an art 
school. Greenlaw said of his idea: 
I thought of art as something very much bigger 
than painting and sculpture. I considered the 
Islamic nonrepresentational art in the Sudan to 
be of pure design. This is seen in the mud 
buildings. And the applied art with hieratic 
symbolic patterns of great complexity and put 
on everything. This design in daily living 
seemed to have been utterly ignored in the 
teaching of art in African schools. I wanted to 
see a rediscovery and a rebirth of the basic 
principles of all art - which seemed so possible 
in the Sudan. 4' 
In the meantime, some of the school graduates went abroad to study 
painting and calligraphy. One of these graduates was Osman A. Waqialla who 
was the first Sudanese to formally study English and Arabic calligraphy 
consecutively in London and in Cairo (1946-51). It was also the first direct 
contact made by Sudanese artists with Western culture and art. It was the 
beginning of a new era in the development of art in Sudan. 
Greenlaw left the Sudan in 1951, immediately after Gordon Memorial 
College was elevated to a university. The School of Design was then moved to 
the newly erected Khartoum Technical Institute. It was expanded, and renamed 
the School of Fine and Applied Art. The idea of applied design was abandoned. 
41 E. Brown, (1966), 105. 
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New departments were added such as painting, sculpture, textile design, 
graphics, printing, and calligraphy. It became more like a British art school 
without the use of life models. Its aim shifted from producing designs for 
living, to the training of art teachers for secondary schools. However it still 
maintained the trips to various regions of the country for painting, mainly in 
watercolours. This kept the students in touch with different aspects of their 
culture and gave them an awareness of their heritage that compensated them for 
the lack of historical studies. Neither African nor Islamic art was part of the 
syllabus, nor were ancient traditions of Sudan taught. At the time, the history of 
art in Africa had not yet developed into a discipline. 
The School of Fine and Applied Art formed a cultural link between 
the Sudan and the outside world. Most of its teachers in the earlier 1950s were 
British. It was a place where foreign ideas and techniques of art production 
intermingled with Sudanese traditions and thoughts. Despite its foreign origin, 
the art school became a nucleus for the development of modem art in the Sudan. 
The activities generated by individual artists associated with it became known 
nationally and abroad. The achievements of these artists are now regarded as an 
important aspect of the developing art in Africa. Beier wrote: "Islamic art has 
always been restricted to geometric ornament and calligraphy. In spite of this 
limitation Khartoum has become one of the most important centres of modem 
art in Africa. "42 
Waqialla became a prominent Arabic calligrapher after completing his 
training with the well-known calligrapher Sayyid Ibrahim at the School of 
42 Beier, (1968), p. 29. 
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Arabic Calligraphy in Cairo (1949-51). He returned to the School of Fine and 
Applied Art to begin the first comprehensive program of teaching calligraphy in 
the Sudan. This opened the door for a very fruitful development in Arabic 
calligraphy and had a marked influence on the work of his students. Some 
began to define their own identity by developing styles in painting and 
calligraphy based on their own tradition, utilising the motifs and patterns of 
Arabic calligraphy, Sudanese crafts, and decorations. The absence of an 
immediate tradition in painting and sculpture left room for exploring the local 
culture with a fresh vision that gave rise to new developments in modem 
Sudanese art. One of the best known of these artists is Ahmed Mohamed 
Shibrain. "It is only therefore at the present moment that it has become possible 
to speak of a Sudanese Calligraphy, " wrote Williams in 1963, "and this 
calligraphy as we shall see, bears only an indirect relationship to the traditional 
calligraphy of Islam. "43 The reference here is to Shibrain's calligraphic 
paintings, which developed a few years after he studied calligraphy with 
Waqialla as part of his training in graphic design. However, one cannot speak 
of Arabic calligraphy without reference to the idea of art in Islam. 
The Idea of `Art' in Islam 
The idea of art as a creative endeavour is complex in Islam. It is 
intertwined with the philosophical argument of the `existence', `oneness' and 
the `concept' of God in Islam. The oneness of God is vividly expressed in The 
Shahada: `There is no God but Allah and Mohammed is his messenger. ' The 
Shahada was the first declaration made by the Prophet Mohammed to establish 
43 Williams, (1963), p. 20. 
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the monotheistic foundation of the Islamic faith, against idolatry and the 
multiplicity of gods in pre-Islamic society. It is interesting to note how Islam 
differs from the Yoruba religion on this point. The Yoruba have multiple gods 
but they were not depicted in their art. Yet they carved many ancestral figures 
in wood as mediators between them and their deities. Islamic art stands at the 
opposite end of the pole from that of the Yoruba in the portrayal of living beings 
in sculptural forms. "Islamic aesthetics and traditional African aesthetics are 
divergent; " explained Mazrui, "they tend to pull in different ways. "" Islam is 
against meditation on the existence of God in any physical form and of the 
creation of humans in the round. The reason being that Allah is the only creator 
and his creation cannot be imitated. 
The idea of God in Islam, mystical as it is, has created the notion that 
one who believes in Him must feel His existence, which is everywhere, through 
His transcendental qualities. This can only be perceived through His creation, 
but not through the imagination of Him in any particular shape or form. It is 
indicated in the Koran: `Look upon my creation, look upon how I lifted the sky, 
and how the ground has been flattened, and how the mountains were placed on 
top of it. You, the Prophet, are not an imposer, only a reminder of Me who is 
everything. ' (Sura LXXVIII, verses 18-22)45 Allah is absolutely the source of life 
and the creator of all things. Everything, according to Islam, has been allotted 
and fixed for all eternity by God's will. Denis Williams writes: 
44 Mazrui , (1994), p. 50. 
45 The Holy QUR'AN, text, translation and commentary by A. Yusuf All, Publisher: Amana 
Corp., (1983). 
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Every eventuality of material life is 
acknowledged and provided for within the 
structure of Islam. 'Islam' Is in fact that state of 
spiritual existence in which the adherents of 
Mohammedanism achieve the perfect 
submission to the will of God which is the core 
of the faith. 46 
Moslems believe passionately in the superiority and the oneness of 
Allah which is also declared in the Holy Koran: "... say He is God, One God, 
the everlasting Refuge, Who has not begotten and has not been begotten and 
equal to Him is not anyone. " (Sure CX11, verse 2-5)47 Creation is the supreme 
domain of Allah. It cannot be shared by any human being. "He is Allah, the 
Creator, the Originator, the Modeller. " (50.24)48 A school of thought developed 
during the long history of Islam around the oneness of God, which opposes the 
artist as a creator unequal to God. 
This is the main reason that the artist or `musawwir' in Islam cannot 
imitate nature in any representational form, nor can he sign his name to his 
work. (Nowadays, many Moslem artists do sign their names to their work but 
this is undesirable in an orthodox Islamic environment). The artist in Islam does 
not consider himself a creator and his society do not look upon him as an artist 
but as a mere artisan. Although there is a common belief that figurative art is 
forbidden in the Koran, the Koran does not explicitly state any opposition to it. 
Arnold writes: 
[T]here is no specific mention of pictures in the 
Word of God, and the only verse (Qur. v. 92)-'O 
46 Williams, (1963), p. 19. 
47 The Holy QUR'AN, text, translation and commentary by Y. All. Publisher: Amana Corp. 
(1983). 
48 F. M. Verstraete, Pretoria, 1 (1), p. 57. March, (1987). 
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believers, wine and games of chance and statues 
and (divining) arrows are an abomination of 
Satan's handiwork; then avoid itl'49 
Verstraete in his article, "Islamic art: The aesthetic implication of the 
Shahada", expressed the same view. He writes: - 
In the Qur'an there are only a few references to 
artistic activity and there is no foundation in it 
for the prohibition of the representation of 
living forms. 5° 
Nonetheless, Verstraete pointed out that there are two passages in the 
Koran stressing "the unique prerogative of God to create forms and give them 
life and meaning. "5' 
Furthermore, the Hadith censures portrayal of anything that casts a 
shadow S2 This is expressed in the popular expression: `the shadow, but not 
what casts a shadow! 'S3 However it is not as simplistic as this much quoted 
statement conveys. There are objects in Islamic art that cast shadows such as 
ceramics, which are considered an outstanding achievement of Islamic art. The 
Hadith is more definite on the condemnation of the depiction of living creatures 
in a three dimensional form. "The Hadith (Traditions), " stated Verstraete, 
"based on the sayings of the Prophet and his Companions are more explicit in 
49 Thomas Arnold, (1965), p. 5. 
so F. M. Verstraete, (1986), p. 57. 
51 Ibid., p. 57. 
S2 `Hadith', (meaning speech in Arabic) is the tradition, which is based on the sayings of the 
Prophet and the theological interpretation of the words of the Koran. Appreciation of a 
statue in Islam means a meditation of an object, which interferes with the meditation of 
God. To have a statue in one's house is akin to entertaining the devil or the Jinn (evil 
spirit in Arabic). Bence, the 1-ladith censures the illustration of anything that casts a 
shadow. 
53 Williams, (1963), p. 19. 
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their condemnation of figural representation. "54 Accordingly, the motifs of 
birds and animals in Islamic art are considered shadows. We see their frontal, 
two-dimensional portrayal in carpets, ceramics and metal works, etc. Arnold 
indicated that the Prophet Mohammed did not object to the use of these motifs 
for decoration as long as they did not distract the attention of a Moslem during 
the prayer, and "so long as they were in their proper place, being either sat upon 
in cushions or trampled underfoot in carpets. "55 Furthermore, the Moslem 
artist is not allowed to illustrate passages from the Koran, as is the case in 
Christian art, although this has occurred in certain Islamic art S6 Nonetheless 
such a dogma posed a challenge to the creativity of the artist in Islam and that 
led to the decorative rather than the figurative in Islamic art. 
The work of the Moslem artist is supposed to be an outcome of inward 
loyalty and outward obligation to the Oneness of God. Guided by the idea of 
denial, the artist sacrifices his individuality for the sake of his religious beliefs. 
The materialistic earthly life is substituted for a higher spiritual one for the sake 
of God and His heavenly reward, Paradise. This fundamental attitude, and 
important feature has affected the development of Islamic culture in general and 
sa F. M. Verstraete, (1986), p. 57. 
ss Thomas Arnold, (1965), p. 7 
56 As pointed out by Henry Drewal (personal communication) that illustrated passages from the 
Koran occurred in the art of Iran, Mongolia and others. According to Thomas Arnold 
who stated "there has never been any historical tradition in the religious painting of 
Islam-no artistic development in the representation of accepted types-no schools of 
painters of religious subjects... " Yet he mentioned that religious pictures in Islam 
occurred sporadically. lie stated that this became known at the beginning of the 
fourteenth-century. There is no record to show that during the earlier centuries of Islam 
any attempt was made towards pictorial presentation. These earliest records of 
representational art with depiction of the Prophet Mohammed came from China and later 
similar examples appeared in Iran and India. (For more in this topic, see Arnold (Dover 
Books 1965: p. 91-122). 
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art in particular. It was necessary at the time that Islam was born, as Islam was 
a monotheistic religion developed among people who had previously created 
sculpture. Therefore calligraphy and a decorative art of geometric and floral 
patterns became a way of expression in the Islamic world. Verstraete writes: 
The Muslims were challenged to develop an 
aesthetic and an art uniquely their own, which 
would not only differ from the figural traditions 
of Graeco-Roman, Byzantine, and Sassanian art 
of the time, but which would be in accordance 
with their religious beliefs. The alternative 
adopted by the Muslims was an art of 
ornamental, decorative pattern. ' 
The work of Shibrain fits within this Islamic framework. He is a 
devout Moslem who found artistic expression in Arabic calligraphy. 
The Calligraphic Paintings of Shibrain 
Shibrain was born in 1931 in the town of Berber in Northern Sudan. 
He graduated from the School of Fine and Applied Art, Khartoum, in 1955. He 
then studied graphic design at the Central School of Art and Design in London, 
from 1957 to 1960. Painting was not a major concern of Shibrain's during his 
time in London, yet he was painting nostalgic sceneries from Sudan in his spare 
time. These were mainly landscapes in the bright colours of the villages on the 
banks of the Nile. This was at a time when he was exposed to the arts of other 
cultures, including African and Islamic arts exhibited in British museums and 
galleries. He became, more than ever before, conscious of his position as an 
artist in a Moslem society. This awakened in him a desire to learn more about 
his tradition. It was a period of reflection, of seeing his culture in perspective. 
37 Ibid., p. 57. 
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This took place shortly after the Sudan gained its independence from Great 
Britain and Sudanese nationalism was at its peak between (1950s-1960s). It 
heightened his awareness of the value of his culture. 
Upon his return to Sudan, to teach graphic design at the art school in 
Khartoum, Shibrain discovered his dissatisfaction with the position of the artist 
in the Sudanese society, a concern he shared with other Sudanese artists of his 
generation. This dissatisfaction stemmed from the inherent status of the painter 
in Islam versus that of the calligrapher. The position of the calligrapher in an 
Islamic society like Sudan is one of honour and respect due to his service in 
exalting the language of the Holy Koran and beautifying the Words of God by 
the work of his hand. By doing so, he glorifies the sublimity of Allah and 
perpetuates the faith. This is in contrast to that of the artist who produces 
undesirable images. Arnold compared the status of the calligrapher in Islam to 
that of the painter in his publication, Painting in Islam. He wrote on the 
undesirable position of the painter: 
On the Day of Judgement the punishment of hell 
will be meted out to the painter, and he will be 
called upon to breathe life into the forms that he 
has fashioned; but he cannot breathe life into 
anything. The reason for his damnation is this: 
in fashioning the form of a being that has life, 
the painter is usurping the creative function of 
the Creator and thus is attempting to assimilate 
himself to Cod3e 
The same of course, applies to the sculptor. On one hand is the 
undesirability of the work of the painter and the sculptor and on the other is the 
meager reward they would usually receive for their work. Normally they are not 
58 Thomas Arnold, (1965), p. 5. 
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well paid for their work. Due to these religious and economic concerns, art in 
Sudan, especially that of a painter or sculptor, was not a profession that the 
young generations strived for at that time. It is not easy for an ardent Moslem to 
indulge in a course of action considered contradictory to his beliefs. To some 
extent, this contributed to the development of Shibrain's calligraphic art. He 
abandoned the type of nostalgic paintings he was doing in Britain and began to 
experiment with abstract forms. 59 
Shibrain realised the standard of calligraphy and graphic design in the 
country was crude and badly in need of revitalisation. The crudity of design 
may be seen in plate (3-13), which is a common example of the type of naYve 
work that was popular before the beginning of art education in the Sudan. 
Shibrain was well aware of the ancient Sudanese tradition of adorning homes 
and buildings with calligraphic pictures of Koranic verses and poetry, a tradition 
that had long gone stale. His conviction to rejuvenate this tradition and to create 
sound design within traditional boundaries grew stronger. He began to search 
for ways to develop and integrate Arabic calligraphy with design in his graphic 
work. He immersed himself in experimenting with Islamic motifs and 
calligraphy. The two watercolour paintings Mosque Impressions plate (3-14) 
and The Flower plate (3-15), were both completed after his return to Khartoum 
from England. The Mosque Impressions is made of transparent and opaque 
tones of blue and black colours, with repeated images of two domes, crescents 
and patterns of diamond shapes. These motifs are derived from the traditional 
59 At the time I was studying at the Slade School in London, and frequently visited Shibrain and 
saw the type of painting he was doing then. We had many discussions on art in those 
days. 
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regional motifs of wall decoration. The calligraphy round the dome and the 
Islamic motifs, together with the title give the picture its meaning. In the other 
painting, The Flower, the black circles hint at the shapes of flowers. Again, 
Arabic calligraphy is incorporated in the design. The images in both paintings 
are abstracted in a simplified mystical manner. It seems that he is attempting to 
indicate reality through flat plains with the least use of colours. This was the 
beginning of his preference for abstract art and his fascination with Arabic 
calligraphy. 
Soon after, decorations and colours disappeared from Shibrain's 
calligraphic work. He concentrated on experimenting with pure calligraphy 
using pen and ink on paper as a medium. He indulged in abstracting, in an 
austere complex fashion, the Arabic calligraphy of Koranic verses into powerful 
visual images. "An ancient, somewhat rigid tradition was turned by Shibrain, " 
wrote Beier, "into a vehicle for modem art-a rare achievement in contemporary 
African art. "60 He departed from the formalities and rules of the traditional 
classical Islamic calligraphy, which are apparent in the work of his teacher 
Waqialla, plate (3.16). Shibrain had taken Arabic calligraphy in a new 
direction. He invested it with energy and gave it a new dimension. Plate (3-17) 
Abstraction 1 and Abstraction 2 plate (3-18) are two dynamic scripts by 
Shibrain, which show his free treatment of calligraphy. 
If we compare Abstraction 1 and 2 to Waqialla's serene and dignified 
work in plate (3-16) the difference in their style becomes obvious. Every detail 
in Waqialla's calligraphic piece is highly controlled, carefully measured, and 
60 U. Beier (1968), p. 34. 
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proportionately considered. It has all the signs of a well versed and 
sophisticatedly executed piece of classic calligraphy. It is a Koranic text written 
in Kufi script called Mus-haff, (Koranic Kufic). This version of Kuli script is 
noted for its relative fluidity and stately appearance 61 However these two 
contrasting scripts should not be compared due to the difference of their 
nature. 2 The comparison here is to highlight the difference in their styles. 
Waqialla is a well-known professional calligrapher who works in the traditional 
realm of classic calligraphy. He is the doyen of modern classic calligraphy in 
Sudan, and he is considered to be one of the leading Arabic calligraphers of the 
twentieth century. 
By contrast, Shibrain used traditional calligraphy as a point of 
departure to invent his own style. Shibrain does not need to sign his work, as 
his style is very recognisable. It stands out from that of his contemporaries who 
also used calligraphy as an artistic method of expression. The austerity of 
Shibrain's forms and the clarity of his strokes flow from right to left with 
splendid energy, (Arabic writing is opposite to English script, as it flows from 
right to left. ), as in Abstraction 1 and 2. The bareness of the backgrounds, are 
traits of his calligraphic art. His calligraphic abstractions are an effective 
simplification of Arabic calligraphy, which invites complexity in its forms. 
Williams gives a brief account of Shibrain's calligraphic abstraction: 
a1 See Arabic Calligraphy in Manuscripts, exh. cat., of Arabic calligraphy at the Islamic Art 
Gallery, King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic Studies, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 
(1986), p. 57. 
62 Kufi is generally architectural in form while Shibrain's calligraphy is based on a free version 
of `thulth'. 
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He has extended the concentrated and intense 
idiom of Islamic tradition by the trimming away 
of Oriental excrescences and flourish, and the 
reduction of form to its most austere essentials: 
straight and curved lines, contrasts of pure 
mass. At this level the Arabesque all but 
disappears, but the work remains charged with 
the traditional complexity. " 
Shibrain sacrificed the meaning of the text for the sake of his 
composition and its visual effect. The Koranic texts of these works are illegible 
but this can also be said of Waqialla's Kufi script in plate (3.16). In Waqialla's 
case, one needs to have knowledge of the language as well as the intricacies of 
the Arabic calligraphy in order to be able to read the text, appreciate its beauty 
and understand its divine meaning. Some knowledge of the Arabic language is 
necessary for the purpose of knowing the up-right position for hanging or 
viewing each picture of Shibrain's work. Regrettably, two of his works, 
Abstraction 3 plate (3.19) and Abstraction 4 plate (3-20) were printed upside 
down in two different publications. This of course altered their aesthetic value 
and destroyed their meaning. ' It is perhaps a lack of knowledge of the Arabic 
language, which led to these mistakes. However knowledge of calligraphy and 
its nuances is not necessary to appreciate the beauty of Shibrain's calligraphic 
compositions. They can be appreciated as paintings and ornaments. 
In his work, Shibrain has done away with the legibility of the text, and 
the measurements of classical traditional calligraphy. Yet his work acquired 
vitality and originality through this process. Arabic calligraphy has an elaborate 
63 D. Williams, (1963). P. 20. 
64 See Contemporary African Art (1999), by Sidney L. Kasfir, p. 193 where Shibrain's 
calligraphy (illustration 161) is printed up side down. Also see Beier, (1968), p. 36, 
(illustration 17) has been printed up side down. 
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system of measurements. It is based on the use of rhomboid dots produced by 
the pen. This depends on the type of the script, the angle and width of the tip of 
the pen in use. Schimmel gives a description of the measurements of Arabic 
calligraphy: 
The measurements were taken by rhomboid 
points produced by the pen so that an auf would 
be, according to the style, 5,7, or 9 points high, a 
ba I point high and 5 points long, and so on. 
This geometry of the letters, which was 
perfected by explaining the relations among the 
parts of letters in circles and semicircles, has 
remained binding for calligraphers to our day, 
and the perfection of a script is judged 
according to the relation of the letters to each 
bs other, not simply to their shape. 
Waqialla's calligraphy is an exemplary and refined example of such 
rules of measurements. These elements are absent from Shibrain's work. He 
created his own measurements; hence each of his calligraphic works reflects a 
different temperament. "Shibrain's calligraphy is inspired, " explained Beier, 
"highly sensitive and capable of expressing a wide variety of moods. "66 
Shibrain's calligraphy is cleverly executed. Although it is difficult to read the 
text, each of his works contains a key word to indicate that this is a divine text 
and this key word is Allah. In all his Koranic calligraphy the word `Allah' has a 
prominent place in his compositions. It is usually scripted in large thick heavy 
letters. This can be seen at the top and base of Abstraction l and at the top of 
Abstraction 2. Allah is also apparent in Abstraction, 3,4, and 5, but they are all 
65 Schimmel, Calligraphy and Islamic Culture, (1984), p. 19. 
66 U. Beier, (1968), p. 34. 
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different in size, shape and design. Abstraction 4 is created by an overlapping 
of the word Allah. 
A devoted Moslem is expected to remember God at all times. The 
remembrance of God or Zikr Allah is part of the Moslem daily routine. A 
Moslem prays five times a day and after each prayer, he remembers Allah by 
repeating His descriptive names such as Rahman and Rahim, (the Merciful and 
the Compassionate), over and over on his prayer beads. After a while, the 
repetition of the names of Allah becomes more of a rhythmic elevating sound 
and less of actual words. The repetition of the word `Allah' in the work of 
Shibrain is part of his remembrance of God and his inward spiritual loyalty. An 
example of this repetition is seen in Abstraction 4. It is his commitment to the 
oneness of God. The repetition of words in his work and the illegibility of part 
of his text are interconnected and an intrinsic characteristic of Islamic art. 
Repetition of the descriptive names of God, His Divine Words, geometric and 
floral motifs may be found in Arabesque, calligraphy, and architecture. 
Rhythmic sounds may be heard in religious Islamic rituals and the recitation of 
the Koran which one hears daily in the Islamic world in the mosques. They are 
part of the multiplicity and unity of forms in Islamic art. 
Multiplicity and unity of forms are expressed in many ways in Islamic 
art. Moslems all over the world direct their prayers towards the Kaabah at 
Mecca, the Holy City of Islam and the symbol of Heaven on Earth. Other 
mosques in other cities and places are symbols of the Kaabah and are 
symbolically connected to the Kaabah by the Gibla, which is the facade of the 
mosque that is facing Mecca. This connection and spiritual unity is repeated in 
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the way Moslems perform their prayers. Every Friday, thousands of Moslems 
meet in the mosque to pray. They stand row upon row, repeating the same 
movements and sounds during the prayer, facing toward Mecca. They are a 
mass and yet are separate entities; each is intent upon his own salvation; each 
wrapped in inner calm but united in the oneness of God. 
The same multiplicity and unity may be observed in the architecture of 
the mosque. It is apparent in the repetition of the rhythmic arches and columns 
of the mosque, which enhance the sublime feel of its space. Multiplicity and 
unity are also echoed in the continuity and flow of the harmonious calligraphy 
and ornamentation, which does not convey action, nor does it interfere with the 
architectural forms. They invite contemplation by their serenity and the infinity 
of their repetition. All these elements of multiple shapes, forms and sound are 
drawn together to express in harmonious unity the sublimity of one God. 
Arabic calligraphy with its infinite variations of shapes is a unifying factor in 
Islam. It is practiced by Moslems of different cultures, backgrounds, and 
ethnicity all over the world. 
Shibrain's calligraphic paintings are distinguishable by the clarity of 
their abstraction, the compactness of their design, and the intricacy and the 
forcefulness of their lines. They are closely associated with the concept that 
God is One. They convey or attempt to convey this mystical concept, but their 
meaning seems to be lost in the swiftness of their calligraphic strokes except for 
the word `Allah'. They acquire an abstract quality, due to the illegibility of their 
words. Their abstraction resonates the concept of the existence and the oneness 
of God. They are arrangements of repetitious words twined and interwoven 
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together in unified forms. They diffuse the spiritual with the visual, they reveal 
and conceal. The word `Allah' reveals their religious content while their 
illegibility conceals their numinous messages. 
The beauty of Shibrain's calligraphic paintings is in their sculptural 
design. It is in the interplay between the positive and negative spaces of their 
compositions and the contrast between the static and energetic shapes of their 
designs. In his calligraphic abstractions, the word `Allah' takes a prominent 
place in the composition. It is rendered in a static position while the rest of the 
forms radiate with bold movements. The bold action of their lines is 
contradictory to the gentleness of traditional calligraphy Classical traditional 
calligraphy is not supposed to express action but to enhance the tranquility of 
the space through the rhythmic flow of its characters especially in the mosque. 
For this reason the ornate Kufic script is normally used in the decoration of 
mosques. It invites contemplation with its stately pace. It seems to conceal the 
decorative elements in its geometric figuration even in the verses of the Koran. 
However the bold lines with their swift movements in Shibrain's compositions 
are the result of his training in graphic design. By virtue of his training as a 
modern artist, he was aspiring to show his individuality through his work. lie 
resorted to innovation and variations through experimentation for the sake of 
originality. 
Shibrain's position is different from that of Waqialla who was trained 
primarily and traditionally in Arabic calligraphy. In a way, Waqialla's situation 
resembles that of Lamidi Fakeye who works within the confines of traditional 
Yoruba woodcarving. Waqialla aimed at distinguishing himself through the 
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rigor of the traditional framework of calligraphy. Both Shibrain and Waqialla 
were creating within the realm of their disciplines. however Arabic calligraphy 
came to Sudan with the advent of the Arabs and has been there for the last six 
centuries. Through time and practice it had become a tradition while graphic 
design is a new discipline that arrived in Sudan with the establishment of art 
education. It came from a Western tradition which requires innovation and the 
use of foreign techniques. The conventionality of Waqialla's work stands in 
contrast to Shibrain's field of creativity, which is new and open to innovation 
and outside influence. Verstraete compares the conventionality of Islamic art to 
innovativeness of Western art: 
The principles inherent in Islam determine the 
predominant features of its art and ensure its 
unity throughout history. This conservatism 
and recourse to the traditional is in direct 
contrast to the western tendency to variety and 
" innovation. 
Yet the inherent principles in Islam, which gave its art a unity throughout 
history, had also bred its wide diversity. The encounters of Islam with numerous 
cultures during its spread over a great part of the globe had assured the diversity 
of its art and multi-faceted its conventionality. Its conservatism had kept its 
tradition alive and evolving, as happened in Sudan. Its tradition has evolved 
from antiquity to the present time and Shibrain's work is an intrinsic outcome of 
its evolution. 
The action in Shibrain's paintings, which is in contrast to the 
tranquility of traditional Islamic calligraphy, obvious in Waqialla's calligraphy, 
67 Verstracte, (1986), p. 58. 
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is a result of his training. Williams attributed the quality of Shibrain's 
calligraphic work to his education, which brought him in contact with Western 
ideas and techniques. In other words, his work was influenced by the ideas he 
acquired through his training. Williams writes: 
Shibrain's European training has brought him 
into contact with systems of ideas inherent in the 
European plastic, and most emphatically with 
the dogma of picture as object. In this dogma 
the planar frontal conception of the picture area 
as the entire field of expression, is the idea or 
catalyst which has made the fusion of the two 
visions - East and West - possible, and causes 
them to merge in a common aesthetic. 6' 
There should be no question that Shibrain's education and contact with the 
outside world has some influence on the way he conceives his ideas. This is not 
at issue. However, Williams' idea of the "picture as object" and its surface as 
the entire field of expression is rather problematic in its concept, when it is 
applied to the work of Shibrain by alleging that this made it possible for him to 
fuse two visions together, East and West. 
It is an interesting idea but its relevance to Shibrain's work is not 
clear. What is the connection of Arabic calligraphy to Western art? Williams 
did not offer any explanation as to the relationship between these entirely 
different visions. Neither abstraction in art nor the organisation of shapes in a 
two-dimensional plane is new to Africa. Both are part of African art history. 
Arabic calligraphers in Africa have known for centuries how to express 
themselves in multiple calligraphic forms in a confined two-dimensional plane. 
Both Williams and Beier attempted to relate Shibrain's calligraphic paintings to 
68 D. Williams, (1963), p. 20. 
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the works of modern Western artists. It is not clear that there is an obvious 
relation between them. Nonetheless, Williams wrote 
Shibrain has transformed the traditional 
Graciousness of the Arabesque into plastic 
construction aesthetically related to the work of 
European painters such as Modrian, Miro, and 
Hans Hartung. 69 
It is not necessarily correct to assume that the works of these artists 
are aesthetically related just because they are of abstract style. Just as there is a 
visual difference between the work of Mondrian and Miro, there is also a 
difference between the work of Shibrain and these artists. Williams was 
looking at the calligraphic work of Shibrain as pure abstract designs or he would 
not have said: "no knowledge of Arabic is needed to grasp the power of his 
design. "70 Williams' assumption that Shibrain's paintings are just pure designs 
deprive them of their meanings and functions. This is similar in fashion to the 
way modern Western artists looked at traditional African art when they 
encountered it. They saw its shapes and forms as abstract technical devices 
devoid from their social content and functions. 
The paintings of Shibrain are not purely abstract compositions. They 
have meaning and function and are spiritual symbols of blessing and faith. 
They are a pious act, which is meant to glorify God and edify the believers. 
One needs to know Arabic to distinguish them as holy verses and to fully 
appreciate their beauty, and decipher their meanings. Their beauty is in their 
meaning as well as in their aesthetics. As mentioned previously, some 
69 Williams, (1963), p. 20. 
70 E. Brown quoted D. Williams in her publication of (1966), p. 109. 
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knowledge of Arabic is necessary to avoid displaying them incorrectly. It is 
offensive in Islamic culture to display Koranic verses upside down. Beier, after 
claiming that Shibrain's work reminds him of the works of European abstract 
artist like Soulages and Hartung wrote: 
Shibrain's forms do not swim in a vacuum, they 
do not suffer from the emptiness and flimsiness, 
the contrived, rational coldness of so much 
abstract art in Europe. 71 
Shibrain did not look outside his culture for inspiration. His 
inspiration came from his daily routine and his way of life as a Moslem. His art 
is an integral part of his life, culture, and tradition. He grew up in a tradition 
that values abstraction in the form of surface decoration and Arabic calligraphy. 
It is ironic that Shibrain's work is compared to that of Western artists whose 
culture began to abstract naturalistic forms in its art after its entry into the 
twentieth century. And after its artists `discovered' African art, "and were 
inspired and transformed by it, " as Henry Drewal said 72 Abstraction in art has 
long been a tradition in Sudan. 
71 U. Beier, (1968), p. 34. 
72 Personal communication with Henry Drewal, May 2003. 
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Plate 3-4 
Doorway decorated by setting the bricks in various arrangements 
to create patterns. The area of Dongola, Nubia, Sudan. 
Source: The World and /, March 1992, p. 644. 
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Outside corner of a house near Kerma, Nubia, Sudan, embellished with 
simple geometric patterns incised into the wall surface. 
Source: As in 3-4, p. 647. 
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Plate 3-6 
Entrance to a Nubian house decorated with various patterns including animal motifs. 
Plate 3-7 
Sitting room (diwan), its interior decorated with geometric shapes. 
Source: House Decoration in Nubia (1972), pp. 133. 
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Plate 3-8 
Drawings made by W. Merrill of the decorations in Nubian 
wooden door locks that were in the region of Halfa, Sudan. 
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Source: Sudan Notes and Records, vol. 45 (1964), p. 32. 
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Plate 3-9 
Photograph showing Nubian women wearing jewelry. Earrings have crescent 
shape reminiscent of Ancient Nubian jewelry as seen in plate 3-10. 
Source: The River Nile (1966), p. 102. National Geographic Publication. 
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Plate 3-10 
Necklace from Ancient Meroc, of silver, garnet and glass, bearing crescent shaped silver 
pendants with spherical tips. 
Source: Sudan: Ancient Kingdoms of the Nile (1997), p. 336. 
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Lyre or Kissar. Nubia, Sudan, late 19`h century. 
Wood, leather, gut, glass, cowries. 
Source: Africa: The Art of a Continent. (1995), p. 132. 
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Plate 3-12 
A print of Arabic calligraphy showing the type cal' imported calligraphy 
from Egypt to Sudan. 
Source: Amir Nour 
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Plate 3-13 
Advertisement For Sudan Airways, showing the type of crude design 
that existed in Sudan betirre art education was introduced in the country 
. Source: As in 3-6 
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Plate 3-14 
Mosque Impressions. Watercolour. Shibrain. 
Source: Contemporary African Art from the Harmon Foundation, National Archives and 
Records Administration Still Picture Branch, A 18639-SS00. 
Plate 3-15 
Flower. Watercolour. Shibrain. 
Source: Contemporary African Art from the Harmon Foundation, 
National Archives and Records Administration Still Picture Branch, A 18639-SSOO 
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Plate 3-16 
Koranic verse (opening of Surat Mariam, chapter 19 on the Birth of Christ), in Kufi 
script by Osman Waqialla. Ink and Gold on loh. 1984.49x22 cm. Collection of the 
artist. 
Source: Seven Stories About Modern Art in Africa, Concept and General Editor, 
Clementine Deliss (1995), p. 112. 
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Plate 3-17 
Koranic Verse- Abstraction 1. Shibrain 
Source: Collection of the Artist 
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Plate 3-18 
Koranic Verse- Abstraction 2. Shibrain 
Source: Collection of the Artist 
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Plate 3-19 
Koranic Verse- Abstraction 3. Shibrain. 
Source: Collection of the Artist 
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(a) Plate 3-20 (b) 
Koranic Verses- Abstraction 4 (a), Abstraction 5 (b), Shibrain 
OSource: Collection of the Artist 
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Chapter Four 
Tradition and Continuity in the Art of the First Generation 
of Sudanese Artists 
A combination of different kinds of 
excellent training, inspiration and 
camaraderie guided their efforts 
towards the creation of a modern 
artistic identity, which could express 
their dual African and Islamic identity. 
Elsbeth Court, (1995), p. 295. 
This part is a continuation of the previous chapter on Shibrain's work. 
Its aim is to illustrate that Shibrain's endeavour to develop a style of painting in 
twentieth century Sudanese art through innovation within his tradition, is shared 
by some of his contemporaries. I will point out by order of contribution those 
artists whose work is in the same vein as Shibrain. I will limit my discussion to 
examples of their work and brief biographical notes on each. Then I will show 
that in turning to their tradition for inspiration they developed an identifiable 
important trend in African art and that their work is a convergence of different 
historical and contemporary elements. I will explain that this trend has become a 
beacon of influence for local artists and others in African countries and will 
demonstrate the affinity of this mood of development to works by artists in 
North Africa. I will continue to illustrate that the hybridity of their art is a 
transformation of the realities they experience and a positive outcome of their 
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Plate 3-10 
Necklace from Ancient Meroe, of silver, garnet and glass, bearing crescent shaped silver 
pendants with spherical tips. 
Source: Sudan: Ancient Kingdoms of the Nile (1997), p. 336. 
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events. He was the first Sudanese artist to engage in illustrating calligraphic 
Arabic motifs and Islamic themes in his work. 2 He is an influential artist in the 
sense that he opened the door for other artists to follow his lead although his 
work is a mixture of different elements ranging from figurative to abstract. It is 
not concentrated to a greater degree in Arabic calligraphy like Waqialla's and 
Shibrain's work. He integrates the profane with the esoteric and the sacred. In 
some cases it is difficult to decipher his work unless you are associated with him 
and his ideas. 
Tag began his higher education by studying law at the University of 
Khartoum. During his second year in the law school he left Khartoum to study 
architecture at the University of Sheffield, England on a government 
scholarship. Two years later he realised that architecture was not the field he 
aspired to and returned to Sudan to happily join the School of Fine and Applied 
Art as an instructor in 1957. This was a very hard time for Tag who was torn 
between his desire to be an artist and the resentment from his family caused by 
his not wishing to become a lawyer. Careers in law, medicine, and engineering 
were highly desirable in Sudan and still are for their prestige and economic 
benefit. I still flinch when I remember how difficult it was to choose to be an 
artist and how painful that choice was for my family. That was the dilemma the 
generation of those days had to face 
2 Although Tag was familiar with Waqialla's calligraphy, he was not a student of his like 
Shibrain and Salahi nor did Tag study Arabic calligraphy formally. He learnt English 
calligraphy as part of his training in architecture. 
I have known Tag for a very long time. We are relatives, friends and colleagues from the days 
of secondary school. We were together in Sudan and England from (1957 to 1965). 
During these years we shared many thoughts and ideas about art and personal matters. I 
can certainly speak with confidence about his work during that time because I knew him 
closely. 
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This was partly the reason many artists left the country. It was the lack 
of social, financial and appreciative support that drove most of us out of the 
Sudan, let alone the religious disapproval against the making of representational 
sculpture. Elsbeth Court has a point in writing: "The exodus of these artists 
from their professional base at home is poignant" It was not an easy affair to 
abandon the place of your birth and the land you loved especially if you were 
young, full of energy, ambition and big dreams. The departure from home 
created nostalgia within these artists and generated an attempt to reconcile the 
realities of their situation with that of their culture and its history. They saw 
their society and culture from outside its immediate surroundings as an outsider. 
They strived to make their vision and ideas comprehensible to their society. 
They turned to the use of Arabic calligraphy and decorative elements in their 
work. It was an attempt to make themselves more accessible, acceptable and 
respectable within their society because these two elements, calligraphy and 
decoration are well appreciated and understood by the public at large. These two 
traditional elements became a guiding vision to their creativity. This is one 
reason behind Shibrain's success as a painter, who is living productively in the 
Sudan especially during "the current `state of decline, "' as mentioned by 
° Personally I left Sudan because sculpture had a bleak future and more so now than ever 
before, due to the fundamental Islamic attitude of the country. 
s Elsbeth Court, Seven Stories about Modern Art in Africa (1995), p. 294. Sidney L. Kasfir, 
(1999: 190), related the migration of African artists from their countries to urban centers 
abroad to political repression or economic deprivation. It is not similar as explained by 
Kasfir to the romantic notion that energised Western artists like Paul Gauguin (1848- 
1903) to look for an exotic experience outside their own milieu. 
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Elsbeth Court. His art is compatible with the Islamic ideas and attitude that 
are prevailing today in Sudan. 
Between (1957-1959) Tag immersed himself in exploring his inner 
thoughts, memories of his childhood and the environment of his surroundings. 
Some of his themes were memories of personal events. In that respect they 
correspond to the view of the Nigerian artist Osi Audu who said of his work, 
and which was further noted by John Mack in his publication of (2003), that 
they are "containers of memory". Some are records of the activities and 
sights in Shara el Sultan (Sultan street) with its old cranky tram that used to 
pass by Tag's house many times a day. He saw and remembered the shrine of a 
holy man a block away and the cuttings from Egyptian newspapers hanging on 
the wall of the neighbourhood barber's shop showing characters like King 
Faroque of Egypt, his family and other personalities. These are part of Tag's 
memories and repertoires. His themes include Ottoman Khedive, oil on canvas 
(1958), and Interior with Sarcophagus, lithograph (1962). His paintings are 
imbued with mystery as may be seen in his painting plate (4-1) Interior with 
Untold Fortune (1957-58). 
This painting is about a simple sad story but with vast social 
implications. It is the story of a young woman who was in love with a man her 
own age. She was unable to marry him as her family had arranged for her to be 
6 Ibid., p. 294. 
John Mack. The Museum of the Mind (2003), 25. The oral tradition of Sudan is like its 
counterpart in Africa. It is a distillation of memories. For example my recollection of 
events from an earlier age has played a role in the formation on my sculpture. Gracing at 
Shendi was part of my childhood memories in my hometown Shendi. See Sylvia H. 
Williams, Mohamed Omer Khalil etching, Amir Nour sculpture (1994) pp. 35-43. 
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wedded to an older richer man. She stealthily consulted a fortuneteller who 
informed her to beware of August 13th, which was the date supposedly set for 
her wedding. Unfortunately she died on that particular day. Some people 
believe, including Tag, that she had committed suicide because of her love. This 
is not a unique story. Many incidents like this so often take place in a society 
that believed in arranged marriage. 
Tag is sensitive to the plight of the Sudanese women, which is borne 
out in his painting plate( 4-1). It shows seven cowries displayed in a square, 
painted behind a female figure. The cowries are the instruments by which the 
fortuneteller reads a person's future. Two of the cowries are illustrated inside a 
circle with August 13 written in Arabic. The circle is painted near the head of 
the woman at the right top corner of the square. The Arabic calligraphy is used 
here to convey the essential message, the core of the entire theme of the 
painting, which is the date of the death of the unfortunate girl. Tag introduced to 
Sudanese painting the use of calligraphy as a key to the content of the painting, 
and the blend of calligraphy and figural elements as is seen in this painting. 
Later Ibrahim El-Salahi elaborated considerably in the same vein. 
One cowry is held in a palm of a hand symbolising the fortuneteller. 
The female figure of the girl dominates the painting. A circle of lines masks her 
face, as she does not want to be identified. The lower part of her body has two 
hands sticking out of it, characterising the meddling of others in her personal 
affairs. The drapery round her lower body and its texture express her inner 
feeling and torment. This painting speaks and reflects on a social problem 
pertaining to marriage and relationships yet it is an analogy of Tag's own 
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anguish during that time as he struggled with similar experience to do with love 
and marriage. He dealt with similar concerns in his work as well as themes of 
Islamic rites .8 Tag correlated traditional forms with symbolism and 
contemporary Sudanese elements in dream like paintings. 
In part, I was also a contributor to the use of Arabic calligraphy in 
Sudanese painting but at a later date than Tag. It was during my years at the 
Slade School of Fine Art at London University (1959-1962), 1 studied 
lithography as a subsidiary subject to sculpture as I was fascinated by stone as a 
medium of printing and the possibilities of creating different values with various 
simple tools such as charcoal and wax pencil. Plate (4-2) is a lithograph titled 
Confession, which I completed in (1961). It is a personal piece of writing, which 
I did not want to be read and understood. For this reason I chose to write in a 
version of Diwäni script, which. is a sinuous and highly intricate calligraphy 
script. It is excessively cursive and its super structured characters make it 
difficult to read. The letters of this particular script flow with vitality to join 
together in an unconventional manner. Diwäni was developed in the late 
fifteenth century by the Ottoman Turks and was used mainly for epithets, 
decorative emblems and official writings by the Turkish sultans -9 
e Tag executed a memorable painting in 1958 titled The Mauled (the celebration of the birth of 
the Prophet Mohammed). It was actually the beginning of the introduction of Arabic 
calligraphy in Sudanese painting. Its design was based on the layout of a carpet with a 
rectangular border that carried decorative elements and Arabic calligraphy. Inside the 
border are detailed miniatures of some of the festival activities in flat shapes and colours 
that echo a mediaeval manuscript. After its completion Tag sold the painting to a Swiss 
businessman who was on a short visit to Sudan. Unfortunately he lost track of the 
painting. A record of this painting has yet to be found. 
9 Y. H. Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy (1978), p. 30 and p. 132. 
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Nonetheless I was not interested in creating a contrived elegant 
composition rather I wanted to illustrate an energetic movement on the surface 
of the paper with different contrasting values in black and white. It was a mere 
coincidence that Shibrain's calligraphic paintings and my lithographic prints 
share some elements. They are both experimentations in black and white of 
swift calligraphic movements that happened at different times and places. In 
1961 Shibrain was teaching in Khartoum while I was still studying in London. 
Mine was a brief encounter with lithography and Arabic calligraphy. 10 It was 
limited to the time I spent in the Slade School and later in Yale University. My 
interest in the use of Arabic calligraphy and in particular the Diwäni script is 
also due to the flow of its characters in circular movements, which are evident 
in plate( 4-2). The shapes of this script have a similar configuration to the forms 
I was exploring in sculpture. During this time I was absorbed in spherical 
rounded forms. 
Another artist of high repute and skill, whose work also shares 
aesthetic values and representational devices with the work of Shibrain, is 
Ibrahim El Salahi (b. 1930). He first studied at Gordon Memorial College, then 
the Slade School of Fine Art (1954-1957). In 1962 Salahi received a UNESCO 
travelling fellowship for six months and later a Rockefeller Foundation grant for 
a year, which he spent in the USA (1964-1965). He is known for his revolt 
against his academic training, which has been mentioned on many occasions in 
writings on his art. For example George Melly wrote in 1992: 
10 Lithography as a medium has yet to be introduced in Sudan. 
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He trained at the Slade in the days when rules 
were rigid, when there was a right way and a 
wrong way to do things and nothing in between. 
He resents this bitterly, but i feel it has probably 
been of value to him. ' 
I agree with Melly that Salahi's training at the Slade had an 
indispensable effect on his work. Unquestionably he is a draftsman of high 
caliber. He possesses a meticulous sense for details, which is apparent in his 
work. His training at the Slade solidified this quality in his drawings and 
afforded him the opportunity to be in touch with the Islamic art in the British 
Museum and Victoria and Albert Museum of which he said: "I was most 
fascinated by the treasures of wonderful Islamic art they have there, and I kept 
wondering about the possibility of trying to bring that into my own work. It was 
most valuable to me, and I thought, why not let it flow? "12 
The love of Islamic art and decoration was instilled in him at an early 
stage, from the time of his childhood when his father had a religious school for 
teaching children the Koran and the drawing of the Sharafa. Children learned to 
write the Koran on wooden boards and adorn its passages with decorative 
borders called EI-Sharafa. (Sharafa means to embellish or beautify with 
patterns. It is from the verb Uesharaf, which means to honor and respect. ) This 
was strengthened later during Salahi's study under Greenlaw. It was the 
emphasis Greenlaw placed on indigenous decorative and Islamic 
nonrepresentational art that had an influence on Salahi's attitude. He was eager 
11 George Melly, "Ibrahim El Salahi, Images in Black and White, " exhibition cat., September 
(1992), see foreword. 
12 Ibrahim el Salahi, "Portfolio: Paintings and Drawings" in African arts/arts d'afrique, 
Autumn (1967), vol. 1, no. 1. p. 19. 
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upon his return to Sudan from studying abroad to look for an identifying theme 
to suit his individuality, which he found at home, in his culture and his tradition. 
Salahi is also fond of doodling with pen and ink on paper. He thinks of 
his drawing as a meditation in the unknown. He sees his art as a free expression 
of his inner soul, a revelation from within. Salahi described his work in an 
interview with Ulli Beier in 1993 by saying: 
The things I draw are not imagined; they 
appear in front of my eyes ... Sometimes, like a 
fraction of a second, the horizon opens and I see 
them... I work like a medium, so my imagery is 
not something I think shout. I do not create 
them they create themselves. " 
An example of his doodling in Arabic calligraphy may be seen in plate 
(4-3). The calligraphy in this drawing is written in white paint against a black 
background in ragged organic interrelated lines, which make them look as if 
they were made out of rods twisted to make their different shapes. Its wandering 
lines mask their meaning as a written verse while giving it spontaneity, which is 
a result of the method of its execution. This spontaneity is what Salahi would 
like us to see. Sometimes he combines the figurative with the decorative. It is a 
process that he describes: "of wedding what flows from within with what you 
have acquired from outside. "14 Salahi acquired two main elements from 
outside; techniques matched with high skill, and knowledge of other people and 
their history. '5 One of his well-known paintings is The Mosque (1964) oil on 
canvas, plate (4-4), in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modem Art 
" S. L. Kasfir, Contemporary African Art (1999), p. 138. 
14 Ibid., p. 140. 
Is Ibid., p. 139. 
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New York. It shares the theme and some details with Shibrain's watercolour 
Mosque Impressions plate (3-14). The similarities between them are apparent in 
the characteristics of the mosque in both paintings. Islamic lunar motifs, domes 
and abstract flat symbols such as minarets, which adorn their surfaces. These 
are identification markers that reveal the content of their themes. Salahi's 
painting contains an African face and forms executed in flat dark brown and 
black colours and heavy texture. Most of Salahi's paintings are a combination of 
African imageries, Arabic calligraphy and motifs of which Visona writes: 
"Salahi's desire to create images through calligraphic strokes, merging the 
Islamic with the African heritage of figurative art. "16 
A noteworthy artist who also belongs to this group is M. H. Rahim El- 
Shaigi (b 1935) Shaigi studied both in Sudan and England and worked as a 
designer at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden in London. He is a 
meticulous, orderly artist whose work is characterised by delicate, colourful 
interlocking geometric patterns, which relate to Islamic and Nubian decorative 
arts. His painting Arabesque 1 plate (4-5) is a good example of his work of that 
period. Shaigi's work, in particular his series of Arabesque paintings, represent 
the serene decorative side of Islamic art rather than its graceful calligraphy. This 
painting with its interlocking modular motifs and their honeycomb like shapes 
can fit comfortably within architecture like the Alhambra palace of the Muslim 
rulers in Granada, Spain (1309-1354). It is exquisitely composed in a traditional 
vein, yet the idea of its design derived from Islamic ceramic tiles of an 
16 Monica B. Visonä, "Lands of the Nile: Egypt, Nubia and Ethiopia" in A History ofArt In 
Africa (2001), p. 76. 
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architectural order into a painting destined to be hung on a wall, is refreshing 
and modem in its outlook. The purity of its design and the repetition of its 
abstract shapes organised into a framed painting is like orchestrating a classic 
piece of music in a new fashion. It is an absorbing painting. '? 
The work of this group of pioneering artists was the first attempt by 
well-trained, and dedicated Sudanese artists who were seeking to create an art 
within the realm of their tradition and culture. ' 8 Denis Williams, who taught in 
the Art School in Khartoum, observed in 1963: 
The Sudanese artist today continues a tradition 
in domestic decoration in which calligraphy has 
been used to exalt and safeguard the 
language .... It must be remembered that 
traditionally the whole content of Sudanese 
artistic expression lay in this form - no other 
17 For more on the twentieth century Sudanese art see A. Nour, "Painting, Graphic Arts and 
Sculpture" in the Dictionary ofArt, Macmillan Publishers, (1996), p. 896. 
1e The effort of these artists was preceded by the work of a handful of autodidacts who were 
practicing during the 1930s and 1940s Genre paintings of still life with fruits, and 
descriptive voluptuous reclining Sudanese female figures were produced in a crude 
manner. These paintings were made and sold cheaply for decoration in coffeehouses and 
restaurants. Generally they were considered more of a decoration than a painting. 
Unfortunately this art, nature as it was, withered away before it was documented. It 
gradually disappeared specially after the independence of Sudan and the swing in the 
religious mood of the country towards fundamentalism. The major artists of this era of 
popular art were Giha, All Osman and Ahmed Salim. They appeared to copy each other's 
work as their work looked similar in style. They were quite well known locally in their 
day but their art had no influence on today's development in Sudanese art. It is a phase 
that did not leave a mark except in the memories of those who lived through that time. 
Rashid Diab seems to connect the work of these self-trained artists to the literary 
movement that took place in the 1930s and 1940s in Sudan. I do not agree with Diab on 
this point. From the work I saw by these artists that is so amateurish with naive subject 
matter I do not think there is any link between them and a highly sophisticated poetic 
literary movement of that time. See the following: (a) Rashid Diab, "Sudan" in 
Contemporary Art from the Islamic World. Edited by Wijdan Ali, (1989), p. 245. (b) 
Wijdan Ali, `Sudan' under the title "An Overview" in Forces of Change: Artists of the 
Arab World (1994), p. 108 and p112. (c) Salah Hassan, "Khartoum connections: the 
Sudanese story" in Seven Stories about modern art in Africa (1995), pp. 110-111. 
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aspect of Moslem Art has formed part of the 
traditional culture. " 
Just as their ancestors in ancient times developed distinct forms of art, these 
artists rose in the mid twentieth century to the challenge of their time and 
created from within their tradition an art with which they could identify. They 
realised the importance of their traditions and the necessity to reveal its essence 
and energise its ideals through their own creation despite the difficulties they 
faced. They extracted various elements from their culture and tradition and 
molded them into new shapes and forms. They harnessed the forces of the 
indigenous and foreign, old and new in their culture and environment into a new 
tradition. They were and remain unified by the goal of adapting their art to new 
requirements. 
A Trend Born out of the Continuity of a Tradition 
The work of Shibrain and his colleagues shows a depth of feeling, 
insight and experience tempered by their Afro-Islamic heritage and Western 
education. Their art is a homecoming -a return to tradition with added 
inspiration from abroad. It is the core of who they are, expressed in diverse 
styles and personal approaches. Each of them, as is evident from their work, 
tapped his feelings, knowledge and experience into a distinct recognisable 
personal style. The art of both Tag and Salahi is an amalgam of abstract and 
figurative imageries welded together by the use of subtle techniques into 
19 Denis Williams, "A Sudanese Calligraphy: A Contemporary Interpretation of Mohammedan 
Art" in Transition June (1963), p. 20. 
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personal concerns. Shaigi resorted to a detached impersonal and purely abstract 
expression. 
Shibrain's work is different from that of his associates. He refrained 
from the use of figural images in his work. He employed his calligraphic art to 
perpetuate the Word of God and to express the beauty of Arabic writing and its 
characters through their flowing rhythmic lines. His work is a piety to his 
religion; an intonation of remembrance to the One God, while his 
contemporaries used calligraphy for its ornamental qualities and as a method to 
communicate their subject matter 2° Despite the difference in their approach to 
using Arabic calligraphy and other traditional decorative elements as a medium 
of expression their aim is similar. They took Arabic calligraphy and abstract 
motifs as a subject but there was no central theme other than these elements to 
hold their effort together in an ideological movement. 
The work of these artists did not evolve from a single ideology or 
manifesto, which perhaps was a blessing. Ideologies tend to lead to a dead end 
and stale results? ' "We never thought of it, because our work emerges 
naturally, " said Shibrain, "its logic is to regenerate our heritage and try to 
inspire and interpret what we really feel about our life. " He then went on to 
explain that manifesto is a Western preference that they did not need to conform 
20 In S. Kasfir's publication (1999), page 139, Salahi stated the following on his use of Arabic 
calligraphy: "[C]alligraphy is a most important subject for me, because it is abstracted 
form, with symbols which carry sound and meaning. First, I used to write calligraphy as 
it is: poetry or words of wisdom. But later on, I applied some techniques I had learned in 
Europe. 
21 A good example is the art of the Soviet Union during communist rule. 
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to particularly in this case 22 Theirs was a trend that did not materialise into a 
mature creed or a school of thought. They had the intellectual vigor but it was 
scattered in personal effort. Each artist was locked in his own thoughts about the 
presený the past, history and its interpretation. Salah Hassan writes on this aspect 
of the development of Sudanese art: 
Again with the exception of Osman Waqialla, 
this early chapter in the history of modern art 
did not produce any clear philosophical 
orientation or a definitive aesthetic inclination, 
nor did it reflect any socio-political or 
intellectual issues. Perhaps these pioneers felt 
=' the challenge of mastering academic skills... 
The suitable ingredients were not there to further advance their artistic 
development. Art history and art criticism as a discipline did not exist in Sudan 
at that time. This created an imbalance between the practice of art and the 
theoretical and intellectual aspect of it. Furthermore there was a total lack of 
facilities where artists could gather to debate art and exhibit their work, except 
for hotel lobbies. 4 "There is no art gallery there to exhibit and give 
encouragement, and indigenous artists have not been used by architects who 
22 Rashid Diab, "Sudan", in Contemporary Art from the Islamic World Edited Wijdan Ali, 
(1989), p. 246. 
'' Salah Hassan, "The Khartoum and Addis Connection" in Seven Stories about Modern Art In 
Africa, (1995), p. 315, footnote 16. 
24 I was the treasurer of the Sudan Fine Art Association from (1962-65). The association was 
originally formed in 1958 but was inactive until 1962. During (1962-65) we asked the 
government for a building to use as a centre. The government indicated its willingness to 
give us a building if we raised enough money for furniture and maintenance. We raised 
enough money through donations, auctions of art works from our members and 
exhibitions but the government collapsed in 1964 before it fulfilled its promise. In the 
end the idea of a centre died, especially when some of us left the country. 
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planned the large government buildings. "25 Wrote Beier. In fact there were no 
Sudanese architects in those days. All architects in the Sudan at the time were 
foreigners. 6 Indigenous architecture was the work of traditional builders. The 
exhibitions that were held in hotel lobbies were aimed at attracting foreign 
clients. Lobbies of hotels were not appropriate places for public viewing and 
interaction. "In spite of this limitation" Beier observed, "Khartoum has become 
one of the most important centres of modern art in Africa"27 
What propelled and stimulated this trend of development in the work 
of this generation of Sudanese artists was a combination of excellent training 
and inspiration drawn from the tradition coupled with a congenial environment 
as explained by Elsbeth Court in the quotation at the beginning of this chapter. 28 
These artists kept in touch with various aspects of their culture by travelling 
twice a year with their students to different parts of the country to paint and 
draw as part of the Art School curriculum which provided them the opportunity 
to experience their tradition and culture more intimately. Their efforts led to an 
individual and collective identity. The collective identity was drawn from the 
same source of inspiration, which was their heritage of decorative art and 
Arabic calligraphy. The result was a fresh burst of a flowering trend in the 
Sudanese art of the second half of the twentieth century of which Brown wrote 
in 1968: 
25 Ulli Beier, Contemporary Art in Africa (1968), p. 29. 
26 Architecture as a discipline was introduced in the University of Khartoum in 1960. 
27 Ulli Beier, (1968), p. 29. 
28 Elsbeth Court, (1995), p. 295. 
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"As of today, the Sudanese artists hold a top 
spot in Africa's contemporary art expression. 
Their rise to distinction has been self-propelled 
from the first boost that the British gave at the 
end of the 1930s. "2' 
By exploiting the visual and literary aspects of Arabic calligraphy, and 
combining them with African elements into new forms by the use of 
sophisticated techniques and media some of which were foreign to their culture, 
this group of artists had created a complex hybrid art. Media that was used such 
as oil paint, canvas, technique of blending colours, lithography and the idea of 
portable painting were all imported from Europe. 
Influence and Affinity as Unifying Factors 
The trend that developed in Sudanese art between (1957-1965) by the 
first group of artists around the School of Fine and Applied Art in Khartoum 
became known at an early stage in the West among curators and art critics. This 
happened through a series of exhibitions held in places such as the Sudan 
Pavilion in the New York Fair of (1964-65), Harmon Foundation (1964-66), 
Smithsonian Traveling Exhibition of works by African printmakers, (1966-68) 
Camden Art Centre, London (1969). It was also recognised through publications 
by E. Brown (1966), Ulli Beier (1968) and others, and received a resounding 
response abroad. Its recognition in the West resonated in parts of Africa and 
brought home a badly needed boost to the status of the artists and a degree of 
appreciation of their efforts. Ironically their art was appreciated in the West 
before it was recognised in its homeland, although its acceptance abroad was 
not without reservation and criticism. Yet it created interest and excitement in 
29 E. S. Brown, (1966), p. 103. 
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the higher echelons of Sudan government. 30 Consequently this came to play an 
important role in the creation of the first ever Department of Culture in the 
history of the country. Ibrahim El Salahi was appointed as its first director in 
1971. Within a short time Salahi was promoted to Undersecretary of the 
Ministry of Information and Culture. He was the first artist to hold a position of 
such magnitude in the government. This signaled the beginning of art entering 
into Sudanese politics. 
Salahi's successor was Mohammed Abdul Al-Hai (1942-1989), a 
well-known poet and writer. Abdul Al-Hai chose Tag Ahmed as a senior 
assistant. It was an unprecedented event in recent Sudanese history that a poet 
and an artist were chosen to run a department of culture. Both attempted to 
stimulate a dialogue among poets, writers and visual artists to define the 
Sudanese identity through discussion and their work. To find a definition of a 
Sudanese identity that was inclusive of its diverse ethnic groups and cultures 
was not a new concern. From the 1920s writers and poets have been debating 
this issue. Since then two main branches of thought emerged. One attempted to 
define the Sudanese personality in African terms and the other emphasised its 
Arabic character with a strong Islamic overtone, which is the more dominant 
perception among the northern Sudanese. 31 These tendencies were reflected in 
'0 This is not the first time a Sudanese Government expected validation from abroad on the 
merit of its artists. When I was teaching in the Art School in Khartoum in 1963, the first 
military government invited the heads of three major colleges in London, the Central 
School of Art, the Royal College of Art and the Slade School, to come to Sudan to 
evaluate our performance. We were squeezed between the lack of recognition at home 
and the vulnerability of being constantly evaluated by outsiders. This is partly due to the 
insecurity of those governments who look for their former colonisers to shoulder their 
responsibilities. 
3' This perception began during the Mahdiyah (1884-98), which attempted to define the 
Sudanese identity on Arabic-Islamic ground. 
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the art of the first generation of Western trained artists. As demonstrated above, 
works by both Shibrain and Shaigi were leaning towards the exclusively Islamic 
while Salahi, in particular and Tag to a degree, attempted to synthesise African 
and Islamic elements into their works. These bents cannot be characterised in a 
single category or a sharp division because of the fluidity of their contents. 
Nonetheless the work of these artists is labeled the "Khartoum School" which is 
another category similar to calling them "modern" or "contemporary. " Such a 
label does not define their work nor does it give it meaning. 32 
The beginning of the 1970s in Sudan was a time of relative political 
stability and peace. The Addis Ababa accord was signed in March of 1972, 
which ended the civil strife that had been raging between the southern region 
and the northern part of the country since its independence from Britain in 
1956.33 The agreement gave the south a fair share of participation in the 
government. It was a time in which great efforts were made to unify the country 
and national symbols were sought to help in the process of reconciliation. 
Attention was given to literature, poetry and art and their role in building a 
distinct national identity. Salah Hassan writes: "Between the early 1970s and 
the early 1980s, the regime [the military government of General Nimerie (1969- 
1985)] managed to co-opt liberal and independent left-wing intellectuals to 
work within its ranks who tried to make intelligent use of the space allowed 
32 No attempt was made to define the "Khartoum School". The term was related to Dennis 
Williams who was perhaps referring to the School of Fine and Applied Art in Khartoum 
rather than to a school of thought. 
;' The definition of a Sudanese identity based on Arabic-Islamic ideology was partly the cause 
of the conflict between the north and south of the country. 
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them to further their own artistic and literary agenda. "34 lt was a productive 
time, which culminated in significant awareness among poets, writers and artists 
of the hybridity of their culture and duality of their personality. Consciously, the 
diversity of the culture and the pluralism of the society were celebrated in 
popular songs, literature, art and poetry. The diversity of the Sudanese culture 
and ethnicity became a pride and symbol of unification. The poet Salah Ahmed 
Ibrahim expresses such a sensibility in the following verse: 
Liar is he who proclaims: I am the unmixed, the 
pure pedigree. The only. Yes!, a liar!... 's 
Ibrahim, by declaring in this pivotal verse that he is of a mixed 
ancestry, places the Sudanese identity and culture in proper perspective. The 
Sudan as a whole is neither entirely Arabic-Islamic nor African but a blend of 
both with historical layers of Christian elements and Western influence as 
shown in the previous chapter. Any attempt that seeks to define the Sudan and 
its culture in purely Islamic terms is negating its history. 36 However the 
Sudanese identity has been a political issue for a long time, which successive 
governments have exploited for their own ends. There is no better example than 
the declaration of the Shari a law by the military government of Jaafar Nimeiri 
in 1983, which put an end to the Addis Ababa agreement, and the resumption of 
hostility between the North and South. 
34 Salah Hassan, (1995), p. 316, footnote 40. 
35 Ibid., p. 113. According to Hassan this verse is from a piece of poetry titled Ghabat Al 
Abanus, (the forest of ebony), trans. By M. Abdul-Hai. For more information see p. 315, 
footnote 26. 
36 As mentioned in the previous chapter the history of Islam in Sudan has a duration of 
approximately 7 centuries (13`h century to the present) while Christianity lasted for over 8 
centuries (6`h to 14"' century). 
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The loose association that emerged at the beginning of the 1970s 
between the literary and the visual arts, and the improvement in the social and 
political environment of the country enhanced the standing of the artists and 
encouraged them to further regenerate their tradition and define their 
individualities through it. However this period of relative artistic productivity 
did not last long. It came to an end within a few years. 7 Nonetheless more 
artists rose to fame. One of the influential artists among them was Magdoub 
Hag Ahmed Rabbah (1933-99). Rabbah was a textile designer by trade. He was 
innovative in a traditional technique, which was commonly used by artisans in 
decorating calabashes and other forms of utensils. In the traditional method the 
craftsperson places a metal rod in the fire until it becomes red-hot then transmits 
it to the surface of the calabash to engrave the design. It is similar to the 
technique of branding cattle to identify their ownership. Rabbah substituted the 
use of the metal rod for a lens which collected the suns rays into a concentrated 
single beam of light of intense heat. The beam became his tool or pencil with 
which he carefully etched his design into a wooden board. He called his 
technique "solar engraving". 
Rabbah experimented with this technique from1965 but it did not 
materialise in a substantial amount of work to demonstrate its validity until the 
beginning of the 1970s. It is a technique that needs the precision of a surgeon to 
be able to produce such minutely exact design. "Precision" explained Rabbah 
37 An attempted coup in 1975 ended with disastrous results. A relative of Salahi's led the 
unsuccessful coup hence Salahi was wrongly accused of participating in this incident and 
was jailed for 6 months. The affiliation between art and politics gradually disintegrated 
from that time on. 
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"is a major ingredient of this technique °'38 Yet Rabbah managed to produce 
paintings with the use of this technique that are elaborate, satisfying and 
comparatively more complex than many of the beautiful designs and patterns in 
calabashes and gourds that are visible in Sudan and many African countries 
produced mainly by unidentified artists. One of his elaborate paintings is Nile 
Procession 1 plate (4-6). The "solar technique" of Rabbah certainly requires a 
significant amount of time and patience to develop one painting of reasonable 
size. It suited Rabbah's temperament. He was a very patient person. lie 
cultivated, through his training as a textile designer, a tremendous capacity for 
detail, which may be seen in his work Decoration plate(4-7). Its design derived 
from arrangements often seen in traditional sharafa. [T]he art of Rabbah" wrote 
Kojo Fosu, "reflects the "marriage" of the African and Islamic cultures, both of 
which are part of the historical heritage of Sudan. "39 This painting contains 
both Arabic calligraphy and African patterns. 
The introduction of the innovative use of solar engraving as a medium 
of expression is the legacy Rabbah left to a younger generation of Sudanese 
artists. It is at least a good substitute for very expensive imported art supplies 
and a better alternative during a time of economic hardship. This in part is the 
reason behind Rabbah's experimentation with solar engraving. As he explained 
it: "I wanted a new and cheaper source of material for my creative energies. "40 
Hassan el Tayeb praised the solar engraving technique as a simple economic 
38 Kojo Fosu, Magdoub Rabbah and "the Solar Engraving", (1977), p. 9. 
39 Ibid., p. 11. 
40 Ibid., p. 4. 
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tool within the reach of every person. It is a medium with which other tools and 
materials cannot easily compete. El Tayeb went on to write: 
It is a substantive example, which indicates the 
concern of a prominent Sudanese artist in 
developing the traditional cultural forms of 
expression and in providing an alternative 
accessible enough to the common public. 4' 
Rabbah was a colleague of Shibrain. Even their backgrounds and education are 
connected. Both came from the town of Berber in northern Sudan and are 
similar in age. They went together to the same art schools in Khartoum and 
London and their contribution to art in Sudan runs parallel. 
During the 1970s a new generation of Sudanese artists were 
emboldened by the success of their predecessors and embarked on 
demonstrating their own achievements. Some gifted artists appeared on the 
scene whose work followed the same strain of using Arabic calligraphy as 
themes of communication. One artist whose themes are good example of this 
generation of artists is Ibrahim El-Awaam (b. 1935). His painting in plate( 4-8), 
Letters from Quran (1985) shows some influence from Shibrain's work. 
Especially, if it is compared to the carved wooden plate by Shibrain plate( 4-9), 
the similarity between them becomes obvious. It is apparent in the shape of the 
letters and the use of abstract patterns. It has been said that the work of El- 
Awaam had a profound impact on his contemporary Sudanese artists 42 His 
work is a continuity of the art of his predecessors. 
41 Hassan El-Tayeb, Cultural Counsellor of Sudan in Washington, D. C. wrote a foreword to the 
catalogue of the exhibition of M. Rabbah authored by Kojo Fosu, (1977), p. 3. 
42 W. Ali (ed. ), (1989), p. 126. See painting and quotation. 
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Another artist whose contribution is important is Hassan Musa (b. 
1951). Musa is a competent illustrator, calligrapher and painter. Plate (4-10), 
Tiger, demonstrates his skill in book illustration. There are several aspects to 
Musa's work, one of which fits squarely within the Sudanese tradition. Musa 
found an opportunity for his artistic expression in the custom of creating art in 
an open place as an integral part of the daily routine of life in Sudan. He has the 
courage to execute his calligraphy in public as a performance, which he calls 
"Graphic Ceremony". 3 Plate (4 -11) shows Musa engaged in a "Graphic 
Ceremony" in 1998. It is an authentic way of working which came as a 
response to the lack of art galleries in the country. In Omdurman, the most 
historically traditional city in northern Sudan, one sees at the bank of the River 
Nile carvers shaping furniture, utensils, and boats from wood. Pottery and brick 
making are made in the open air. Musicians' dancers and singers of different 
religious sects may be seen performing in the market place and also letter and 
amulet writers. These skills are executed publicly and admired by passers-by. 
Within this method of working Musa exploits the element of surprise 
by taking the audience through the creative process and its spontaneity. He 
works directly on a stretched large piece of canvas on the ground using a broom 
and ink or black colour. At the end of each performance he destroys the end 
result. The only record left of these ceremonies is either on tapes or 
photographs, or in the memories of his audience. Nonetheless, it is an 
admirable idea, which does not put too much store in the images of his 
43 For more on H. Musa's "Graphic Ceremonies" see S. M. Hassan "Hassan Musa", in Art of 
the Contemporary African Diaspora, (2003), pp. 115-127. 
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calligraphy as precious masterpieces only to be displayed in art galleries and 
museums. The Sudan did not have museums before the advent of the British. 
Museums, like formal art education were introduced during the colonial rule. At 
the present the Sudan has museums of antiquities, anthropology, and medicine 
and as yet it does not have a museum for its current art. Hence Hassan took the 
idea of making himself publicly known without the use of an art gallery. Like 
Rabbah he made use of a traditionally available method. 
The influence of the first generation of Sudanese artists was not 
limited to their immediate surroundings or within their country but also spread 
to other parts of Africa. Kasfir cited the influence of Salahi and Shibrain on the 
Ethiopian painters and in particular on the work of Wosene Kosruf. Kasfir 
writes: 
His models include the two Sudanese artist 
Ibrahim EI Salahi and Ahmad Muhammad 
Shibrain, whose explorations of Arabic script in 
the early 1960s parallel and in some cases 
predate those by Ethiopian artists with 
reference to Amharic manuscript traditions. 44 
Kasfir also mentioned the impact of the calligraphic style of Salahi on 
that of the Nigerian artist Obiora Udechukwu, and in particular on his pen and 
ink drawings. Udechukwu's sensitive lines show a close resemblance to Salahi's 
drawings, which Kasfir demonstrated visually by showing works by both 
artists 45 There is also an affinity between the work of Rabbah and El Anatsui 
of Nigeria as both of them were inspired by the old African technique of 
" S. Kasfir, (1999), p. 193. 
43 Ibid., p. 183. 
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burning designs on the surface of wood, calabashes etc., although their works 
are totally different in content 46 
The calligraphic works of Shibrain and his contemporaries reflect a 
dominant part of the Sudanese culture because the majority of the population of 
the country is Moslem in the northern region. It is also part of a developing 
trend among artists in North Africa. Many artists from the northern part of the 
continent have turned to Arabic calligraphy, which is an essential part of their 
heritage, as a medium of communication for their artistic endeavours. 47 This is 
most interesting because it shows that the Sudanese artists are not only bonded 
with their local cultures and traditions but also are connected to other African 
artists by influence and history. 
The link between their cultures and history with other parts of Africa 
has continued from ancient times. Virginia Crompton recently described the 
cultural ties between the countries that share the Nile, Ethiopia, Uganda, Sudan 
and Egypt, as a story of ideas "carried by the world's greatest river, the cross 
currents of culture that flow through the centuries. "48 It is this flow of cultures 
between north and south through the River Nile and east and west by old 
caravan routes that connect their histories. Yet there is a recent link that binds 
the work of these artists together which is their formal training and its Western 
46 For the work of El Anatsui on wood see Simon Ottenberg, New Traditions from Nigeria: 
Seven Artists of the Nsukka Group, (1997), p. 157. 
47 For works by North African artists see a ceramic by the Tunisian artists Khaild Ben Slimane, 
(1992), in Africa: Arts and & Cultures (ed. ) John Mack, (2000), p. 78. Also see Forces of 
Change: Artists of the Arab World by Salwa M. Nashashibi and other contributors, 
(1994), and Contemporary Art from the Islamic World, (ed. ) W. All., (1989). 
48 Virginia Crompton, "Lost Civilisation the Humiliated Ancient Rome", The Times, London, 
. September 8,2004, section T2, p. 12. 
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influence. These have become a common factor, as there is no African culture 
nowadays without Western elements in it. [T]he impact of the Western world is 
a fact of African life. " Wrote Frank Willett. "No one interested in Africa can 
afford to ignore it. "49 
The Advantage and Disadvantage of their Formal Training 
The Sudanese artists benefited from their formal training like the rest 
of their African colleagues who had similar education. Their training 
empowered them intellectually and endowed them with a mastery of techniques 
and sophistication. Yet, it has brought them a contradictory and negative 
evaluation, which often applied, indiscriminately to all African artists who have 
acquired a Western type of education regardless of where they received their 
training and from which milieu they came. This is in part an outcome of the 
influence "traditional" African art exerted on Western art during the first decade 
of the twentieth century when Western artists came in contact with some 
African carvings. The result is a closer affinity between African sculpture and 
modern Western art, which has been copiously demonstrated in many 
publications 50 Lisa Stein elaborates on this connection: 
[M]ost art history books and scholars 
acknowledge that encounters by artists such as 
Picasso, Braque, Klee and Brancusi with 
African and Oceanic objects changed the course 
of 20th Century Western art. But they often 
49 Frank Willett, "True or False? The False Dichotomy" in African Arts, April 1976, vol. 1 X, 
no. 3, p. 14. 
50 For the influence of traditional African art see the following publications: (1) E. B. Feldman, 
Varieties of Visual Experience (1981) 2°d edition, pp. 640-41. (2) Charles Wentinck, 
"Picasso and Negro Art" in Modern and Primitive Art (1978), pp. 14-15. (3) Nathan 
Knobler, The Visual Dialogue (1971), p. 59. (4) D. P. Biebuyck (editor), Tradition and 
Creativity in Tribal Art (1969), p. 33. (5) B. Davidson, African Kingdoms (1966), pp. 
144-145. 
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ignore the influence that Western art exerted in 
turn on African artists, who created a unique 
synthesis in their works' 
If "traditional" African art has had a role in changing the course of 20th century 
Western art what affect has that change had on the work of African artists who 
were trained in a Western manner? It is evident that the link between 
"traditional" African art and Western art brought forth some degree of 
similarities between the work of these artists and that of their counterparts in the 
West regardless whether their work is in a representational or an abstract mood. 
Their formal training was also instrumental in bringing their products 
closer in line with Western art. Kasfir describes the relationship between 
African and Western arts by referring to the influence of "traditional" African 
art on the work of Picasso and vice versa: 
Given Picasso's well-publicized receptivity to 
African sculpture In his early visits to the Musee 
Trocadero in Paris, it is especially ironic that the 
ghostly presence of African forms In the work of 
a European artist from the early twentieth 
century should have filtered back Into 
contemporary African art practice by this 
circular route, from colony to metropole and 
now back to the postcolony. 2 
Kasfir gave several examples of the influence of Picasso's work on the art of 
some African artists including the work of Ibrahim El Salahi whom Kasfir 
quoted by saying that "he applied the lesson of Picasso's Cubism to break apart 
and reconstitute Sudanese calligraphy. , 53 It is clear that "traditional" African 
51 Lisa Stein, "Curator explores possibilities of contemporary African art" in Chicago Tribune, 
Sunday September 23,2001, section 7, p. 6. 
52 S. Kasfir, (1999), p. 128. 
53 Ibid., p. 128. 
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art, modern Western art and the work of the professionally trained African 
artists have been intertwined by cross-cultural influences for nearly a century. 
One would expect the product of such cross-cultural fertilisation to be 
celebrated. On the contrary, the most celebrated part within this equation is 
modern Western art. Innovations by educated African artists, which show 
Western influences are often perceived as a poor imitation of Western art and 
sometimes are interpreted as a contamination of its traditional forms. This was 
hardly seen, until recently, as a mutual exchange of ideas and techniques, nor 
were they sufficiently related to their cultures, traditions and their histories. 
It is a tireless and dodgy criticism with a bit of history. It is a 
reflection of two contrasting ideologies, which sprang out of the involvement of 
European expatriates during the colonial time in determining the future of 
African art. 54 One opinion promoted the idea that the future of African art lay 
in the training of artists through art academies with exposure to the outside 
world. It encouraged the learning of foreign techniques and, styles, using more 
modem materials and tools. 
The other view rejected any formal training but left the artist to 
develop naturally through his own intuition with minimal guidance. From there 
came the division of trained/untrained artist. Those who disagreed with a formal 
art training generated the notion that the art schools would destroy the potential 
54 For writing by European expatriates on the future of African art see the following: (1) Eckart 
von Sydow, "African Sculpture", Africa, (1928), 1(2), pp. 210-227. - (2) G. A. Stevens 
"The Future of African Art", Africa 3(2), pp. 150-160. - (3) G. A. Stevens, "Educational 
Significance of Indigenous African Art" in Arts of West Africa, edited by Michael E. 
Sadler, (1935), pp. 13-19. - (4) K. C. Murray, "Art and Crafts", in Omu: An African 
Experiment in Education, by J. D. Clarke, (1937), pp. 100- 107. - (5) 11. V. Meyerowitz, 
"Progress for Africans", International Review of Missions, (1947), April, 26(44), pp. 
165-171. 
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of the latent talent of the African and his feel for the plastic form, by exposing 
him to an academic study of nature. Through it, he would acquire what was 
characterised as irrelevant knowledge, which supposedly would hinder his 
inborn creativity and lead to a sterile result SS Therefore, he needed to be 
protected "from those unfortunately accepted doctrines of education, 
erroneously in use, in the Western world. 9956 Consequently, the search for a 
`naive' art began through harboring the untutored, a search that has not yet 
diminished. It is evident in a rash of many exhibitions of this category of art, 
such as, Africa Explores: 20'h Century African Art (1991) and Out of Africa 
(1992), etc. "Africa Today and Out of Africa, of course, continued this 
particular line of curatorial authority, " wrote Picton as a response to these 
exhibitions, "again taking the self-taught artists as the paradigm of creative 
authenticity... 9,57 
In contrast, the work of the trained artists was seen as evolving outside 
the realm of African traditions because it was innovative and a product of art 
schools. The assumption is that these institutions had altered the perceived 
notion of what African art should be 58 Such an assumption is still common 
ss For criticism of the art school in Africa see McEwen's speech, "Modem African Painting 
and Sculpture" delivered at the Colloquium on Nergo Art, Dakar, (1966), Society of 
African Studies, p. 431. Also see Fagg, The Sculpture ofAfrica, (1978), p. 161. 
56 Ibid., p. 432. 
57 John Picton, (1999), P. 120. 
se W. Fagg, "On the Tribality of African Art", in Yoruba Sculpture of West Africa (1982), p. 
33. He writes: "contemporary" art, like the skyscrapers, is a part of the extension of 
Europe in Africa, and so is tourist "art, " but on an infinitely lower level (the abyss of the 
insincere contemporary artist). 
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among some curators, collectors and critics. John Picton has recently reacted to 
its continuation by writing: 
It hardly needs saying that the continued 
rejection of the art academy as a legitimate 
institution in the making of art is, in effect, the 
legitimation of a re-invented Primitivism. In any 
case, a trained/untrained paradigm will not 
withstand close scrutiny... 59 
Yet this type of paradigm continues to claim that the work of formally trained 
African artists is alien to their culture and tradition without empirical, or 
historical support to substantiate it. It, sometimes, comes in unpredictable 
statements such as: "Their main question was how far the artist should be 
obliged to shake off western and other influences and produce art that is 
uniquely `Sudanese'. "60 
The essential question is why the artist, any artist, should be asked to 
jettison what has become part of him and his art? The above statement does not 
do justice to the work of the Sudanese artists. They have long outgrown their 
training and have embarked in new creative directions, and are motivated by the 
essence of their tradition and culture. It is a pronouncement that seems to divest 
rather than relate their work to its tradition and history. A criticism, which tends 
to cast a shadow over the identity and the originality of the work of these artists. 
It is part of the habitual practice of judging the work of these artists against 
Western art without reference to the fact that modern Western art has absorbed 
many elements from the art of other civilisations including Africa. As John 
59 John Picton, (1999), pp. 120-121. 
60 Salah Hassan, (1995), p. 114 
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Picton argues that the conceptualization of African art based on the paradigms 
Africa/Europe, craft/art functional/aesthetic, traditional/contemporary, and 
rural/urban is empirically and intellectually indefensible 61 It is a troublesome 
argument that needs "to be fully exorcised from the literature of African art, 562 
as stated by Picton. 
Kasfir quoted the American poet laureate Robert Pinsky's observation 
which Kasfir paraphrased in the following: "[T]he work of every artist is in part 
conceived out of the work of other artists either past or current, but also the 
conviction that it ought to be that way. , 63 This is a key statement, which is 
most pertinent to this discussion. It gives support to the idea that "there is no 
such thing"64 as pure art and that influence between one art and another is an 
acceptable part in the evolution of art. It is a statement that history testifies to its 
premise because it shows that arts do not develop in isolation, and civilisations 
have emerged out of a meeting of cultures. An example is the art of ancient 
Egypt which, according to Jäger, "had been born out of the confluence of 
Asiatic and Egyptian influences. "65 Jäger also predicted: "a new creative force 
"6 would result in Africa out of the synthesis of tradition and modem progress. 
61 John Picton, (1999), pp. 121-122. 
62 Ibid., p. 118. 
63 S. Kasfir, (1999), p. 138. 
64 See the statement by Suzanne Blier in the chapter by Michael Harris "Visual Activism in Ile- 
Ife" in the Yoruba Artist (1994), footnote 16, p. 215. 
65 See remarks by Jäger, in the minutes of the panel discussion on "Problems Cultural Policy in 
Africa", International Seminar, P of October 1966, Berlin-Tegel, Reiherwerder. 
66 Ibid., p. 3. 
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His prediction is evident in the work of the formally trained Sudanese artists, 
whose art is a fusion of tradition and modern development. 
Historical Interrelations: 
There are many historical interrelationships that are similar to the 
interconnection between the work of the Sudanese artists and Western art. For 
example the art and civilization of ancient Greece had a connection with that of 
ancient Egypt, of which Gombrich writes: 
tTJhere is a direct tradition, handed down from 
master to pupil, and from pupil to admirer or 
copyist, which links the art of our own days, any 
house or any poster, with the art of the Nile 
Valley of some five thousand years ago. For we 
shall see that the Greek masters went to school 
with the Egyptians, and we are all the pupils of 
the Greeks. Thus the art of Egypt has a 
tremendous importance for us 67 
As demonstrated above, it can easily be said that the Kushites had also 
gone to school with the Pharaohs, which links the art of ancient Egypt to 
African art as it has been linked to Western art. One of the most interesting 
exhibitions in recent years is Africa 95, which took place at the Royal Academy 
of Art in London. It displayed the art of ancient Egypt side by side with the rest 
of African art and by doing so placed it in its correct historical perspective. 8 
The current relationship, between the work of academically trained 
Sudanese artists, (and for that matter the rest of formally trained African artists), 
and modern Western art can not be more similar and more intense than that 
which existed between the art of their ancestors the Kushites, and the art of 
67 Gombrich, The Story ofArt, (1951), p. 33. 
68 See the publication, Africa: The Art of a Continent, (1995), (ed. ) Tom Phillips. 
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ancient Egypt. For this reason it can also be said that, to use Gombrich's 
expression, the Sudanese artists have gone to school with their counterparts in 
the West. The arts of Egypt and Kush were closely related. "Though [Kush] 
subordinate at times to Pharaonic Egypt, " wrote John Lancaster, "it evolved as 
distinct and highly developed civilization... "69 The Kushites art had obviously 
developed on the same lines as that of Egypt, yet it came out of the shadow of 
Egyptian art to have its own distinct attributes. A parallel situation now exists 
between Sudanese and Western arts in which the Sudanese art is developing its 
own attributes as is exemplified by the work of Shibrain and his contemporaries. 
Copying/Imitation 
As mentioned previously, the work of these trained artists whether 
they are Sudanese or their African colleagues is often conceived to be a poor 
copy of Western art. Even if it was a true copy of Western art it would not 
stand-alone. Copying by artists from one culture to another has also existed 
throughout history. In addition to Gombrich's explanation that the art of ancient 
Greece was connected by influence to the art of Egypt, Ann Powell elucidated 
on the same subject in her publication The Origins of Western Art (1973). She 
noted that during the Fourth Dynasty (c. 2613-2494 Bc) Egyptian art reached a 
high level of attainment in figurative sculpture. The sculptor, she wrote: 
was helping to create an image of the ideal 
human figure which was to survive unchanged 
69 John Lancaster, "Nubia Resurfaces from the Depth" A Vanished Civiliztion Inspires an 
Intellectual and Cultural Outpouring", The Washington Post, Thursday January 8,1998, 
p. A 23. 
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for centuries and was copied by Greek sculptors 
in the 61e century BC. 70 
Again copying by artists from one culture to the art of another did not 
end then, nor was it limited to the Greek sculptors. It happened in other periods 
of art history. Michelangelo was said to have copied Cupido in marble and 
buried the sculpture in the ground for some time to obtain the tone of an aged 
patina. 71 Copying, imitation, and borrowing are also part of the development 
of art. 
Surely, the copying of Cupido by Michelangelo did not diminish his 
individuality or devalue his art. "Copying, in its various forms" as, indicated by 
Mendeowitz and Wakeham "is a legitimate activity not for the purpose of 
imitation, but as a means of learning-learning to see, learning about styles and 
techniques-as well as stimulating the imagination. 72 By virtue of their 
training these Sudanese artists were influenced by Western art and definitely 
learned from it. They learned about techniques styles and ideas as expressed by 
Salahi and quoted above 73 Yet various techniques and styles are plentiful in 
the Sudanese artistic tradition as well as those of Africa as a whole. Nonetheless 
their tradition remains the primary source of inspiration of their work. 
Undoubtedly, there are many parallels in the history of art to the 
relationship between Sudanese and Western arts. One of the parallels deals with 
70 Ann Powell, (1973), p. 35. 
71 Zdenka Volavka, "The Fight Against Forgery", in African Arts, April 1976, vol. 1 X, no. 3, p. 
64. 
72 D. Mendelowitz and D. Wakeham, A Guide to Drawing, (5th Ed. ), (1993), p. 48. 
" For more on this see Ulli Beier, "The Right to Claim the World: Conversation with El- 
Salahi" in Third Text, no. 23, (1993), pp. 23-30. 
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the influence of Japanese art on modern Western art and vice versa. Sullivan 
writes. 
Japanese influence on the Impressionists was a 
case of direct transmission from one group of 
artists to another through the neutral medium 
of commerce; Western art, on the other hand, 
was adopted by Meiji-period painters under 
pressure from the Japanese government, who 
deliberately promoted it as an instrument of 
modernization and nation-building. 74 
It is a revealing quotation, which shows how the development of Sudanese art 
during the twentieth century was treated in comparison to other arts, despite the 
contribution of Islamic and African traditions to Western art. The ties between 
Japanese and Western arts are as strong as those between Sudanese and Western 
arts if not stronger. Yet the influence of Japanese art on the Impressionists is 
seen as a mutual interaction between two different cultures75 However the 
influence of Western art on that of Sudanese artists was perceived 
pessimistically. 
Sullivan pointed out in what he calls "East-West Dialogue" a work of 
art is the creation of an individual as the result of a cultural situation. It is a 
process of acceptance and rejection as well as digestion and transformation. He 
goes on to say that the whole process depends entirely on the choices the artist 
makes and these choices are determined by the way in which he discerns things, 
which is a matter on both tradition and training. Sullivan quoted from Gombrich 
who stated that the artist "sees and paints what he has learned to see and paint. " 
Gombrich then continues to indicate that the pressures upon him, as a creative 
71 Michael Sullivan, The Meeting of Eastern and Western Art, (1973), p. 255. 
75 Ibid., pp. 197-238. 
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individual, from personal circumstances and human relations, govern the 
choices the artist makes 76 Surely, not all artists have the same pressures, 
circumstances, and human relations. These factors differ from one artist to the 
other and from group to group. The factors that conditioned Sudanese art are 
certainly different from those of modem Western art. Despite these historical 
parallels on the influences of one art on the other, the fact remains that each art 
has its own values and particular course of development. 
Neither Shibrain nor his colleagues who work in similar calligraphic 
styles can be accused of imitating Western art because they work in abstract or 
semi-abstract manner. It would be improper if not inaccurate to assume that 
whenever a Sudanese (or for that matter any African artist) produces abstract art 
he is copying Western art. It is just as false as saying that all African art is 
abstract or that Africans are incapable of producing naturalistic art which was 
all said in the old literature on African art. Both naturalism and abstraction are 
part of the Sudanese tradition. Naturalism may be seen in the art of Kush and 
abstraction in the Nubian and Islamic decorative arts. 
The Sudanese artists work in abstract styles because of their tradition, 
which is fundamentally different from that of Western art. Its basic philosophy 
is centered on the uniqueness and abstract existence of God as the only power 
behind all creation. In addition, Arabic calligraphy is the highest form of art and 
a rich source of beauty due to its connection with the sacred Words of God. In 
an introduction to an exhibition by Middle Eastern and North African artists 
including Sudanese, Herbert Read wrote: 
76 M. Sullivan, (1973), p. 257. 
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[fills own tradition of art is non-figurative, and 
in that tradition calligraphy has always been 
recognized not only as a major art but even in 
some sense as the foundation of stylistic integrity 
in all the plastic arts. " 
If Arabic calligraphy is recognised to a degree to be, "the foundation 
of stylistic integrity in all the plastic arts, " then there is no need for concern 
about the integrity of the Sudanese artists. It is the stylistic integrity of Arabic 
calligraphy, the geometrical Islamic patterns and the decorative art of Nubia are 
the sources that animated their art. They re-invented these traditions into a new 
order and in accord with the changes in their society. Jan Vansina expressed that 
"works of art are always transformations of whatever kinds of realities people 
experience. "78 The work of the Sudanese artists is a reflection and a response 
to the realities they experienced and those realities are a combination of their 
Afro-Islamic heritage and their modern life with its Western influence. 
77 Sir Herbert Read, The Arab World, magazine, no. L1, July (1962), p. 14. 
78 JanVansina, Art History in Africa (1984), p. 4. 
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Plate 4-1 
Interior with Untold Fortune, oil, (1957-58), 
Tag Ahmed 
Source: Evelyn S. Brown (1966), p. 136. 
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Plate 4-2 
Confession, lithograph, 1901 
Amir Nou 
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Plate 43 
Calligraphy, ii. d., Inh on paper (I 0-o- I 
Ibrahim EI-Salahi 
Source: The Short Century (2001) p. 62 
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Plate 4-4 
The Mosque, oil, 1964 
Ibrahim El-Salahi 
Source: The Short Centurt (2001), p. 62. 
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4rahesque I. oiI (1960s) 
M. II. Abdel Rahim 1 I-Shaigi 
Source: African Arts, Spring 1970, vol. iii, no. 3, p. 22. 
Plate 4-6 
Nile Procession /, n. d., solar etching on wood 
Magdoub Rabbah 
Source:: Kojo Fosu, (1977), p. 10. 
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Decoration, n. d., solar etching on wood 
Magdouh Rabbah 
Source: Kojo Fosu, (1977), p. 
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Plate 4-8 
Letters from Quran, china ink on paper 
(1985), 30X40 cm 
Ibrahim El-Awaam 
Source: Wijdan Ali (1989), 126. 
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Plate 4-9 
( ýniiNt'c[. n. J.. mahogany wood (»X, ýo cin. 
Ahmed Shibrain 
Source: Contemporary Art from the Islamic World (1989), 126 
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Plate 4- 10 
Tiger, ink on paper (1994) 
I lassan Musa 
Source: the artist 
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Plate 4-11 
Graphic Ceremony (1998) 
Hassan Musa 
t 
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Source: Art of the Contemporary Africa Diaspora (2003), p. 116 
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Conclusion 
Traditions Stimulate Traditions 
The artistic tradition had no more been 
broken by the impact of European culture 
than were other African ways of life. 
Melville J. llerskovits, The Human Factor 
in Changing Africa, (1962) p. 440. 
This study has fulfilled its premise. It developed out of an attempt to 
understand the forces that helped to create new traditions in African art during 
the second half of the twentieth century. It set out to explore the idea that 
African art of this period has retained elements from the past, and is historically 
connected to its traditions. It demonstrates with sufficient evidence that African 
art of the last decades of the twentieth century is an outcome of traditional 
practices and innovations that occurred during a time of tumultuous change due 
to the impact of colonialism and Western culture in the continent. Nonetheless 
its artistic traditions remained intact despite the power of change as stated in the 
above quotation from Herskovits who went further to tell us: "Even if the 
artistically gifted African wished to reject the tradition of his society, he could 
not escape its influence on his thinking and his behavior. " Although this 
statement was made in 1962, it is still relevant. African traditions continue to be 
strong as effectively shown in this thesis. They have had an inspirational impact 
on the production of African art during this period of history. 
The major theme of this research is to illustrate the dynamic 
interrelationships between so called `modern' African art and its traditions, 
through the work of two prolific artists, Fakeye and Shibrain, as a study case in 
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response to the literature that divides African art into "traditional" versus 
"contemporary" or "modem". Central to this issue is the importance of 
traditions to the creativity of these two artists, and the knowledge that a tradition 
leads to another tradition. Furthermore it confirms that African art of the 
twentieth century neither developed in isolation nor was stagnant but had 
contacts with the outside world, some of which came from ancient times. It has 
been expanding through time and space. The arts of Fakeye and Shibrain are 
evidence of its development and a continuity of its aesthetics, particularly if it is 
seen from its own cultural dimensions and less from a Western viewpoint as is 
stressed in the course of this study. It expresses that their art is a transition from 
one tradition to another. It explains the worth of the continuity of their traditions 
into their art. 
It is evident that Fakeye and Shibrain have responded to change in their 
societies and have shown innovation in their works while maintaining vital 
features from their traditions. In this respect I based my argument on the ideas 
of "tradition" as they transpired in the publication The Yoruba Artist: New 
Theoretical Perspectives on African Art, which Allan Roberts described in a 
review as, "a feast from which not a scrap will be wasted. " (1996: 96)' In this 
book, Rowland Abiodun pointed out that Gene Blocker has reached in his 
article of (1982), "The Role of Creativity in Traditional African Art, " a similar 
conclusion to his explanation of "Asa: Style and Tradition in Yoruba Art and 
Thought. " Blocker writes: "Artistic traditions are not opposed to but necessary 
A review by Allan F. Roberts of the publication The Yoruba Artist: New Theoretical 
Perspectives on African Arts. In African Arts, Spring 1996, vol. xxix, no 2, pp 96-99 and 
104. 
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for artistic creativity. " He then continues to say, "in the absence of a tradition, 
innovation could not exist at all. Something can be innovative only against a 
backdrop of tradition"? In particular, this idea of Blocker on `tradition', 
`creativity', and `innovation' has been the guiding force of this research. It 
exposes how Fakeye and Shibrain were innovative in their arts from within their 
living traditions. 
If Art has to have history, it has to have roots and as the expression goes: 
"a tree grows from its roots". The roots of Fakeye's and Shibrain's art, as 
established in this study, are embedded in their traditions and the spirit of their 
cultures. Abiodun writes on the aspect of tradition: "[A]sa, whether as "style" or 
"tradition, " is never static and cannot be, since the concept of asa already 
embodies the need for change, initiative, and creativity. "3 For these reasons 
Aboidun goes to explain: 
Yoruba tradition of 'ass' enables the artist to innovate 
through adaptation of styles while still respecting and 
preserving time-honored visions whose vocabulary of 
presentation has been found supportive of the treasured 
values of society. 4 
The concept of `tradition' as pliable to change and creative inventiveness has 
enabled both Fakeye and Shibrain to create and adapt their styles to fit their 
circumstances while using honoured vocabularies of expression inherited from 
their respected traditions. Lamidi preserved with respect the vigorous skill of 
Yoruba wood carving and with great dexterity manipulated it to create a worthy 
2 Rowland Abiodun, "Introduction: An African(? ) Art History: Promising Theoretical 
Approach in Yoruba Arts Studies' In The Yoruba Artist: New Theoretical Perspectives 
on African Art, (1994), p. 40. 
3 Ibid. p. 40. 
4 Ibid. p. 41. 
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amount of work that reflects cultural changes within his society. Shibrain 
invigorated the Sudanese tradition of Arabic calligraphy with energy and 
movement while maintaining its religious and social values. 
The culture change in Africa brought change in art. Jan Vansina 
explains: "[W]orks of art are always transformations of whatever kinds of 
realities people experience. " He then continues to give us clues about the nature 
of art: 
And, in a given time, the nature of the art 
of a culture evolves as response to realities 
- seen, felt or taught - which artists then 
record, with as much perfection of form as 
their talents can summon, in objects that 
may be descriptive or expressive, symbolic 
or decorative. 
The realities that Fakeye and Shibrain experienced are drawn from their cultures 
and the factors that informed these cultures are a mixture of elements from 
Christianity, Islam and Western influence. Within this milieu their art has 
evolved. Hence it is an infusion of these elements. It is a hybrid art. 
The relevance of the hybridity of their art has been marginalized in some 
of the literature on African art. It is seen as "inauthentic" because it contains 
Western influences despite the fact that Western art itself has been influenced 
by arts of other cultures including African art. "The encounter between Western 
artists and African art during the early years of [the twentieth] century, " writes 
Jack Flam, "literally redefined the possibilities of artistic creation in Europe and 
then in the United States, and continues to have important repercussions. 96 It 
5: Jan Vansina, Art in Africa (1984), p. 6. 
6 Jack Flam, "A Continuing Presence: Western Artists/African Art" in Western Artisls/African 
Art, (1994), a catalogue of exhibition, curated by Daniel Shapiro, at the Museum for 
African Art, New York, p. 59. 
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has transpired from this study that Western influence on the product of both 
Fakeye and Shibrain is indirect. It has no impact on the process of their 
creativity as both the Yoruba method of wood carving and the techniques and 
styles of Arabic calligraphy are far remote from Western tradition. They are 
products of their own traditions and within their frameworks these artists have 
been creating. They are the major link that holds their works to their traditions. 
Hence the paradigm of traditional/contemporary/modem, which separates their 
works from their traditions, is untenable. 
Lamidi's Art and the Contradiction of the 
Paradigm: Traditional/Contemporary/Modern 
Among the important aspects of this study is the crucial relation between 
Lamidi's work and that of his predecessors. In carefully scrutinising the 
relationships of his carvings to those of Olowe, Ona, Areogun, and Bamgboye, 
the misleading notion of the paradigm of traditional/contemporary/modern 
becomes clear. The picture that emerges from chapter one of this study is that 
their works are historically and traditionally interconnected and this demolishes 
the arguments that pigeonhole them into categories. All of these carvers have 
responded to the events of their time, and its realities without abandoning their 
traditions. They share some similar attributes in their carvings. They all 
preserved the elaborate Yoruba method of wood carving and through its various 
steps each advanced his skill and shaped his style. Each introduced new 
elements in his work according to his experience and vision, and they all 
integrated foreign motifs within their indigenous vocabulary of wood carving. 
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Olowe who was a great innovator and considered by many historians of 
African art "to be the most important Yoruba artist of the twentieth century, "7 
had discretely recorded a historic event in a shrewd manner to convey his 
political view. In his door, plate (1-4), he created a political equation of 
indigenous and foreign icons by placing them in a contrasting design that shows 
the indigenous theme on the left and the foreign on the right side of his door. By 
the use of design, Olowe expressed the social status and the roles of two 
different political entities and thus gave them meaning through the use of their 
cultural symbols. 
On the other hand is Areogun whose carvings adorn numerous pages of 
publications on Yoruba art and aesthetics, has also transformed foreign icons 
into Yoruba tradition such as the bicycle, firearms, pipes, etc. The works of 
these two respected carvers, as Okediji opinioned, "link the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries" and are "a bridge between the so-called traditional and 
contemporary African art because they shared the same subject matter with 
contemporary Nigerian artists. "8 This shows the depth of continuity and unity 
in Yoruba wood carving. It has evolved through the works of these artists from 
the nineteenth century to the present time. 
As shown by comparative analysis in chapter one the carvings of Olowe, 
Ona Bamgboye, and Areogun, share many elements with Lamidi's carvings 
such as composition, repetition of themes, structure and exposure to outside 
influence and patronage. The works of these artists interrelate with each other in 
Walker, Roslyn A., "Anonymous has a Name: Olowe of Ise, " in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 
91. 
8 Okediji, Moyo. African Renaissance: Old Forms, New Images in Yoruba Art, (2002), p. 4. 
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many ways as is clear for example in the similarity in design of Olowe, in plate 
(1-4) and Lanmidi in plate (1-5). It is also seen in the political satire of Ona's 
carvings and Olowe's door in plate (1-4) and furthermore in the structure of 
Ona's carvings and Lamidi's doors in the way they are made out of different 
parts put together. More important is the foreign patronage that ties the works of 
Bamgboye and Lamidi together and to a lesser extent the carvings of Areogun, 
for foreign clients. Their products for foreigners have a historical equivalent in 
the Afro-Portuguese ivories of 1490-1530, which contributed to the trend of 
blending European ideas with African artistry, which began with the Afro- 
Portuguese connection and continued in the carvings of Areogun, Bamboye 
Bandele and Lamidi. 
Yet there is nowhere in Yoruba wood carving or for that matter in 
African art as a whole, that the paradigm of traditional/contemporary/modern 
has left a more damaging effect than in the work of Bamgboye. It diminished 
the relevance of his artistic product for foreign clients during the last forty-seven 
years of his life. It has created a gap in the life history of this celebrated carver 
who created those beautiful, huge and complex Epa masks and consequently 
shattered the historical continuity of his work with that of Yoruba wood carving, 
at least for the greater part of his later life. In this regard Bamgboye's work for 
foreign clients has left African art out on a limb as far as reasoning is concerned. 
For this reason the discourse that divides African art into categories, as 
indicated by Picton, should be excised from the history of African art 9 The 
intention of this thesis is to contribute to the goal of demolishing such an 
9 J. Picton, (1999), pp. 120-121. 
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indefensible division in the history of African art, which has begun to emerge 
since 1989.10 
Tradition and Innovation in Lamidi's Art 
In examining the development of Lamidi's art in chapter 2, an important 
factor emerges. It is the change in the style of his carving from that of Igbomina, 
the style of his father, to the style of the Osi School of carving. This change in 
his style altered the dynamics of his entire career as a carver. Consequently his 
art became part of the product of a group of carvers with a long line of 
succession whose works evolved through the apprentice-ship system as shown 
in the illustration in chapter (2. p. 90). The apprenticeship system is a vital 
element of continuity in Yoruba wood carving. through which the knowledge of 
wood carving is transmitted from carver to carver and the respected visual 
vocabulary of presentation is preserved and elaborated on through time within 
the framework of the Yoruba method of carving. It is apparent from this study 
that the system of apprentice-ship and the well established method of carving 
has been the catalyst through which Yoruba art has developed through time and 
space. 
Lamidi came in closer contact with the work of both Areogun and his son 
George Bandele, during his association with the Roman Catholic workshop at 
Oye-Ekiti. His time at the workshop of Oye-Ekiti afforded him the opportunity 
to develop his Osi style and thrust his work into national attention when he was 
commissioned to carve the panels for the furniture of the House of Chiefs and 
the House of Assembly in Ibadan, during the struggle for the independence of 
10 See Introduction, footnote 20. 
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Nigeria from Great Britain. Hence his work entered into prestigious places and 
became symbols of a national identity. Thirty years later Lamidi executed yet 
another national symbol. It is the impressive fourteen-foot statue of Oduduwa, 
commissioned by Obafemi Awolowo University, (the former University of Ile 
Ife). It stands at Oduduwa Hall as a symbol of the mythical story of the Yoruba 
origin and Ile Ife as the centre of its history, myth and identity. It is evident 
from his impressive body of work that Lamidi is a respected national and 
international carver whose work is spread over several continents. 
Equally important is his connection with the Oye-Ekiti and Ondo 
workshops. It allowed him the prospect of producing Christian art for the 
Roman Catholic Mission. It is an intriguing phase of development in his history 
due to the complexity under which his Christian art was produced. It raises the 
question of how can a Moslem execute Christian art for living? The answer is in 
the resilience of the Yoruba culture and religion, which permit synthesis of 
beliefs that enable the integration of different spiritual entities to accommodate 
various religious values. This is seen in Lamidi's own life, as a devout Moslem 
with a Christian brother and a father who was babalawo (Ifa diviner and 
traditional doctor). 
In the comparison in chapter 2 between the flexibility and adaptability of 
Yoruba culture and religion, their versatility becomes apparent. In the domain 
of Yoruba tradition, innovations, change and continuity are inseparable. They 
constantly operate in unison and that makes the acceptance and absorption of 
new elements in culture and art possible. This fits with Yai's interpretation of 
art, and tradition as it is seen from the Yoruba point of view. He writes: 
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Art is an invitation to infinite metonymic 
difference and departure, and not a 
summation for sameness and imitation. In 
such a culture, the perennial question in art 
history regarding the relation between 
tradition and creativity is less tragically posed, 
solved, and lived, for to a large extent the 
tradition/creativity binary opposition is 
neutralized. "Tradition" in Yoruba is ilk. 
Innovation is implied in the Yoruba idea of 
tradition' 
The Yoruba asa (tradition) with its fluidity and flexibility as enduring qualities 
that are rooted in its broader concept, has enabled the singer in religious settings 
to praise, address, and give interpretations to personalities of Yoruba gods, the 
majority of which are ancient while constantly embracing new and foreign 
interpretive names. The same could also be said about the carver and the 
storyteller. They too have reconciled new and foreign elements in their arts. 
Surely the carver has introduced many foreign and new elements in his art. It is 
evident in the many examples I have shown in chapters 1 and 2. 
In this respect Lamidi's work is not out of step with its tradition. Like 
Olowe and Areogun before him, he too has transformed foreign elements such 
as Christian themes and symbols into the Yoruba idiom of wood carving. lie 
also transformed traditional motifs into new expressions as may be seen in his 
use of the mandorla round the figure of Christ, plate (2-10 and 2-14), or in the 
use of the popular motif of the mounted warrior to portray Jesus in his panel 
Entry to Jerusalem, (the 3rd panel on the right of plate 2-15), etc. His work 
reflects some of the collective characteristics found in the carvings of his 
predecessors. 
it Yai, Olabiyi Babalola, "In Praise of Metonymy: "The Concepts of "Tradition" and 
Creativity" in the Transmission of Yoruba Artistry over Time and Space", in Yoruba 
Artist, (1994), p. 113. 
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The significance of Lamidi's work is marked by his ability to synthesise 
new ideas with traditional forms as shown in plate (1-5). It is in his daring in 
adapting his skill of carving for use in modem architecture without shying away 
from tackling unfamiliar subjects in his work. In accord with the Yoruba 
tradition of learning wood carving, Lamidi emulated the carvings of his teacher 
Bandele and his father Areogun. He also borrowed themes and emulated others 
from different African cultures to serve his purpose in his door of the African 
Heritage Classroom, plate (2-30). He expanded through his art the conventional 
role of the Yoruba wood carver to serve a multitude of new needs and meanings 
within and outside his culture and country. This fits with the Yoruba definition 
of asa (tradition), which contains both the innovative and modem. 
Lamidi promotes his tradition and the view of himself vigorously 
through his art. He endeavoured with his talent and dexterity to perpetuate the 
traditional skill of wood carving by training many young carvers at a time of 
forceful change in his society. His work and that of his students challenge the 
doubt that was cast on the survival of Yoruba wood carving due to the power of 
change. 
For several years his art overlapped in time and activity with that of 
Areogun and Bamgboye, the last of the older generations of the twentieth 
century Yoruba carvers. The three carvers had the experience of working for 
domestic and foreign clients. Their works tell us that as Picton noted: "in any 
given location in Africa one is likely to discover that all manner of traditions are 
contemporary with one another. "12 From a Yoruba point of view the work of 
'Z John Picton, "Yesterday's Cold Mashed Potatoes" in Art Criticism and Africa (1996), p. 23. 
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Areogun and Bamgboye is "äiä-ätowodowo (a tradition or style passed on from 
one generation to the next)" which conveys the notion of tradition, change, and 
continuity. 13 Like the work of Areogun and the earlier work of ßamgboye, 
Lamidi's art found its way into prominent places both in Nigeria and other 
countries but has not yet found its niche as äiä-tuntun (a new tradition or style) 
in Yoruba art history. 
The implication is that the new production in wood carving is treated 
differently and, sometimes, unfairly because it adjusted to change. This is often 
construed as a decline in Yoruba wood carving. Such negative evaluation is not 
encouraging to contemporary carvers nor does it create an atmosphere 
conducive to the progress and development of Yoruba wood carving. If art as 
noted by Vansina "is a contemporary and authentic expression of the concerns 
of an age and a community, while changes in art reflect changes in such 
concerns, v)14 then Lamidi's art is a true product of its time. It illustrates the 
prevailing signs and tastes of its time with its tradition, foreign influence and 
conflict. The time has come to look at Lamidi's art as a valuable documentation 
of change in Yoruba culture and as a new tradition in its wood carving. 
The Link Between Past and Present in Sudanese Art 
Chapter three demonstrates that there is a historical link between earlier 
Sudanese civilisations and todays house decoration in the Nubian area of 
northern Sudan. I showed that this historical continuity binds together the art of 
Northern Sudan into a long tradition, which evolved from the time of Kush 
kingdom (c750 BC - 350 AD) and its intense political and artistic relationship 
Rowland Abiodun, Introduction: An African(? ) Art History: Promising Theoretical 
approaches in Yoruba Art Studies" in The Yoruba Artist (1994), p. 40. 
14 Jan Vansina, Art History in Africa (1984), p. 4. 
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with ancient Egypt. As a result of this study a rounded picture of continuity 
between past and present art production in Sudan has emerged. This long 
continuity has animated the current art in Sudan. 
The connection of Kush with Pharaonic Egypt is evidence that outside 
influences in Sudanese culture and art have existed from earlier times in history. 
Egypt exerted strong influence on the culture and art of Kush. Then came other 
influences from the Coptic art of Egypt, and from Syria, Palestine and 
Constantinople to affect the Christian art of Nubia (c Ad 650-1504), which 
followed on the heels of Kush. The outside stimulus invigorated the arts of both 
Kush and Christian Nubia. Both civilisations fused and domesticated intruding 
foreign elements into their cultures to meet their needs and to fit into their 
localities as is clear from their arts which became characteristically their own. 
The arts of Kush and Christian Nubia are an indication of the validity of 
the observation made by the American poet laureate Robert Pinsky, (quoted 
above), in which he stated: "Art comes from art. " According to Kasfir, Pinsky 
elaborated further on this remark by saying: "the work of every artist is in part 
conceived out of the work of other artists either past or current, but also the 
conviction that it ought to be that way. "15 Pinsky's observation emphasises that 
there is no art without influence from another art. This corresponds with the art 
of Kush, Christian Nubia, and house decoration of Northern Sudan as well as 
Shibrain's art. All are an admixture of domestic and foreign elements. 
Christianity and Islam in Sudan overlapped in time during the mediaeval 
era and continued to co-exist for centuries. Gradually Christian Nubia became a 
Moslem region. By that time artistic symbols from Kush had penetrated the art 
15 Sidney Littlefield Kasfir, Contemporary African Art (1999), p. 138. 
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of Christian Nubia and converged with Islamic motifs to animate a vibrant 
decorative art in Northern Sudan, which is seen in its house decoration. Islam as 
explained in chapter three, opposes the depiction of living creatures into three- 
dimensional forms. In Islam creation is the property of God, which cannot be 
shared by humans. A Moslem cannot usurp the property of God nor can he 
imitate His creation. Such a tenet inspired the art of Northern Sudan to be 
decorative and abstract in nature with few naturalistic motifs in two-dimensional 
shapes. 
Plastic expression and pictorial rendering of realistic images was not 
practised in Northern Sudan after the decline of Christian Nubia especially from 
the time of the Mahdia (1881-98) until decades into the twentieth century. The 
Mahdia as an Islamic rule was against all forms of art that did not fit within the 
realm of the Islamic tradition. The figurative representations that were practiced 
during Kush kingdom and Christian Nubia diminished during the spread of 
Islam. Thereafter surface decoration of geometrical patterns of different 
variations flourished. Such decorations are commonly used in various crafts 
such as pottery, basketry, calabashes, architecture, etc. 
Vitality and Meaning in Shibrain's Calligraphic paintings 
Apart from the representational art of both Kush and Christian Nubia, which 
are represented mainly in sculpture and frescoes, the Sudan did not cultivate a 
tradition in easel painting or its use in decorating the interiors of buildings until 
the advent of the colonial rule (1898-1956). Painting and photography thrived 
after the spread of education in the country. Yet the Northern Sudanese as in 
many Islamic societies had the tradition of adorning walls of their homes with 
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Arabic calligraphy showing verses from the Holy Koran and poetry. As an art 
form Arabic calligraphy did not evolve in Sudan until the establishment of art 
education in the country. Most of the calligraphy was used at that time in the 
embellishment of mosques, homes, tombs, etc., and was imported from Egypt 
and other Islamic countries. 
As noted in the section on art education in Sudan, Greenlaw was the first 
British educator to design an art curriculum in the country. He was sensitive to 
the Islamic aspiration of the majority of the Sudanese. His idea was to enhance 
the local architecture and the decorative art of the region through education in a 
way that would meet the needs and tenor of the people. He incorporated Arabic 
calligraphy as an important part in his educational plan. Waqialla was the first 
Sudanese to benefit from Greenlaw's scheme. He had the opportunity of 
studying Arabic calligraphy in Cairo (1949-51). Waqialla, by his talent elevated 
his calligraphy to a classic standard that rivaled the best calligraphy in the 
Islamic world. Plate (3-16) is a testimony to the refinement of his calligraphy. 
Waqialla contributed to the development of Arabic calligraphy in Sudan by 
training the younger generation who marked their identities through their works. 
Within this context the growth of Arabic calligraphy expanded into a new 
Sudanese tradition and the School of Fine and Applied Art became a prominent 
centre of creativity in Khartoum. Its contribution to African art is notable. 
Shibrain was a student of Waqialla's and one of the first graduates of the 
School of Fine and Applied Art. He is a graphic designer, who indulged himself 
in experimenting with pure Arabic calligraphy with pen and ink on white paper, 
which lead to the creation of dynamic images of simplicity and power. He 
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energized what was once an imported tradition that had long gone stale. 
Shibrain took his calligraphy in a new direction and gave it a new dimension; 
different from that of his teacher. He abandoned the formalities and rules of the 
classic Arabic calligraphy to be found in Waqialla's work. He departed from the 
extravagant excesses and ornamentation of Arabic calligraphy to create austere 
visual images. He sacrificed the meaning of his text for the spontaneity of the 
composition and its visual effect, and embodied his work with vitality and 
originality, which is apparent in his work, plates (3-17 to 3-20). 
The free treatment of Shibrain's calligraphy contrasts in its configurations 
from the work of Waqialla, which is shown in the comparison between plate (3- 
16) by Waqialla and plates (3-17 and 3-18) by Shibrain. Wagialla's work is 
serene, dignified, carefully measured and proportionally considered. It is an 
exemplary example of the refinement of Arabic calligraphy and its 
ornamentation. Shibrain's work is clear in its strokes but complex in its 
structure. It is recognisable by its style and vitality. It does not require 
knowledge of the nuances and rules of Arabic calligraphy and the language for 
it to be appreciated. His work can be admired for its form and content. 
Shibrain's scripts are verses from the Koran, cleverly executed but difficult 
to read. Their forms are coded with the word Allah to stress their sacredness. 
The word Allah is prominently projected in each composition with heavy thick 
letters. The rest of the words in each verse are entwined in repetitive movements 
with barely distinguishable characters, which conceal their divine message. 
Shibrain's calligraphy is usually composed into vertical elegant designs, which 
give them a solemnity that accentuates the sublime meaning of their messages 
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and the power of their expression. They are a remembrance to God and 
commitment to His Oneness. They are akin to the transitional state, which a 
devout Moslem reaches during the height of Ziker Allah where the descriptive 
names of God are chanted repeatedly with music and gestures to glorify His 
Oneness and divinity. EI-Ziker is a way of unifying the whole of God's names 
into one. "He is God, One God, ... equal to Him is not anyone. " (Sura CX 11, 
verse 2-5). 
The Unification of the whole into one is a characteristic of Islamic art. It is 
in the expression of multiplicity and unity of forms into one. It is in the 
repetition and rhythm of calligraphy, with its flowing shapes and ornaments, 
and architectural elements, and it is in the recitation of the Koran in the mosque, 
as explained in chapter three, to bring an equilibrium of peace and tranquility 
between the soul and mind of the faithful during prayers. They are a 
combination of Spirituality in abstraction related to God and His Uniqueness. 
Although Shibrain's calligraphic paintings are a departure from the formality of 
Arabic calligraphy and its norm, they reflect the multiplicity and unity of form, 
which permeate Islamic art. They are a result of his conviction as a Moslem 
who is guided by his belief in proper religious conduct. They are vehicles of 
praise and gratitude to God. 
A Trend in Progress 
To illuminate further the calligraphic art of Shibrain and to give it a 
comprehensive depth, chapter four relates his work to the fresh development of 
the late 1950s in Sudanese art in which it played an important part. This chapter 
is partially based on my personal knowledge as a friend of Shibrain and his 
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colleagues, with whom I share a similar education and experience, to write on 
their art and its contribution to this trend in African art. A group of pioneering 
artists with similar background who happened to teach art at the same place and 
time. Like their ancestors of Kush and Christian Nubia, they fashioned a new 
direction in the artistic tradition of Sudan. 
They combined elements from the decorative heritage of their country 
with their acquired skills and techniques into a hybrid art. It is an art that is 
inspired from within their tradition. The aesthetic of their work is tempered by 
their African-Christian-Islamic tradition, and Western education. They explored 
the visual and literary aspects of Arabic calligraphy in their paintings. They 
looked at their heritage from within its own cultural boundaries and exploited it 
with keen awareness and experience gained from exposure to outside cultures. 
Their paintings stemmed out from the milieu of their culture and its history. 
Arabic calligraphy and surface decorations, which are common elements in 
Sudanese society that has social and religious functions, became an inspirational 
force to their creativity. Their paintings are a reconciliation of these elements 
put together into innovative themes that contain some comparable artistic 
devices that have historical meaning and symbolism. Historic motifs and Arabic 
calligraphy are the common factors that unite their works together. Yet their 
paintings are different in style, techniques and subject matter. 
Shibrain is a highly successful and respected artist in Sudan due to the 
approach of his artistic endeavours. His work expresses the commonly familiar: 
verses from the Koran and Arabic calligraphy in a pure style. Its content and 
meaning are different from the works of his peers. He refrained from the use of 
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figurative elements in his paintings due to his religious temperance. This is 
different from Tag Ahmed and Ibraham El"Salahi who combined the figurative 
and decorative in their paintings. As this study has mentioned, Islamic lunar 
motifs, domes and abstract geometrical patterns bring out some similarities 
between the paintings of Shibrain and Salahi. These motifs are apparent in 
Mosque Impressions by Shibrain, plate (3-14) and Mosque by Salahi, plate (4- 
4). These patterns are markers that unify the themes of these paintings and they 
are references to the continuity of their tradition. Salahi's paintings reflect a 
duality of African and Islamic images, which are two major factors in the 
Sudanese tradition. They are arranged with skill and refined techniques that 
were nourished by Salahi's Western training into dynamic compositions. Tag 
Ahmed's painting are a combination of personal, religious and historical themes 
correlated with Arabic verses in somewhat mystical arrangements. The 
paintings of Rahim (El-Shaigi) are akin to Shibrain's work in their lack of 
figurative images. They are pure decorative modules arranged in a repetitious 
architectural design of vibrant colours. 
The paintings of these artists impacted the work of their successors who 
continued in the traditional path of using Arabic calligraphy and decoration as 
an inspirational source for their creativity. Reference has already been made to 
two innovative artists who used traditional techniques in new modem ways to 
produce exciting results. The first is Rabbah (1933-99). He used lens to collect 
the rays of the sun into a single concentrated beam of light to burn Arabic 
calligraphy with geometrical designs into interesting art works as shown in his 
painting Decoration, plate (4-7). His work also includes figurative paintings in 
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flat decorative arrangements of repetitive motifs. He called his method "solar 
engraving". His most interesting work was produced by this innovative 
technique of engraving designs on wood, which was inspired by the traditional 
African technique of burning patterns into the surfaces of calabashes. It is a 
popular method in Sudan. 
Another artist who is engaged in the use of Arabic calligraphy as a way 
of artistic expression is Hassan Musa (1951). Like Rabbah, his "graphic 
ceremony" stemmed out of traditional methods of art production and religious 
ceremonies which are performed publicly for anyone to admire, as discussed in 
this study. 
The important issue is that the use of Arabic calligraphy in the form of 
pictorial renderings continues to flourish in Sudan. It is a trend that made an 
impact on some African artists in other countries such as Ethiopia and Nigeria. 
It is also equivalent to other developments in the Islamic countries of North 
Africa as noted in chapter four. This shows an interaction between the Sudanese 
artists and their counterparts in other regions of the continent. Nowadays the 
works of African artists are connected by western impact on their cultures and 
in many instances by their formal training. 
Sudanese artists have benefited from their Western education like their 
colleagues in Africa. But such a benefit carries with it a negative thorny attitude, 
in the form of criticism, which describes them as imitators of Western art, and 
their work is a cheap version of it. 16 For this reason, their work has been 
16 See Creative Impulses/Modern Expressions: Four African Artists, catalogue of an 
exhibition. Guest curator: Salah Hassan. The Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art, 1993, 
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separated from what is called "traditional". Their work has not been studied as 
part of its cultural milieu as a continuity of its tradition and history. Hence it is a 
criticism without empirical or historical evidence to substantiate it. . Historical 
references had been made in this study to show that copying and emulation in 
art are educational and stimulate processes that existed in many cultures and 
periods of art history as it did in the apprentice-ship system among the Yoruba 
wood carvers. History has shown that a mutual exchange of ideas; influences 
and borrowing are an integral part of creativity. 
One essential outcome of this study is that it framed the importance of 
the continuity of tradition in the work of both Fakeye and Shibrain as it is seen 
from the perspective of their own cultures. 
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Glossary of Yoruba and Arabic Terms' 
aadaa norm; custom; tradition (Oromo language) 
Ask tradition; style; custom 
oriki praise poetry; epithets; attributions 
iti n history; narrative 
äsä-tunten recent tradition or new style 
ä authority; life force; ritual power 
äsä-ätgw , qwö tradition or style passed on from one generation to the next 
sa select; chose; discriminate; or discern 
ire ibeji carving for deceased a twin 
babalawo Ifa divination priest 
d&nddn hourglass-shaped drum; "talking drum" 
onisegun herbalist priest 
ogun kiriji war of kiriji 
iparadä transformation 
He earth 
liefe the earth is wide enough 
yahdi to guide 
fagir holy man 
el Turkiyah Turco Egyptian rule 
el funun gunin plastic and pictorial art are affairs of insanity 
dabba lock (Nubian word) 
rebaba lyre (Nubian) 
kissar lyre 
musawwir artist 
alif a 
ba b 
gibla facade of the mosque facing Mecca 
The spelling of words from the Yoruba and Arabic languages vary in 
different publications when translated from the complex tonal 
language of Yoruba, and Arabic which has different vowels to the 
English language. 
